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Abstract 
Over recent years we have seen a dramatic increase in representation of Muslim schools 
within the Australian media. This thesis presents the findings of a study comparing media 
representations of Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” Christian schools in Australia during a 
12-month period in which Muslim schools were receiving significant media attention due to 
financial mismanagement issues occurring within these schools. During this time period an 
allegation was made that thousands of dollars of taxpayer funding was being sent to Muslim 
school’s parent organisation, AFIC, rather than being spent on the education of students 
(Taylor, 2016).  The study focused on comparing how Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” 
Christian schools were constructed by the media during the timeframe in which Muslim 
schools were under investigation, and how their media representation may become a proxy 
for understanding how the Australian public are invited to feel about different types of religious 
schools. The study draws together Fairclough’s framework for Critical Discourse Analysis with 
Hall’s work on identity and cultural difference in order to explore inequalities that exist within 
representations of different varieties of non-mainstream religious schools in Australia.  
This study collected data from 107 media articles reporting on Muslim schools and 
“fundamentalist” Christian schools over a 12-month period from Australian media outlets. The 
data revealed that Muslim schools experienced significantly more negative representation 
than Christian schools during this period, through media reporting which constructed these 
schools as different, threatening and problematic. Analysis of the data suggests that 
conservative, racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses may have helped to construct a 
negative representation of Muslim schools in the media and may invite the Australia public to 
perceive these schools as problematic. In contrast, dominant discourses constructed by the 
media positioned Christian schools as a more acceptable and successful category of religious 
schooling in Australia. Analysis of the data suggests that Muslim schools were constructed as 
problematic and Christian schools as more successful, where it was in the interests of media 
outlets, who have the institutional power to influence the social identities of these schools, to 
construct them in this way. Problematic constructions of Muslim schools may have further 
been influenced by a socio-historical context which has perpetuated a public attitude that 
Muslim identities do not belong in Australia.  
The findings of this study aim to contribute an understanding of how media 
representation may affect perceptions of schools in Australia’s increasingly marketised and 
multi-faith education environment. The findings suggest that inequalities in media 
representations of different religious schools may influence discriminatory attitudes towards 
certain types of non-mainstream religious schools on the basis of religious values. 
.
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Chapter One: Introduction to the study 
1.1 Introduction 
Since the 1990s in Australia, education policies have created an environment in which funding 
to non-government schools by the Federal Government has increased and parental choice of 
school has been encouraged (English, 2009; Harrington, 2013). This situation has led to the 
proliferation of various religious schools in Australia that are becoming a popular choice for 
many parents (Maddox, 2011; Gulson & Symes, 2007). Changes over the last 30 years have 
seen an increase in the funding of non-government or ‘private’ schools by the Federal 
Government (Phillips, 2014). The term private school is in inverted comas because the 
increased and continued funding of private schools, along with the emergence of 
establishment grants (Department of Education and Training, 2016), has led to the 
proliferation of new private schools, including various religious schools, which have been able 
to draw significant government subsidies, suggesting they are not fully private (Phillips, 2014).  
The Australian Education Act 2013 is the principal legislation for the provision of 
government subsidies to Australian schools (Australian Government, 2013). This legislation 
stipulates that the Federal Government provides subsidies to assist with the costs of recurrent 
education in non-government schools through General Recurrent Grants (GRGs). Since 
2001, the rate at which non-government schools receive GRGs is determined by a measure 
of the capacity of a non-government school’s community to support its school through a 
‘needs based’ formula called the Socio-Economic Status (SES) Index. Through General 
Recurrent Grants and the Socio-Economic Status (SES) Index some non-government 
schools, including various religious schools, have been able to draw significant government 
subsidies.  
In order to receive federal funding all schools in Australia must offer the national or 
Australian Curriculum (ACARA, 2010) or otherwise, make arrangements with various state 
education departments (Australian Government, 2015).  The federal funding of Australian 
schools is a complex situation and this is detailed further in section 2.2. It is noted that all 
schools, regardless of their religious affiliation and thus beliefs, must teach the Australian 
Curriculum unless they have special dispensation to teach outside this structure. So far, only 
International Baccalaureate schools and Steiner schools (in Queensland and South Australia) 
are exempted from following the national curriculum. It is noted that New South Wales has 
developed its own curriculum that mirrors, but is not the same as, the Australian Curriculum. 
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Religious schools in Australia provide not only the National Curriculum, but also instruction in, 
and the milieu of, a particular religious environment (English, 2009).  
The first religious schools in Australia were Christian schools established by the 
Anglican Church in the early days of British settlement. Schools representing other 
denominations of Christianity gradually came into existence in the following decades, later 
followed by the emergence of religious schools that departed from the Christian tradition 
altogether (Maddox, 2011). Whilst historically, the most common religious schools drawing 
government funding have been those belonging to mainstream Christian denominations (for 
example Catholic, Lutheran, Anglican), diversification of the Australian immigrant population, 
and diversification of Australia’s religious affiliation, has led to the emergence of “boutique” 
(Maddox, 2011) schools of various religions in Australia which have been able to draw 
significant funding from the Federal Government (Buckingham, 2010).  
A defining change in schooling over the last two decades has been the diversification of 
Australia’s religious school sector (Maddox, 2011; Buckingham 2010; Bird, 2015). Through 
Australia’s unique school funding structures, non-mainstream religious schools, as a niche 
market, have experienced a growth unlike any other market. Non-mainstream is used to 
describe religious schools that depart from the values and lessons of the Western Judeo-
Christian traditions (Anglican, Catholic and Lutheran) that established religious schooling in 
Australia (Maddox, 2011).  The most substantive increases in enrolments in the non-
mainstream religious school sector have been in Muslim schools and new classifications of 
"fundamentalist" Christian denominations (Buckingham, 2010). In 1997, there were fifteen 
Muslim schools in Australia. Fifteen years later in 2012, that number had more than doubled, 
with a total of 28,267 students attending Australia’s thirty-nine Muslim schools (Jones, 2012). 
Muslim schools have experienced a growth of 24 schools in 15 years, an average of 1.6 
schools per year. Similarly, “fundamentalist” Christian schools have also experienced growth 
in Australia with several new schools opening to cater for families subscribing to 
“fundamentalist” Christian denominations. In 2003 in Queensland, A Christian College was 
established catering to the Seventh Day Adventist community and in 2001 another Christian 
School was established offering approved education programs that catered to Exclusive 
Brethren families. As most Christian schools were established in Australian in the 1900s, the 
growth in the number of “fundamentalist” Christian schools over the last 15 years is not as 
significant as Muslim schools. However, the number of students attending these schools in 
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recent years has increased (Buckingham, 2010). “Fundamentalist” Christian schools including 
Adventist, Methodist, Uniting, Baptist and Brethren schools accounted for 33 per cent of non-
government school enrolments in 2011, up from 29 per cent in 2001 (Christian Schools 
Australia, 2016). These statistics demonstrate that the demand for non-mainstream religious 
schools including Muslim schools and schools aligned with Christian “fundamentalist” 
denominations has increased in Australia over the past decade. 
Concomitantly, non-mainstream religious schools have also received considerable 
media attention in recent years. As this thesis will report, one school category, Muslim 
schools, have received considerable media attention recently. Between June 2015 and June 
2016 several Muslim schools across the country were threatened with funding cuts 
(Macdonald, 2016). Their funding was threatened because they failed to justify ongoing 
funding by the Federal Government. The threat of defunding came after an audit was ordered 
by the then serving Education Minister, Christopher Pyne, to investigate ongoing governance 
and financial mismanagement issues at the six Muslim schools run by the nation’s peak 
Muslim body, the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils (Chang, 2016). Prior to these 
audits, allegations were raised about the schools misusing taxpayer funds, after failing to 
address concerns about how its public funding was being spent (Shanahan, 2015). The media 
followed the story and reported on the adverse findings of the audit into the schools. This 
study involved an analysis and comparison of the media reportage focusing on Muslim 
schools and “fundamentalist” Christian schools as two categories of non-mainstream religious 
schools, during a time in which Muslim schools were receiving significant media attention. It is 
argued that how these schools are represented in the media may invite certain public 
perceptions of these schools. The following chapter sets the context for this study exploring 
media representations of non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia.  
1.2 Background to the study 
1.2.1 Muslim schools in the media 
Between June 2015 and June 2016 it was reported in the media that all six Muslim schools 
operated by the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils (AFIC) failed to comply with the 
basic standards required to continue to receive federal funding. It was reported that 
thousands of dollars of taxpayer funding was being sent to the school’s parent organisation, 
AFIC, rather than being spent on the education of students (Taylor, 2016). Millions of dollars 
in loans between AFIC and the schools also went unaccounted for. Serious concerns were 
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raised in the media reporting regarding teaching standards and the welfare of students at 
AFIC schools, particularly at a school which was accused of hardline religious teaching 
(Shanahan, 2015). Another school was accused of trading while insolvent after auditors 
discovered that the school was using recurrent federal funding provided to the school for 
education purposes towards new building projects (Bagshaw, 2016). Following an audit by 
Deloitte, operators of the schools were issued with ‘noncompliance’ notices warning them that 
they were failing to comply with the financial management and government requirements 
outlined by the Australian Education Act (Shanahan, 2016). The Education Minister, Simon 
Birmingham ordered a funding freeze for Muslim schools run by the Australian Federation of 
Islamic Councils until they could justify why they should continue to receive recurrent federal 
funding (Shanahan, 2016).  
AFIC schools again received significant media attention after hundreds of teachers, 
parents and students gathered to protest their de-funding (Cowie & Hall,2015). Members of 
the school community stressed more separation between the schools from the Australian 
Federation of Islamic Council (Edwards & Puddy, 2015). Several chair members of the school 
board were also senior members of AFIC, including Hafez Kassem, who was school board 
chairman of one school, as well as the AFIC president. Members of the school community 
recognised that conflicts of interest were present within the school management team and 
called for the expulsion of key school board members who were also board members of AFIC. 
These protests led to the removal of the governing body’s power over the schools’ finances 
and the school boards replacement by interim members in an attempt to save the defunded 
schools from closure (Cowie & Hall, 2015). However, the Education Minister addressed the 
media confirming the decision to freeze the funding of Muslim schools, despite more 
separation between the schools and AFIC. 
Further media attention was directed towards these schools when an appeal was 
lodged by the schools’ lawyers to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal (Colley, 2016). There 
was a temporary reprieve for some of the schools in April 2016 when the Administrative 
Appeals Tribunal issued a finding that federal funding was to be reinstated for three AFIC 
schools that had demonstrated significant efforts to enact greater financial transparency and 
governance structures (Shanahan, 2016). The Islamic schools in Melbourne, Brisbane and 
Perth had their funding reinstated on the condition that they would be subject to quarterly 
checks until the end of 2017. However, the Department of Education stood by their decision to 
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revoke funding to the Islamic schools in Canberra and Sydney. The department was not 
convinced that these schools were taking the appropriate steps to reform their financial 
governance and accountability (Shanahan, 2016).  
The Islamic schools in Canberra and Sydney appeared in the media again where legal 
action was launched by the schools to reverse the Department of Education’s decision to 
withhold their funding. The schools received a lifeline, when Federal Court judge Steven 
Rares overturned the Department of Education’s decision to withhold funding to the schools 
(Shanahan, 2016). The schools were approved to continue to receive federal funding during 
the (tribunal’s) external review process. Under the terms of the order, the schools were 
required to provide a monthly written account of its income and expenditure until further notice 
(Shanahan, 2016).  
Significant media attention was placed on Muslim schools during this 12-month period 
where the Australian Government showed a strong willingness to withdraw public funding 
from several Muslim schools across the country. Prior to this event, Muslim schools had been 
featured negatively within the Australian media on several other occasions. In 2003, the then 
federal Education Minister Brendan Nelson wrote to all his state counterparts, asking for an 
investigation of Islamic schools to allay fears that they were encouraging ‘anti-Christian and 
anti-Western sentiments’ (Maddox, 2004, p.14). In 2004 Nelson expressed further concern 
over what was being taught within Muslim schools, stating that any that “did not teach 
‘Australian values’ should clear off” (Maddox, 2004, p.179). In the same year Prime Minister 
John Howard (2004) announced the government’s intention to “get inside Muslim schools to 
ensure they were teaching Australian values… and not supporting terrorism” (Maddox, 2004, 
p.179).  
On these occasions Muslim schools featured in the media after receiving scrutiny from 
the government relating to what was being taught within these schools. However, the 
uncovering of financial mismanagement and the subsequent threats of de-funding that 
occurred within several Australian Muslim schools between June 2015 and June 2016 marks 
the longest and most significant attention that Muslim schools have received in the Australian 
media to date. No other school sector in Australia has had their funding so publicly threatened 
and thus, the issues unfolding within Muslim schools became a significant media story. Print, 
television and radio media played a commanding role in the coverage of the event. The event 
was covered by all major news television stations in Australia including the SBS, the ABC and 
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Channels 7,9 and 10. The story regularly featured in print news publications including major 
papers such as the Sydney Morning Herald, The Australian, The Daily Telegraph, and The 
Guardian. 
It may be that through the significant media coverage that Muslim schools received 
during this 12-month period, many non-Muslim Australians became aware of Muslim schools 
in Australia for the first time. Prior to these events, many non-Muslim Australians may have 
been unaware that there is a type of school offering in Australia that caters exclusively to 
Muslim families. Thus, the ways in which Muslim schools became represented in the media 
during these events may be significantly influential to the perceptions the Australian public 
develops of these schools. This study therefore provided an opportunity to explore how the 
Australian public were invited to perceive Muslim schools by focusing on the media’s 
representations of this type of non-mainstream religious school during a time in which it was 
receiving significant media attention. 
1.2.2 “Fundamentalist” Christian schools in the media 
There has also been a significant increase in other types of non-mainstream religious schools 
in Australia. Many cater to “fundamentalist” Christian denominations and hold beliefs that may 
contradict required knowledge outlined in the national curriculum. For example, many 
“fundamentalist” Christian schools promote Intelligent Design (ID) or Young Earth Creationism 
(YEC) which contradict mainstream scientific views about evolution and the more accurate 
age of the earth (Brown, 2010). These beliefs argue that the world was created in six, twenty-
four hour days and that the earth is no more than 6,000 years old (O’Neil, 2014). These 
beliefs reject evidence of radiometric and astrological dating which supports that the universe 
is at least millions of years old and instead point to the universe being supernaturally created 
by a god (O’Neil. 2014). Young earth creationism argues that the creation story outlined in 
Genesis versus 1-11 was written as fact and was to be understood as such. Intelligent Design 
similarly views the creation of the universe as best explained by an intelligent cause, which is 
often assumed to be a god. Not only do the theories of YEC and ID contradict mainstream 
scientific teaching, they specifically contradict the requirements of science teaching outlined in 
the Australian curriculum. According to the Australian curriculum, the theory of evolution and 
natural selection is to be covered as part of biology and earth and space sciences (Australian 
Curriculum, 2015). Throughout these units, students are to learn about the processes 
involved in natural selection, artificial selection in breeding for desired characteristics and 
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evaluating and interpreting evidence for evolution (Australian Curriculum, 2015). Whilst the 
theory of evolution must be taught in all Australian schools to meet the requirements of the 
Australian science curriculum, YEC and ID are still able to be taught in schools that support 
these theories as part of religious studies (Brown, 2010). 
Several organisations and their affiliated schools have lobbied for the right to teach 
YEC and ID as part of the science curriculum in Australian schools including 91 schools 
affiliated with the Australian Association of Christian Schools (AACS), 130-plus members of 
Christian Schools Australia (CSA) and 48 Adventist Education Australia schools (Maddox, 
2014). Together, these organisations teach over 130,000 students and receive significant 
government funding (Maddox, 2014). The AACS alone received nearly $400 million from state 
and federal governments in recurrent funding in 2010 (Maddox, 2014). “Fundamentalist” 
Christian schools that have lobbied for the right to teach ID and YEC have received some 
attention in the media. In 2010, these schools featured in the media after the South Australian 
Non- Government Schools Registration Board released a policy banning the teaching of YEC 
from the state’s science curriculum. The policy stated that the Board required “teaching of 
science as an empirical discipline, focusing on inquiry, hypothesis, investigation, 
experimentation, observation and evidential analysis’’ and that it “does not accept as 
satisfactory a science curriculum which is based on, espouses or reflects the literal 
interpretation of a religious text in its treatment of either creationism or intelligent design” 
(Zwanns, 2010). This ban was met with disapproval among “fundamentalist” Christian schools 
who showed strong opposition to what they felt was an excessive intrusion of government into 
matters relating to faith education (Brown, 2010). It is to be noted that this policy only banned 
YEC and ID from being taught as part of the science curriculum. YEC or ID are still able to be 
taught within the religious curriculum (Brown, 2010).  
Both Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” Christian schools at different times have 
been involved in media controversies, however only Muslim schools have had their public 
funding threatened. The controversies involving the teaching of YEC and ID within several 
Christian schools were not so extensively covered by the media when compared to Muslim 
schools. The media brouhaha over the funding of Muslim schools, may suggest there is more 
public interest in Muslim schools than there is in other Christian schools, such as those that 
have lobbied for the right to teach conservative Christian philosophies. This thesis aimed to 
compare how much media coverage was set aside for Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” 
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Christian schools as two categories of non-mainstream religious schooling, during a specific 
event that caused Muslim schools media attention in 2015 and 2016.  
1.2.3 Religious affiliation in Australia 
The proportion of Australian children attending Islamic schools and schools aligned with some 
Christian “fundamentalist” churches has increased significantly over the past decade, despite 
a trend of declining religiosity among Australians. Where data has suggested that religion 
appears to be becoming markedly less relevant to an increasing number of Australians but 
religious school sectors continue to grow, this demonstrates a contradictory trend. 
 A worldwide poll conducted by Win-Gallup International, found that 48 per cent of 
Australians said they were not religious; 10 per cent declared themselves "convinced 
atheists"; and 5 per cent did not know or did not respond. Only 37 per cent were religious. 
(Fotinopoulos, 2013). According to data from the Australian Bureau of Statistics rates of 
reporting no religion on the national census are steadily rising (Buckingham, 2010). The 
number of people reporting no religion in Australia has increased substantially over the past 
hundred years, from 1 in 250 people to 1 in 5 (Battersby, 2015). In 1911, there were 10,000 
people (0.4 per cent) who chose the option 'no religion' on their census form; in 2011 there 
were just under 4.8 million (22 per cent of Australians) who reported no religion (Buckingham, 
2010). However, census data is not able to accurately reflect the actual number of Australians 
who are not religious, as there are people who may or may not be religious who choose not to 
answer the question. Reasons for not answering the question may include a belief that 
religion is a private matter, or because people are answering for someone else and are not 
certain of their religious affiliation. Some people may not provide their religion on the census 
solely because this question is not compulsory (Buckingham, 2010).  
Based on trends which demonstrate a declining religiosity in Australia, it is 
contradictory that the variety and number of religious schools and the students attending them 
are growing significantly. Government schools remained the major provider of school 
education in Australia in 2014, with 2,406,495 students (sixty-five per cent of all students) 
attending, compared to 1,287,606 students (thirty-five per cent of all students) attending non-
government schools (ABS, 2014). Whilst Government schools are the major provider of 
schooling in Australia, data from the Independent Schools Council of Australia outlined in 
figure 1 demonstrates that the government school sector is declining while enrolments within 
non- government schools (many of which are religious in character) are growing. In Australia, 
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eighty-four per cent of non- government schools have a religious affiliation with seventy-five 
per cent being Christian and nine per cent a religious affiliation other than Christianity (ABS, 
2006). Characteristics which distinguish government from non-government schools can be 
found in section 2.2.1. Through data which emphasises a growing and diversifying religious 
school sector in Australia despite declining religiosity among Australians, it may be suggested 
that parents’ decision to send their children to a religious school may not always be influenced 
by a school’s religious affiliation but by other factors such as perceptions of the school 
environment relating to status, discipline and quality factors (Schmidt, 2012; O’Brien, 2014). A 
discussion of the factors which may influence religious school choice can be found in section 
2.2.3. 
 
Figure 1: Growth of Enrolments in Australia’s school sectors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Independent Schools Council of Australia, 2014 
The funding of the religious school sector in Australia has also persisted despite 
religion becoming markedly less relevant to an increasing number of Australians. Non- 
government schools continue to receive significant amounts of funding from a diverse range 
of government and private sources. Private income accounts for approximately 43.0 per cent 
of total non‐government school income whereas state government grants account for 15.0 per 
cent, and Australian Government grants on average account for 42.0 per cent (Harrington, 
2013). The funding structures of all Australian schools is discussed in more detail in section 
2.2.1. The funding of the religious school sector in increasingly secular societies such as 
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Australia has been met with some criticism. These criticisms are further discussed in section 
2.5. 
Among the most striking findings of the 2011 census is the growth in the number of 
people affiliated with non-Christian religions in Australia, which rose from 4.9 per cent of the 
total population in 2001, to 7.2 per cent in 2011 (Buckingham, 2010). Hinduism, Islam and 
Buddhism were the fastest growing faiths, with increases of 189, 69 and 48 per cent 
respectively (ABS, 2011). There has been a decline in Christian affiliation from 96 per cent in 
1911, to 68 per cent in 2001 and 61 per cent in 2011 (Buckingham, 2010). The growth in the 
number of and enrolments within schools with a religious affiliation other than Christianity 
makes sense where there has been an increase in Australians reporting religions such as 
Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism. However, the growth of enrolments in Christian affiliated 
schools in Australia does not reflect trends which demonstrate that Christianity in Australia 
has been steadily declining. Trends that are demonstrating a decline in religious affiliation in 
Australia are in conflict with the increasingly diverse religious school offerings that are 
becoming available and increasingly popular.  
Whilst data demonstrates that religious schools are on the rise, survey findings from 
various social research organisations indicate that the Australian public’s opinions regarding a 
range of social issues are becoming increasingly influenced by a more secularist world view. 
Religious commentary regarding social issues such as marriage equality, In vitro fertilisation 
(IVF), and abortion has traditionally been influenced by values that oppose same-sex 
relationships, taking gods work into our hands when it comes to fertility, or taking life away 
through abortion (Roberts, 2016). However, several survey studies have indicated that the 
Australian public are becoming more accepting of these issues. A Crosby Textor poll, 
commissioned by Australian Marriage Equality in 2014, found that 72 per cent of Australians 
want same-sex marriage legalised (Cox, 2014). A galaxy poll further found that many 
members of religious groups support same-sex marriage, 53 per cent among them Christians 
and 62 per cent among them members of other religions (Cox, 2014). A poll from Roy Morgan 
in 2006 found that 82 per cent of Australians approve of the extraction of stem cells from 
human embryos so they can be used in the treatment of diseases and injuries and 80 per cent 
of Australians approve of embryonic stem cell research and support IVF for assisting couples 
who can’t conceive children naturally (Roy Morgan, 2006). Whilst these survey findings 
indicate that the Australian public’s opinions regarding many social issues are becoming more 
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secular; these beliefs are rarely openly promoted by religious organisations, including 
schools. It may be argued that many members of the population are, contrarily, supporting the 
number of religious schools that disagree with the overwhelming milieu of the Australian 
population on a range of controversial social issues. 
1.3 Research aim 
The aim of this research project was to understand how non-mainstream religious schools are 
represented within the Australian media. In section 1.2.3 it was argued that Australia’s rate of 
religious identification, according to ABS (2011) data, has been steadily declining. While 
certain religious affiliations, such as Muslims and Hindus, are growing, their overall numbers, 
relative to the non-religious or not-identified groups remain low. A population that is failing to 
identify with a religion but is supporting an increasing number of religious schools, some 
which maintain a position on social issues that a growing proportion of the Australian public 
might disagree, represents a contradictory trend. By exploring how non-mainstream religious 
schools are constructed in public media discourses, this study aimed to provide an 
understanding of how the Australian public have been invited to feel about these schools and 
how media representations might influence the decision making of parents who are involved 
in the complex process of choosing a school for their children. 
1.4 Research questions 
This dissertation takes as its starting point that education choice has always existed in 
Australia, however there has been some shift in the market over the last two decades 
(English, 2005; 2009). It also builds from the premise that the attitudes of parents and the 
wider community, are shaped by discourses that exist in the cultural milieu that exist around 
schooling, especially media representations about schools. Based on the context and 
research problem outlined above, two research questions guided this study: 
1. What discourses are evident in media reports about non-mainstream religious 
schooling in Australia? 
2. How do these discourses play out in a particular time period in which one category of 
non-mainstream religious schools (Muslim schools) were under investigation for 
misappropriating funds? 
1.5 Research design 
This study used media analysis as a method to examine how media representations may 
invite certain public perceptions of non-mainstream religious schools (see section 3.3.1). 
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Media analysis is a useful research method to discover public attitudes toward social and 
cultural issues and groups (McNamara, 2005). Media analysis was used to explore 67 media 
articles reporting on Muslim schools during a 12-month time period in which they were under 
investigation and threatened with closure and 40 media articles reporting on Christian schools 
over the same time period. The comparison of media reportage of Christian schools offered a 
wider perspective on media representations of non-mainstream religious schools in Australia. 
It also offered a glimpse into whether the media’s treatment of “fundamentalist” Christian 
schools and Muslim schools as two types of non-mainstream religious schools differs on order 
to further probe how media representation influences the way different religious schools may 
become perceived. 
1.6 Significance of the study 
This study is significant because of the increasingly niche offerings that are becoming 
available to parents in the Australian education market (Marginson, 1997; English, 2009). The 
diversification of the religious school sector in Australia is even more significant when seen 
against wider social trends of declining religiousness (Buckingham, 2001). Understanding 
how schools that subscribe to a particular religious view are not only established but growing 
in Australia represents a trend worthy of study. There is a need to investigate the ways non-
mainstream religious schooling is discursively constructed in an Australian context in order to 
contextualise the current and future success of this school sector.  
School choice research, as a branch of consumer behaviour research, needs to 
consider how media representation may affect parents’ perceptions of schools in Australia’s 
increasingly multi-faith education environment. In section 2.6 several studies are explored 
which demonstrate that schools in Australia are becoming increasingly concerned with how 
they are represented within the media (Thomas, 2005; Blackmore & Thorpe 2003). Several 
international studies specifically investigating media representations of non-mainstream 
religious schools are also explored (Meer, 2009). This new study provided an opportunity to 
illuminate, in an Australian context, the perceptions of non-mainstream religious schools that 
may be informed by media representations of these schools. This study contributes new 
knowledge to the field as there are limited studies that focus on media representations of non-
mainstream religious schools in the Australian context. 
This study was particularly interested in one type of non-mainstream religious school. 
Muslim schools in Australia have received significant media attention recently where the 
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government showed a willingness to withdraw funding from several Muslim schools that failed 
to abide by conditions required to receive federal funding. Whilst in section 1.2.2 it was 
argued that some “fundamentalist” Christian schools in Australia are endorsing values and 
beliefs that go against the National Curriculum, controversies involving “fundamentalist” 
Christian schools have not been so closely followed by the media, nor has their government 
funding ever been publicly threatened. This study was therefore also concerned with exploring 
inequalities within media representations of different types of non-mainstream religious 
schools and how such inequalities may contribute to discriminatory attitudes towards certain 
types of non-mainstream religious schools on the basis of religious values.  
1.7 Overview of the dissertation 
This chapter has provided the context for a new study which has been necessitated by the 
increasing prevalence of non-mainstream religious schools in the media as well as the growth 
of these schools despite a declining religious population in Australia. It argues for the need to 
examine why these schools are becoming increasingly popular in the context of a population 
that is increasingly rejecting religion, and suggested that media representation may become a 
proxy to explore how the Australian public perceive these schools. It introduced the two 
schools of interest to this study, Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” Christian schools. 
Chapter Two contextualises the study’s research questions according to relevant 
literature. As the research questions guiding this study were formed amidst the emergence of 
issues relating to the public funding of one particular type of non-mainstream religious 
schooling, a discussion of the policy environment that has led to the funding of these schools 
in Australia will be undertaken. The conceptual research framing this study includes literature 
relating to the policy contexts of marketisation, multiculturalism and pluralism. It is argued that 
these policy contexts have provided the conditions of possibly that have encouraged the 
establishment of non-mainstream religious schools in Australia by enabling these schools to 
obtain significant federal funding. As this study sought to explore media representations of 
non-mainstream religious schools, the chapter will also examine previous empirical studies 
that have explored media representations of issues of schooling. A theoretical framework was 
developed within this chapter using the concepts of discourse (Fairclough, 1992; 2003) and 
identity (Hall, 1990). Discourse and identity were used in this study to explain differences in 
the social identities and relationships constructed within the media representations of Muslim 
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and “fundamentalist” Christian schools which may in turn influence public perceptions of these 
schools. 
Following an examination of the literature, the third chapter outlines the qualitative 
research approach used for this study. Two methods were used to investigate representations 
of non-mainstream religious schools that appeared in the media; thematic analysis and 
semantic analysis. These methods were used to collect data that could be used to explore 
and compare representations that emerged within the media regarding two different 
categories of non-mainstream religious schools, Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” 
Christian schools. The results of the thematic and semantic analysis of media articles 
focusing on these two types of schools are then presented in the findings chapter (Chapter 
Four) of this dissertation. 
Chapter Five describes the analytic framework that translates the data collected using 
the methods and the theoretical approach developed in the previous chapters. Thus, its focus 
is on establishing a translation device (Bernstein, 1990) to allow for a theoretical re-
description of the dissertation’s empirical data. A Critical Discourse Analysis (Fairclough, 
1992; 2003) was applied to investigate the discourses and identities constructed for non-
mainstream religious schools  within the media reporting.  
The final chapter of this dissertation includes a summary of the research findings and a 
reflection on the theoretical and analytical framework employed for the study. The limitations 
of the study and its implications are discussed and finally, the chapter concludes by 
suggesting future research directions. 
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Chapter Two: Literature review 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter contextualises the study's research questions in conceptual and empirical 
research. The specific research questions of this study aimed to investigate the discourses 
evident in media reports about non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia, during a time 
in which one type of non-mainstream religious school was threatened with funding cuts. This 
chapter begins with an exploration of the unique funding structures of Australia’s various 
education providers. A brief history of education funding policies is provided, along with a 
broader account of the emergence of funding of religious schools and the funding structures 
through which non-mainstream religious schools have been established in Australia. It will be 
argued in this chapter that through the policy contexts of marketisation, multiculturalism and 
pluralism, non-mainstream religious schools, as a niche market, have been able to proliferate 
within western education systems. These policy contexts are being explored in this chapter as 
an opportunity to further emphasise Australia’s increasing niche providers of education, in this 
study’s case, the niche is religious and cultural.  
Three key areas of literature will help to contextualise the emergence of non-
mainstream religious schools in Australia. The first area deals with school choice and involves 
a discussion of the marketisation of education and its emphasis on privatisation, choice and 
competition within education markets. Research that identifies the evolving nature of neo-
liberal competition and choice and its impact on government and quasi-government service 
provision are reviewed. 
The second area of research deals with religious school choice. This section deals 
specifically with the inclusion of religious minorities in the education market in Australia 
resulting from multicultural education policies. This section is concerned with how religious 
minority groups have established their own institutions for faith-based schooling. 
The third section of research describes some of the broader implications that have 
emerged regarding the increased funding, support and choice of the religious school sector. 
There appears to be a deep uneasiness in many sections of the Australian community 
regarding the rapid expansion of religious schooling (Bird, 2015; Stevenson, 2012). This 
section provides a discussion of the contemporary issues that emerged within the literature 
surrounding religious schooling within secular societies such as Australia. 
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To conclude this chapter, evidence of empirical international and Australian studies 
exploring media representations of issues of schooling are provided and theoretical 
perspectives explaining the areas of literature cited above are discussed. The theoretical 
language that this study used to analyse the constructions of non-mainstream religious 
schooling found within Australian media texts will consider the concepts of discourse 
developed by Fairclough (1992; 2003) and identity developed by Hall (1990) to explore how 
language may facilitate understandings and perceptions of non-mainstream religious 
schooling. 
2.2 Historical background of school funding in Australia 
Before this chapter explores the three key policy areas which have contributed to the 
proliferation of non-mainstream religious schools, it must set the context in which schools 
have obtained funding in Australia more generally. A discussion of school funding will be 
undertaken in this section in order to highlight Australia’s funding structures that have 
encouraged the establishment and growth of non-mainstream religious schools. The section 
will then give the background to the establishment of Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” 
Christian schools in Australia. 
2.2.1 The emergence of funding for religious schools  
As religious schools have become more numerous and more visible, they have also become 
more prominent within education policy. The most contentious issue for the religious school 
sector generally has been public funding (Buckingham, 2000). The relationship between 
religious education and public funding has been controversial since the states began 
introducing secular, public schooling in the second half of the 19th century (Warhurst, 2012). 
Before then, schools had been largely run by the churches and paid for by the state 
governments. By the 1880s, all states had ceased the public funding of church schools and 
had set up public school systems without the involvement of churches (Phillips, 2014). The 
issue of school funding came to a head during the 1960s with the re-introduction of public 
funding of church schools under the government of Robert Menzies. A pivotal change 
occurred in 1964 when the States’ Grants (Science Laboratories and Technical Training) Act 
1964 was passed (Harrington, 2013). Through this act Menzies re-opened the door to state 
aid for church schools when his government provided funding for science blocks in some 
Catholic secondary schools (Harrington, 2013). This Act marked the Federal Government’s 
substantive re-entry into religious school funding, which would then be continued by 
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successive governments. In 1969, under Prime Minister John Gorton, the States’ Grants 
(Secondary School Libraries) Act extended government funding assistance to finance library 
facilities in both public and church schools (Harrington, 2013). Financial assistance for 
schools was significantly increased in 1972 through the States’ Grants (Capital Assistance) 
Act, in which Prime Minister William McMahon authorised $20 million for capital expenditure 
on public primary and secondary schools (Harrington, 2013). This Act was amended in 1973 
to include church schools. During the 1960s and 1970s, the Federal Government was 
allocating significant funds to both public and church schools in what was said to be an effort 
to improve all Australian schools (Warhust, 2012). 
The 1960s also saw the beginning of more recurrent federal funding structures for 
church schools as General Recurrent Grants (GRGs) for non-government schools were 
introduced to assist the struggling Catholic school sector (Maddox, 2011). Catholic education 
between the 1960s and 1970s was in crisis, as growing enrolments caused by population 
growth out-grew Catholic schools’ financial resources and enrolment capacity (Phillips, 2014). 
Prior to the 1960s most of the government spending allocated to schools was going to public 
schools and Catholic schools received little or no government funding (Warhurst, 2012). It 
was when the Goulburn Diocese authorised the closing of several under-resourced Catholic 
schools in 1962 in New South Wales and instructed parents to present their children to the 
nearest public school for enrolment that the issue of funding between public and church 
schools reached its head (Phillips, 2014). The government’s inability to cope with such a huge 
injection of students into the public system, which at the time was already oversubscribed, 
influenced the decision to direct recurrent funding to church schools (Phillips, 2014). 
The introduction of federal recurrent funding to church schools during this period was 
incredibly controversial. In the years 1964 to 1981 after recurrent funding to church schools 
was reintroduced, the Australian Council for the Defence of Government Schools (DOGS) 
were involved in a High Court case which questioned the appropriateness of public funding to 
religious schools against Section 116 of the Australian Constitution. The Defence of 
Government Schools argued that in funding non- government schooling the government were 
“diverting funds from public to church schools” (Morrow et al., 1998, p. 10) and providing the 
majority of operating costs of educating students in the private, especially Catholic, sector. 
They argued against the federal funding of church schools on the grounds that section 116 of 
the Constitution states “the government cannot make a law for establishing a religion, or for 
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imposing religious observance (s. 116, 1990).” They also argued that this diversion of funds 
went against section51oftheAustralianConstitution, which states that “education, andby 
implicationschoolfundingandprovision, restswiththestategovernments (s.51, 1900).” 
However, involvement of the Federal Government in education matters was justified 
bysection 96ofthe Constitution, whichallowsthe Federal Government to “make payments 
to the states on such terms and conditions as it sees fit” (s.96, 1900). The High Court found 
that funding religious schools did not violate the constitution, confining the restraint to laws 
that sought to “establish” a religion in Australia. Thus, as long as the Federal Government did 
not officially identify itself with one religion, then it was meeting the intention (Phillips, 2014). 
This ruling would later have huge significance for the establishment and funding of non-
mainstream religious schools.  
Today, funding responsibilities remain different between schools characterised as 
government and non-government. ‘Government’ is used to describe schools that are funded 
by the states. ‘Non- government’ is used to describe all schools (religious and non-religious) 
that are not directly funded by the states, with the exception of state grants. Instead, non-
government schools draw the majority of their monies from the Federal Government and 
individual student fees (Harrington, 2013). To receive funding, both government and non-
government schools must be approved and registered to operate as schools with state and 
territory government education authorities (Harrington, 2013). This approval requires that they 
meet state and territory governments’ registration requirements, which include matters 
relating to curriculum, facilities and staffing (Harrington, 2013).  
Government and non-government schools must also enter into funding agreements 
with the Federal Government. The Australian Education Act 2013 is the principal legislation 
for the provision of government funding of schools (Australian Government, 2013). The 
legislation stipulates that the Federal Government provides supplementary funding to the 
states and territories for government school students and provides recurrent funding to non-
government schools to assist with the costs of education. The most recent figures from the 
Australian Education Act 2013 recorded that 33.4 per cent of total government funding was 
allocated to government schools and 66.6 per cent of total funds were to be spent on non- 
government schools (Harrington, 2013). In what follows, the two main federal funding 
arrangements to Australian schools: Specific Purpose Payments (SPPs) and General 
Recurrent Grants (GRGs) are explained. 
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2.2.1.1 Specific Purpose Payments (SPP) 
The Federal Government provides some funding for government schools in the form of 
Specific Purpose Payments (SPP), but is not the major provider of public funds for 
government schools (Australian Government, 2013). Specific purpose payments (SPPs) are 
grants that the Federal Government makes to state education departments, usually subject to 
conditions about how the money is to be spent. The most recent figures for the National 
Schools’ SPP component of Australian Government funding for schools showed that of the 
estimated $12.8 billion for the National Schools SPP in 2013–14, an estimated $4.1 billion 
was designated to government schools and an estimated $8.6 billion was designated to non-
government schools (Harrington, 2013).  
2.2.1.2 General Recurrent Grants (GRGs) 
Federal government expenditure on all schools is allocated in the form of General Recurrent 
Grants (GRGs). The Federal Government’s per student (government and non-government) 
recurrent grants are provided at a percentage of Average Government School Recurrent Cost 
(AGSRC). For government schools, the amount is calculated on a fixed basis of 7.5 per cent 
of AGSRC for primary schools and 10 per cent of AGSRC for secondary schools (Harrington, 
2013). Per student GRGs for non-government school students range from 13.7 per cent of 
AGSRC to 70 per cent of AGSRC (Harrington, 2013). The amount they receive is determined 
by a ‘needs based’ formula, the Socio-Economic Status (SES) Index. 
2.2.2 Socio- Economic Status (SES) Index  
Federal government general recurrent funding for non-government schools is based on a 
measure of ‘need’. Since 2001, the rate at which non-government schools receive GRGs is 
determined by a measure of the capacity of a school’s community to support its school 
(Harrington, 2013). This capacity is measured by a formula that notionally calculates the 
socioeconomic status (SES) of its students’ parents (Australian Government, 2013). The SES 
Index is determined by linking individual student residential addresses, based on postal code, 
to the latest Census Collection Districts and then applying an algorithm that allocates an 
average SES score for each district (Australian Government, 2013). These SES scores are 
re-calculated every four years, according to updated information from the latest Census data.  
A non-government school’s SES score determines a per student general recurrent 
funding score, as a percentage of the AGSRC. In total, there are 46 SES funding scores 
(Australian Government, 2013). Non-government schools that fall within the lowest SES level 
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are funded at 70 percent of AGSRC (Australian Government, 2011). Thus, schools whose 
families are assessed as having a low SES level are able to access greater monies from the 
Federal Government (Australian Government, 2011). Non-government schools with the 
highest SES level are funded at 13.7 percent of the AGSRC and schools in between are 
funded on a continuum (Australian Government, 2013). Some non-government schools 
receive the maximum rate of funding independent of their SES score. Those schools often 
cater to a large proportion of students with disabilities, learning difficulties or have a large 
number of Indigenous enrolments (Harrington, 2013).  
2.2.3 The emergence of funding for Non-mainstream religious schools  
In 1986, the Hawke government brought in the New Schools Policy to stop new, non-
government schools setting up in places where there was little or no demonstrative, 
demographic need (Maddox, 2011). When the New Schools Policy was overturned by the 
Howard government in 1996, there was a spike in the number of smaller, non-government 
schools; including several “boutique” (Maddox, 2011) religious schools catering to specific 
religious groups with strict enrolment requirements relating to a particular theological position. 
Various minority faith schools emerged alongside the most common non-government schools 
belonging to mainstream Christian denominations. “Fundamentalist” Christian schools and 
Muslim schools are a product of this new, political environment and have swiftly become the 
fastest growing religious school sectors in Australia (Buckingham, 2010).  
While the first Muslim schools were established in Australia in 1983, after the New 
Schools Policy was overturned in 1996, it became much easier to start Muslim schools and to 
attract federal funding (Jones, 2012). In line with the SES Index formula described in section 
2.2.2, taxpayers contribute up to seventy percent of Islamic schools’ running costs because of 
the socio-economic status of the families they attract (Bagshaw, 2015). Federal Education 
Department statistics show that 28,267 students attended Islamic schools in Australia in 2014 
— eighty-two per cent more than the 15,938 who attended in 2008 (Butt & Cook, 2015). 
Before Muslim schools were established in Australia in the 1980s, Muslim parents who 
wished to educate their children within an Islamic framework were sending their children to 
government schools by day and to evening and weekend classes to learn the teachings of 
Islam (Jones, 2012). As mosques and prayer halls became increasingly established and 
community associations formed, the chance arose to formalise proposals for Islamic 
education in Australia (Jones, 2012).  
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In relation to more “fundamentalist” Christian denominations, the Exclusive Brethren, 
which has approximately 15,000 members in Australia have also received significant growth 
in their schools across the country (Norington, 2008). There are currently six Exclusive 
Brethren schools in Australia with thirty-six campuses spread across Australia, including in 
Queensland where there are four schools, New South Wales which has eleven schools, 
Victoria which has ten schools, South Australia which has two schools, Tasmania which has 
three schools and Perth which has five schools (Brethren Christian Church, 2016). 
Enrolments in Exclusive Brethren schools jumped from 1416 to 4736 between 1996 and 2006 
(Buckingham, 2010). These schools received almost $62 million in recurrent funding for the 
years 2009 to 2012, an increase from $37.4 million for 2005 to 2008 (Dennehey, 2009). In 
addition, the Rudd Government's Building the Education Revolution delivered $6.23 million in 
infrastructure spending to the six multi-campus Brethren schools in Australia (Dennehey, 
2009). 
As opposition leader in 2007, Kevin Rudd described the Exclusive Brethren as an 
“extremist cult” (McGarry, 2007). However, members describe themselves as part of a non-
conformist Christian movement that practices separation from mainstream society (Coorey, 
2007). Exclusive Brethren members are encouraged to separate themselves from all that 
which they consider evil (BBC, 2009). Consequently, television, radio, and the internet are 
discouraged for members (Wallace, 2010). Members of the Exclusive Brethren reserve 
socialising for those who are also members of the sect (Wallace, 2010). When a member 
chooses to leave the Exclusive Brethren their parents, siblings, spouse and even children are 
encouraged to disassociate themselves from them (BBC, 2009).  
Exclusive Brethren schools must teach the national curriculum to qualify for 
government funding. However, in some Exclusive Brethren schools, certain texts have been 
banned on the basis that they contain inappropriate themes or are contrary to the truth of the 
scripture (Denholm, 2008). Use of technology is also limited within these schools despite 
receiving more than 300 computers under the commonwealth computers-in-school initiative 
(Denholm, 2008). According to Denholm (2008) Brethren parents are choosing to educate 
their children in these schools to protect their children from the rapid moral decline in today's 
society. 
Another category of “fundamentalist” Christian schooling that is experiencing significant 
growth are schools aligned with the Seventh-day Adventist church. During the 1870s, an 
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Adventist denominational-based school system was developed (Adventist Schools Australia, 
2001). As at 2011, the official membership of the Seventh-day Adventist Church across 
Australia was approximately 56,310 (Adventist Schools Australia, 2001). Adventist schools 
Australia currently manage the operation of 46 school campuses across the nation catering to 
approximately 13,000 students (Adventist Schools Australia, 2001). 
 Seventh-day Adventists follow most of the beliefs of conservative Christianity 
(Seventh-Day Adventist Church, 2015). However, some of the teachings of the Seventh- Day 
Adventist church deviate from those of traditional Christianity which is why they may be 
characterised as non-mainstream. The distinctive characteristics of the Adventist church are 
built around the fall, redemption, and re-creation. Seventh-Day Adventist churches teach that 
eternal life is a gift which God gives only to righteous Christians (Seventh-Day Adventist 
Church, 2015). They do not believe that a person goes to heaven or hell immediately upon 
their death as do many other Christian denominations (Seventh-Day Adventist Church, 2015). 
Seventh-day Adventists believe that those who die remain in an unconscious state until the 
return of Jesus Christ to earth (Seventh-Day Adventist Church, 2015). Adventists believe that 
Christ will return to earth twice more: once to collect and resurrect the righteous and take 
them with him to heaven, and finally to annihilate the non-believers and establish a heaven on 
earth (Seventh-Day Adventist Church, 2015). 
Seventh-Day Adventist schools in Australia have received more than $100 million as 
part of the Rudd government’s economic stimulus strategy and education modernisation 
program (Adventist Schools Australia, 2001). The schools have put this money towards the 
building of new libraries, learning centers, and multipurpose buildings (Adventist Schools 
Australia, 2001). A strict condition for retaining employment in a Seventh-day Adventist school 
is to be an active and participating member of the church, and to fully support by precept and 
example the teachings of the Seventh Day Adventist Church (Adventist Schools Australia, 
2001). 
Schools that are aligned with the Pentecostal movement are also becoming 
increasingly popular in Australia. The Pentecostal church makes up the youngest 
congregations of any Christian denomination in Australia (Simmons, 2011). Pentecostal 
worship is less formal and more emotionally expressive than that of other Christian traditions, 
mostly due to the frequent use of live music, singing, clapping and dancing during their 
services (Simmons, 2011). It is believed that member participation through song and dance is 
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designed to bring about an experience of God's presence (Simmons, 2011). It has been 
argued that young people are attracted to the Pentecostal churches "anti-institutional" 
governance structures that allow a great amount of member participation, both in worship and 
in the organisation of their institutions (Simmons, 2011).  
Pentecostals share with other conservative Christian denominations” their acceptance 
of the status of the Bible as the word of God, totally without error (BBC, 2009). Pentecostalism 
has declared support for YEC and ID (BBC, 2009). The Pentecostal movement is further 
distinguished by its belief of baptism in the Holy Spirit which is an essential part of salvation 
that follows conventional water baptism. The outcome of having been baptised in the Holy 
Spirit is the adoption of spiritual gifts such as the ability to speak in tongues and perform 
divine healing- two distinct characteristics of the Pentecostal movement. During Pentecostal 
worship those baptised in the holy spirit may vocalise unintelligible utterances or articulate a 
language previously unknown to the speaker, known as speaking in tongues. Worshippers 
believe that speaking in tongues is the result of God speaking directly through them 
(Simmons, 2011). Through the gift of divine healing, members are granted abilities by God to 
be used for purposes such as healing the sick (Simmons, 2011). Some Pentecostal churches 
have established "supernatural schools", designed to teach members how to perform miracles 
(Simmons, 2011).  
There is very little information available about schools that have been established by 
the Pentecostal church in Australia. According to a report from Independent Schooling 
Australia there are currently 16 schools affiliated with the Pentecost movement in Australia 
and these schools are educating approximately 7735 students (Independent Schools Council 
for Australia, 2015). According to My School website data a Christian College affiliated with 
the Pentecostal church in Queensland, receives $8 million per annum in government 
subsidies (My School, 2014).  
The establishment of schools aligned with Islam and “fundamentalist” Christian 
denominations such as Exclusive Brethren, Adventist and Pentecostal churches demonstrate 
a spike in the number of “boutique” (Maddox, 2011) religious schools relating to a very 
specific theological position in Australia. These schools have been labelled as non-
mainstream as they are offering an education product that departs from the values and 
lessons of the "broad church" Western Judeo-Christian tradition that have historically 
underpinned religious schooling in Australia (Maddox, 2011).  
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Section 2.2 described how Australia’s unique school funding structures have 
encouraged the establishment of Muslim schools and schools aligned with “fundamentalist” 
Christian denominations. Australia’s school funding arrangements have provided more 
schooling options for parents seeking an education for their children that is in line with a very 
specific faith doctrine. The following section discusses literature relating to the growing 
emphasis on school choice within australia’s education landscape that is becoming 
increasingly marketised. 
2.3 Increased access to religious school choice in Australia influenced by 
a market for schooling  
The following sections review literature that attempts to establish that non-mainstream 
religious schools in Australia are operating in a market, or at best a “quasi-market” (Whitty & 
Power, 1998) where themes of marketisation, privatisation, choice and competition are cited 
as encouraging parents to see themselves as consumers, schools as producers and 
governments as leveling the playing field so that government and non-government schools 
are said to be competing with each other as valid choices. The specific focus of this section of 
the literature review is on parental choice of religious schooling, which is becoming 
increasingly influenced by the market for schooling and the operation of that market in 
Australia and elsewhere.  
2.3.1 Marketisation 
During the 1980s and 1990s, the idea of giving more choice to users of public services came 
to have a powerful global influence on public policy (Foskett & Lumby, 2003; Levin & Belfield, 
2003). Marketisation was coined as the process by which publicly provided services were 
subjected to market forces for the purported purpose of increasing ‘quality’, ‘effectiveness’ 
and ‘efficiency’ (English, 2005). Pivotal to late capitalism, a major thrust of government 
reforms worldwide was the introduction of a more competitive market environment into 
education––in which schools compete for pupils and parents are intended to have a wider 
range of choice (Fitz, Gorard & Taylor, 2003; Bagley, 2006). The marketisation of education, 
has become evident across much of the advanced capitalist world (Whitty & Power, 2000; 
Raduntz, 2005). The marketisation of the Australian education system is characterised by 
high levels of privatisation (Marginson, 2006; Meadmore, 2004; Smyth, 2008; Perry & 
Southwell, 2014).  
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2.3.2 Privatisation 
The construction of a consumerist market environment within the education sector in Australia 
has been influenced by the increasing popularity and funding of non-government schooling, 
signifying a shift away from reliance on government schooling and towards an increasing 
acceptance of education as a consumable product for which individuals should pay (Goldring 
& Phillips, 2008). It was argued in section 2.2.1 that the Australian government has been 
encouraging the privatisation of education through the increased funding of non-government 
schooling for decades (Marginson, 2006; Meadmore; 2004). The term private school emerged 
to describe non-government schools (religious and non-religious) funded by the government 
and individual student fees. 
John Howard attributed the privatisation of education in Australia not to the perceived 
failure of the government sector to deliver quality education, but to growing perceptions that 
government schools were ‘too values-neutral’ in what he said was a ‘Christian nation’ 
(Maddox, 2011). Framing the increasing popularity of private schooling in those terms 
reinforced the idea that what made private schools distinctive from government schools was 
their religious identity and that by choosing private, religious schools, parents were obtaining 
religious values that were not available in the government school system (Maddox, 2011). 
Private schooling became increasingly popular where parents began to place emphasis on 
paying for education products which would allow them to obtain these values (Schmidt,2012; 
Beavis, 2004).  
Schmidt (2012) argued that parents make the choice to enroll their children at a private 
school according to their financial resources. Thus, he claimed that parents weigh up the 
costs of private schooling, with their estimate of the benefits a private school will provide 
(Schmidt, 2012). These benefits may include a perception of superior quality in relation to 
teaching and learning and a focus on the moral values the child will develop where the school 
has a religious affiliation (Schmidt, 2012). Most private schools feature a single-sex 
enrolment, small classes, extracurricular activities and high academic standards (McCrindle, 
2013). It is argued that these features have led parents to believe that the education is 
superior at private schools (McCrindle, 2013). According to Schmidt (2012), there is no 
research that offers definitive proof that private schools produce better academic results for 
their students. Where recent trends have demonstrated an increase in enrolments at private, 
religious schools despite a declining religiosity among Australians, it may be suggested that 
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the choice of a religious school is becoming less driven by the religious values but rather 
perceptions of the religious school environment relating to status, discipline and quality factors 
(Schmidt, 2012; O’Brien, 2014).  
As Australia’s education system has become more privatised, a resultant competitive 
behaviour between individuals and institutions has emerged (Pusey & Wilson, 2003; Reay, 
2005). In a marketised environment, education has become seen as mainly a private service 
for which individuals should, in principle, pay for the school option that best meets their needs 
and aspirations and that education institutions should be forced to compete with each other 
for the custom of parents (English, 2005; 2009).  
2.3.3 Choice and competition 
Choice and competition were attributed by the early proponents of marketisation such as 
Chubb and Moe (1988) as the main mechanisms for increasing quality in education providers. 
The Federal Government has sought to extend parental choice of schooling by funding and 
diversifying the private school sector to make private education accessible to more families. 
By extending the option of private schooling to more families, parents are no longer required 
to send their children to their local government school and have more freedom to choose the 
most appropriate schooling option for their children (Bagley, Woods & Glatter, 2005). Giving 
parents the ability to choose from a wider variety of school options increases competition 
between schools for students, which in turn drives schools to increase their quality in order to 
differentiate themselves from their competitors (English, 2005; 2009). Competition for 
enrolment encourages schools to see themselves as service providers who compete for 
customers in an environment where the market controls the economy. English (2005; 2009) 
argued that once parents have the freedom to choose among extensive schooling options, 
schools will begin to differentiate themselves according to prospective parents’ interests by 
offering a “better quality” education than their competitors.  
Within marketised education environments price can be used as a mechanism to help 
parents to distinguish between the quality of education providers (Novak, 2006). Novak (2006) 
argued, that like all products in a competitive market, pricing informs perceptions of the quality 
of a good or service and thus, provides a basis upon which purchase decisions can be made. 
The relationship between price and perceived quality of education is already in effect in the 
quasi-market for private schools with some charging such high fees, they are only open to 
wealthy families. Novak (2006) argued that many private schools have been able to set a very 
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high price point for the education they provide at their institution because the market perceive 
the quality of the expensive institution as higher. However, despite their tangible resource 
advantages, these schools still operate under substantial competitive pressures within 
marketised environments (Novak, 2006). As government funding provides only a small 
proportion of recurrent costs, high-fee private schools have to attract parents willing to pay 
their high fees (Novak, 2006). This has become increasingly difficult where many lower-fee 
private schools, receiving greater amounts of government funding, have been able to imitate 
the desirable features of high-fee private schools by adopting strict dress codes, emphasising 
academic achievement and providing impressive learning facilities using government grants 
(Bagley, Woods & Glatter, 2005). Lower-fee schools have been able to compete with higher-
fee schools where parents who might have once desired placement in a high-fee private 
school perceive a similar quality education product at a lower-fee school. Choice and 
competition enable all schools to perform better, resulting in better educational practices that 
meet parental needs, preferences and financial resources (Bagley, Woods & Glatter, 2005; 
English, 2005, 2009).  
In a marketised education environment there is competition between producers, and 
competition between consumers of education products (Marginson, 2006). Producers of 
education products compete for the custom of preferred students, usually those with desirable 
characteristics such as talent in sport or the arts, high academic achievement or whose 
parents have the ability to contribute to the school by way of donations (Marginson, 2006). 
Consumers compete for placement at their preferred institution. Significant demand for 
schools may result in an enrolment process that, due to capped numbers, produces a ‘waiting 
list’. For ‘elite’ schools especially, demand may be due to the ‘status benefit’ a place at the 
school offers (O’Brien, 2014). Parents often have to take extreme measures to secure a place 
at a sought after school (O’Brien, 2014). Many parents go as far as paying a non- refundable 
deposit to place their child on a waiting list as soon as they are born (if not before) as well as 
making regular donations to their preferred institution (O’Brien, 2014). It is argued that 
marketised education environments may produce inequalities where several researchers 
(Ball, 2002; Luis Bernal, 2005; Watson & Ryan, 2010) have argued that choice and 
competition have resulted in differentiation of socio-economic status by school sector. A study 
by Ball (2002) found that parents from lower socio-economic backgrounds are likely to choose 
government schools, while students at non-government schools are more likely to come from 
middle and higher socio-economic backgrounds. Several researchers (Luis Bernal, 2005; 
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Watson & Ryan, 2010; Rowe & Windle, 2012) have argued that parents from lower socio-
economic backgrounds may have the best intentions but not the competencies, information or 
financial resources necessary to compete in marketised education environments. 
The concepts of marketised education and school choice were first used in Australia in 
the 1980s and 1990s as justification for the privatisation of the the education sector– at which 
point it was framed as a citizenship right for parents (Marginson, 2004). While a strength of 
marketised education environments is the increased funding of non-government schools 
which has provided more options for parents to select a school that aligns with their values, 
preferences and resources, a weakness is that it has privileged certain parents who have the 
resources to navigate their way through the school choice process (Luis Bernal, 2005; Ball, 
2002).  
2.4 Religious minorities rights in a marketised education environment 
The following section discusses literature arguing that Australia’s non mainstream education 
products are extending school options to religious minority groups once less actively targeted 
by the education market. The specific focus of these studies is on religious minorities’ rights in 
a culturally diverse education system, resulting from the evolving nature of multiculturalism 
and its leveling effect for ethnic and religious minorities in the school choice process. The 
literature in this section further highlights the changing identity of families seeking non-
mainstream religious schools and their ability to make rational choices and engage with skills 
and abilities drawn from other areas of market competition. Thus, it positions the religious 
minority parent seeking a school as a consumer whose choices operate in a market for 
schooling and whose discerning decisions are based on a specific need and identity as a 
customer. 
2.4.1 Religious minority groups inclusion in the education market 
The ways in which religious minority groups have become situated within the 
marketised conditions of schooling has become a crucially important area of research. 
Several researchers (Luis Bernal, 2005; Tomlinson, 2005; Keddie, 2014) have argued that the 
increased freedom of school choice can have negative consequences for underprivileged 
groups (Tomlinson, 2005). Racial and religious minorities are such groups who have found to 
be impacted by an uneven distribution of and capacity for choice making in marketised 
education environments (Keddie, 2014). Increased competition between schools, has enabled 
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schools to become more selective of their pupils, because taking children who will bring 
performance scores down might affect their overall market position (Tomlinson, 2005; 
Parsons, 2009). Race and religion are filters through which schools may assess the 
desirability of particular students (Tomlinson, 2005; Parsons, 2009). In some schools racial 
and religious minority students may be less positively viewed as desirable customers and 
more likely to be excluded. 
In contrast, other research (Maddox, 2011; Liddicoat, 2009; Jakubowicz, 2007), has 
argued that there are genuine advantages for minority groups accruing from the market model 
that is being applied to education. Multicultural education policies have been instrumental in 
recognising disadvantages within the marketised education environment and have been 
especially significant for racial and religious minorities accessing education products 
(Jakubowicz, 2007). Multiculturalism arose in the early 1970s under the Whitlam government 
as a set of policy responses to the increasing social inequalities experienced by minority 
groups across virtually all areas of Australian society, including education, the workforce, and 
political representation (Liddicoat, 2009). The increased participation of religious groups in 
Australia’s education market was further promoted in a report by the Australian Human Rights 
Commission (Bouma, 2011), which encouraged “a growing recognition of the role of multi-
faith as a key aspect of multiculturalism and as a component of developing a harmonious and 
socially cohesive society” (p. 80). The emergence of multicultural policies in Australia involved 
government recognition and support for the rights of religious groups wanting to establish their 
own schools by addressing inequalities in education funding and resources for non-
mainstream religious schools (Liddicoat, 2009).  
The outcomes of multicultural education policies have included an increase in schools 
catering to minority faith groups (Liddicoat, 2009). Liddicoat (2009) argued that the increasing 
number of non-mainstream religious schools in Australia cannot adequately be explained 
without exploring Australia’s multicultural education policies, which have influenced the 
engagement of religious minorities in the school choice process through the emergence of 
various faith schools as an alternative choice to state and other private schools in the 
education market in Australia. Liddicoat (2009) further claimed multiculturalism has protected 
individuals and groups from the negative outcomes and unintended vagaries of marketisation. 
Multiculturalism, which has promoted the equal participation of various minority groups in 
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Australian society has enabled non-mainstream religious schools to establish themselves in 
Australia.  
2.5 Implications of the conditions that have allowed the funding and 
growth of religious schooling in secular societies 
Sections 2.3 and 2.4 described the rise of non-mainstream religious schools in Australia as 
being facilitated by an enabling marketised and multicultural policy environment that has 
increased both funding and parental choice of religious schooling options (Marginson, 2006; 
Meadmore, 2004; Liddicoat, 2009). The growth of the non-mainstream religious school sector 
has also been attributed to ambiguity around the separation of church and state in Australia’s 
constitution which has enabled equal funding to all religious schools (Gulson & Symes, 2007). 
While much of the literature discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4 argued for the need to protect 
parental choice of schooling by subsidising a range of schooling options, this literature has 
been balanced with literature exploring implications that may be caused by the disbursement 
of public funds to religious schools (Wilkinson, 2004; Stevenson, 2012). Supporters of 
religious schools see them as a parental right in a pluralistic, multicultural society and believe 
that just as citizens should have the freedom to practice religion, parents should be free to 
educate their children in accordance with a specific faith doctrine in school environments that 
are deserving of government funding in an increasingly marketised education environment 
(Short, 2003; King, 2010; Burtonwood, 2003). Opponents, on the other hand, maintain that 
the rights of parents to choose such schools does not, however, mean that governments and 
others in society must be required to subsidise that choice (Wilkinson, 2004). The following 
section will review literature exploring some of the broader implications of the pluralistic 
conditions which have allowed for the establishment and funding of religious schooling in 
secular societies such as Australia. 
In many secular countries that offer faith-based schooling, governments have looked to 
their constitutions to guide discussions regarding whether the religious education sector 
should be subsidised (Gulson & Symes, 2007). Debates regarding the public funding of 
religious schools in Australia have mainly centered on interpretations of Section 116 of the 
Constitution which states:  
“The Commonwealth shall not make any law for establishing any religion, or for 
imposing any religious observance, or for prohibiting the free exercise of any 
religion.” 
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Opponents of religious school funding argue that the meaning of section 116 implies 
secularity and therefore governments should not be required to provide financial aid to 
religious organisations (Bird, 2015). However, in the interests of cooperation between religion 
and government, the Australian government has interpreted section 116 to mean plurality in 
the support and funding of religious organisations (Gulson & Symes, 2007). This interpretation 
of section 116 by the government has enabled the provision of financial aid to religious 
schools so long as the government does not favour one religion over another. The ambiguous 
constitutional juncture of church and state separation has allowed the proliferation of various 
religious schools in Australia with equal amounts of financial support from the government 
(Stepan, 2010). 
Arguments against financial aid to religious schools have been influenced by new 
interpretations of secularism that have emerged in Australia defined no longer by the equal 
treatment of religious groups but by the removal of religion from the public sphere all together 
(Bird, 2015). There are growing debates which argue that faith-based schools were originally 
established at a time when religious practice was more prevalent, and as trends (as outlined 
in section 1.2.3) have begun to demonstrate that religious affiliation and practice is declining 
significantly in Australia, taxpayers should no longer be required to fund religious schooling 
(Bird, 2015; Caro, 2015; Stephens, 2011). Further, the moral decline of the church driven by 
the uncovering of child sex abuse scandals within religious organisations and the growth of 
religious extremism on an international scale has further influenced antipathy towards the 
public funding of religious values (Fotinopoulos, 2013). Although taxpayers are routinely 
required to fund policies that they might well disagree, the public funding of religious values 
has been positioned as a far more coercive matter (Bird, 2015).  
Arguments against the public funding of the religious school sector have further 
become influenced by growing concerns related to the values being taught in some religious 
schools (Stevenson, 2012). According to the constitution, religious groups must be able to 
promote their values publicly as long as they do not impinge negatively on the rights of other 
citizens or violate Australian law (Stepan, 2010). On the other hand, there is also no 
expectation that the values of any religious group will be translated into Australian law 
(Stepan, 2010). Growing concerns regarding the continued funding of religious schools have 
emerged where religious organisations, including those governing religious schools, have 
been found to exercise significant influence on government decision-making in Australia 
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(Maddox, 2005). Some religious schools avoid the discussion of controversial secular issues 
such as abortion and same-sex marriage and when it comes to justifying their curriculum, 
religious schools remain answerable primarily to their own boards rather than to the 
government, despite the significant financial aid they receive from government sources 
(Wilkinson, 2004). It is argued that religious schools have a powerful voice in education policy 
debates, and are able to influence government decision- making to serve their own interests 
and values (Caro, 2015).  
An implication of funding faith schooling that has been acknowledged by researchers 
such as King (2010) and Halstead and McLaughlin (2005) is that endorsing segregated faith 
schools may foster hostility between different religious groups. One of the most commonly 
used arguments against faith schools is that they prevent children from coming into contact 
with children who hold alternative beliefs and values, making them ignorant of and potentially 
hostile to other religious groups (King, 2010). It has been argued (Halstead & McLaughlin, 
2005) that religious schools may influence the fragmentation of society along religious lines, 
which may impact negatively on social cohesion. 
Another objection to faith schooling is that it might curtail an individual’s autonomy 
within a liberal democracy (Pring, 2005). Pring (2005) argued that education in a liberal 
democracy should be concerned with laying the foundations for rational individuals. Faith 
schools have been accused of limiting the autonomy of children by inculcating beliefs that 
may not accord with secular values and that rational argument won’t change (Halstead & 
McLaughlin, 2005). To address this issue, Tinker (2009) argued that faith schools should only 
be funded on a condition that they remain ‘moderate’ and compatible with secular values. 
However, Burtonwood (2003) argued that many religious schools do not want to teach 
moderate versions of their beliefs and values. This is evidenced where several schools in 
Australia have lobbied for the right to teach conservative Christian philosophies (Brown, 
2010). Further, many parents who seek a religious school for their children do not want their 
children to be encouraged to make free choices about their belief, but rather to learn the 
“truth” of a particular faith (Burtonwood, 2003). Many religious schools and parents seeking 
faith schooling for their children would not value the moderate versions of a faith- based 
education that secularists believe is acceptable of public funding (Burtonwood, 2003).  
The concern that faith schools implicate social cohesion and individual autonomy 
should apply equally to schools of all faiths. However, concern has especially been directed 
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towards Muslim schools (Meer, 2009; Tinker, 2009). It has been argued (Meer, 2009; Parker- 
Jenkins, 2002) that resistance runs much deeper with Muslim schools than other non-
mainstream religious schools. Meer (2009) argued that Muslim schools are viewed as 
separatist in ways that Christian schools are not, because they are seen to offer a 
contemporary threat. Muslim schools have come under increasing pressure as a result of the 
global effects of the September 11, 2001 terror attacks which has influenced a resurgence of 
Islamic extremism (Meer, 2009; Tinker, 2009). These effects have produced fears in western 
societies that Muslim schools may produce young people who are narrowly concerned with 
the interests of their own religious community and ill-disposed towards those of different faiths 
or none (Parker-Jenkins, 2002; Meer, 2009).  
The literature (King, 2010; Burtonwood, 2003; Scott and Armstrong, 2013; Halstead & 
McLaughlin, 2005; King, 2010; Short, 2003; Bagley, Woods & Glatter, 2005; English 2005, 
2009; Marginson, 2004) presents opposing views for and against the public funding of 
religious schooling in secular societies. Several researchers have made arguments against 
the support of faith schooling in secular societies by emphasising implications for social 
cohesion and individual autonomy that may be caused by the disbursement of public funds to 
religious schools. However, the funding of religious schools has also been legitimised through 
literature that argues that in a marketised education environment parents should have the 
right to choose the most suitable education option for their children (Bagley, Woods & Glatter, 
2005; English 2005, 2009; Marginson, 2004). Furthermore, support for faith schooling both 
acknowledges the importance of multiculturalism and pluralism by allowing for the equal 
participation of religious groups within Australia’s education market (King, 2010; Liddicoat, 
2009; Jakubowicz, 2007; Pring, 2005; Halstead & McLaughlin, 2005).  
2.6 Empirical literature exploring representations of schools in the media 
This study was further contextualised by exploring how issues of schooling are represented in 
the media. How public discourses of education are constructed and consumed through media 
representation has become its own area of scholarship called ‘the mediatisation of education 
policy’. The mediatisation of education policy has been explored in several Australian and 
international empirical studies.  
A study conducted by Thomas (2003) studied media coverage that followed the 
release of a report on the quality assurance of Queensland schools. The report, titled Shaping 
the Future, described Queensland schools, especially teachers as needing substantial reform 
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(Thomas, 2003). The media coverage following the report focused on certain themes 
identified within the report such as declining standards resulting in poorly skilled students, the 
adoption of unsuitable curricula and the presence of apathetic teachers (Thomas, 2003). 
Teachers were positioned particularly negatively throughout the media reporting that followed 
the release of the Shaping the Future report and were held responsible for perceived 
declining standards within Queensland schools. Media reportage positioned teachers as 
having lost the confidence of parents by using the wrong teaching methods and resisting the 
introduction of more appropriate ones (Thomas, 2003). Within the media reporting, teachers 
were held responsible for perceived troubles within Queensland schools.  
Thomas’ (2003) study involved a media analysis of newspaper articles in order to 
describe how the media’s coverage of this education report constructed a public discourse 
that represented Queensland teachers in particularly negative ways. The media was identified 
as playing a major role in constructing representations of issues of schooling , particularly 
where it positioned teachers as responsible for declining standards within Queensland 
schools. At a time when teacher quality was under question, it was argued that the media 
fueled a public discourse that diminished the authority of teachers to speak about education 
issues, granting that authority instead to the media, who assumed an authoritative voice on 
educational issues (Thomas, 2003). Thomas’ (2003) study demonstrated that media analysis 
is a useful method for exploring how public discourses of issues of schooling may be 
influenced by media representation. In line with Thomas’ (2003) study, this new study used 
media analysis to explore how a public discourse of non-mainstream religious schools is 
constructed through the media’s representation of Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” 
Christian schools. 
A study conducted by Blackmore and Thorpe (2003) probed how media 
representations can invite certain perceptions of schools through an investigation of the media 
reporting following moves to self-management in schools in Victoria, Australia. Blackmore and 
Thorpe’s (2003) study titled “media/ting change” explored media representations that 
emerged following the release of a key policy text “Schools of the Future” by then Victorian 
Premier Jeff Kennet. Within this text the move to self-managing schools was described as a 
reflection of broader neo-liberal trends including the marketisation of education (Blackmore & 
Thorpe, 2003).  
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Blackmore and Thorpe’s (2003) study explored media-generated portrayals of schools 
in the context of increased market competition between public and private schools during the 
year in which the policy was implemented. An event which sparked the need for the study was 
a Sydney Morning Herald front page photo and article which depicted a graduating Year 12 
class (and therefore the school) in a low socio-economic public school with a high cultural mix 
of students as failures in the New South Wales Higher School Certificate. After the release of 
the article, the media were accused by the school and its parents of reinforcing simplified 
arguments that public schools were not as good as private schools.  
Blackmore and Thorpe’s (2003) study undertook a range of data collection approaches 
in an attempt to explore the diverse ways in which the media construct school identities. Six 
school principals whose schools were featured in media articles were interviewed regarding 
how the media had affected the reputations of the schools. A media analysis of two daily 
papers: The Age, owned by Fairfax Press, and the more populist ‘tabloid’ Herald Sun, owned 
by Murdoch was also conducted to identify enduring themes in the media’s representations of 
schooling. Another strategy to collect data was to present 20 public school teachers 
representing a range of schools (provincial/urban, primary/ secondary) with selected media 
representations of schools (positive and negative) as triggers for discussions around how they 
perceived the role of the media in constructing school identities. Managing the media was 
found to be critical to individual schools, teachers, principals and parents in an increasingly 
more competitive and marketised education system (Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003). In 
Blackmore and Thorpe’s (2003) study, media analysis provided an opportunity to explore 
inequalities that existed within the media’s representations of different education products in 
Australia and how these representations may influence different perceptions of education 
products. A similar approach was undertaken in this study to explore inequalities that exist 
within the media’s representations of different varieties of non-mainstream religious schools 
and how this may affect the identities of these schools within Australia’s marketised education 
environment. 
Several studies have specifically explored media representations on Muslim school 
identities in secular societies. A study conducted by Mazawi (2009) involved a critical 
discourse analysis of 151 media texts that followed the proposal for a Muslim school in 
France during the 2006-2007 presidential elections. Between June 2006 and April 2007, a 
period leading up to the French presidential elections of 2007, the Al-Kindi Association, a 
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Muslim group affiliated with the Union des Organisations Islamiques de France (UOIF), 
submitted a proposal to open a Muslim school. The application for a license to open a Muslim 
school quickly turned into a media event that was followed closely by regional, national and 
international media outlets. Mazawi’s (2009) study explored why an application for a Muslim 
school license, became a mediatised event. The aim of Mazawi’s (2009) study was to explore 
how the media’s representation of this event operated in relation to dominant 
concepualisations of France, in particular its education system, as a secular political 
community. This aim was achieved by exploring what discourses were used in the production 
and dissemination of the media texts and within the context of the French presidential 
campaign of 2007. Mazawi’s (2009) study argued that media representations concerned with 
Muslim activism in the field of schooling in France, as in the Al-Kindi case, should be 
understood in relation to the contestation of France as ‘‘an imagined political community’’, 
organised around a secular public sphere. Discourses constructed in the media texts 
positioned Muslim schools as an ‘out group’ that needed time and capital to adapt and build 
their own institutions within the host society (Mazawi, 2009). 
Another study conducted in Britain by Meer (2009) further highlighted that Muslim 
schools face particular struggles with media representation. Meer’s (2009) study analysed the 
media reporting that followed a highly publicised speech in 2005, by the Chief Inspector of 
Schools and head of the Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED), David Bell. In his 
speech Bell argued that Muslim schools “do not fit pupils for their lives as Muslims in modern 
Britain”, and that “the [Muslim] schools must adapt their curriculum to ensure that it provides 
pupils with a broad general knowledge of public institutions and services in England and helps 
them to acquire an appreciation of and respect for other cultures in a way that promotes 
tolerance and harmony” (Meer, 2009). Following Bell’s speech, Dr Mohamed Mukadam, Chair 
of the Association of Muslim Schools (AMS), addressed the media accusing Bell of 
“Islamophobia”. Dr Mukadam argued that Muslim schools were being represented unfairly due 
to findings that 18 of the 50 Muslim schools inspected by OFSTED in the previous year were 
cited for failing to teach “tolerance” while 17 of the 40 “fundamentalist” Christian schools 
inspected—a comparatively higher proportion—received equally poor marks in the same area 
(Office for Standards in Education, 2004). Dr Mukadam argued that because Bell failed to 
acknowledge this, the statements in his speech were discriminatory towards Muslim schools 
(Meer, 2009). At a time when Muslim minorities in Britain (and elsewhere) were subjected to 
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scrutiny, Meer’s (2009) study argued that media representation was deeply problematic in 
perpetuating an intolerance towards Muslim schools.  
Several studies (Thomas, 2003; Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003; Mazawi, 2009; Meer 2009) 
have explored the ways in which media representations construct issues of schooling. Some 
of these studies (Mazawi, 2009; Meer, 2009) have confirmed the place of the media as a site 
of discursive practice that contribute to inequalities in representations of different education 
products. These studies demonstrated that the media can play an integral part in the 
proliferation of discourses that constitute debates on education policies regarding non-
mainstream religious schools, and that this has been especially evident and problematic for 
Muslim school identities within secular societies (Mazawi, 2009; Meer 2009). In line with 
previous studies (Thomas, 2003; Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003; Mazawi, 2009; Meer, 2009) that 
have used this method, a media analysis was adopted for this new study to explore how 
media representations may influence inequalities in the identities that are constructed for non-
mainstream religious schools in Australia, following a significant media event in which several 
Muslim schools came under intense scrutiny from the media and the Australian public. 
 2.7 Theoretical framework for exploring media representations of non-
mainstream religious schools 
Section 2.6 outlined several studies demonstrating the ways in which issues of schooling and 
school identities have been represented and constructed within media texts (Thomas, 2003; 
Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003). Several studies that described the difficulties that Muslim schools 
have faced in media representation were also reviewed (Mazawi, 2009; Meer, 2009). This 
study exploring representations of Muslim schools in the Australian media necessitated the 
development of a theoretical framework that could be used to theorise the constructions of 
non-mainstream religious schooling within media texts. As this study was concerned with 
media discourses of non-mainstream religious schooling, the theoretical language naturally 
needed to consider the concept of discourse (Fairclough, 1992). Further, as these schools’ 
identities are shaped by how they are represented (Hall, 1990), the notion of identity also 
needed to be considered. In what follows these concepts are outlined along with a description 
of how they have been used to theorise previous studies and this new study. 
2.7.1 A discourse approach to exploring constructions of non-mainstream religious 
schools within media texts 
 In order to consider the research questions:  
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1. What discourses are evident in media reports about schooling in Australia? And  
2. How do these discourses play out in a particular time period in which one type of non-
mainstream religious school (Muslim schools) was under investigation for 
misappropriating funds? 
 
The notion of discourse must be examined. This thesis took a Faircloughian approach to 
discourse. Fairclough (1992), who built from the work of Foucault (1982), referred to 
discourse as language-in-use as a form of social practice. Discourses construct “knowledge, 
identities and social relations as products of power relations” that determine the identities 
available to individuals, groups and institutions (Clark & Gieve, 2006, p. 54). For Fairclough 
(1992), discourses were constructed in order to establish power relationships between 
people. Fairclough (2001) defined language as having power when it is used by powerful 
people.  
Using the work of Fairclough (1992; 2001), Thomas (2005) proposed that discourses 
“work to establish and sustain relations of power through hegemonic struggles over versions 
of reality” (p. 64). Hegemonic was a term introduced by theorist Antonio Gramsci which refers 
to the processes by which a dominant culture exerts subtle control over a culture’s ideology 
(Borchers, 2006). A dominant culture refers to the group that is the most powerful, widespread 
and thus influential within a social or political entity (Bourdieu, 1974). The dominant culture is 
able to shape the values and beliefs of its citizens by controlling “common sense” 
understandings of issues (Borchers 2006). Thomas (2005) proposed that individuals can 
selectively inculcate the discursive choices available to them to construct their identity or they 
may become positioned in certain power relationships through dominant or alternative 
discourses. Dominant discourses are the spoken, written, and behavioral expectations that 
are shared within a cultural grouping (Thomas, 2005). Dominant discourses are created by 
those in positions of power, and thus become the accepted way of looking at (or speaking 
about) a subject (Thomas, 2005). While dominant discourses may help to construct “common-
sense” understandings that dominate how we define and organise both ourselves and our 
social world, alternative discourses, in contrast, offer sites where dominant discourses can be 
challenged and resisted. Alternative discourses are understood as a set of discourses that 
have emerged in opposition to what is understood to be dominant (Thomas, 2005). Through 
dominant and alternative discourses, individuals and groups may become positioned within 
social and cultural contexts (Thomas, 2005). Thomas (2005) work has explored how 
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discourses are constructed in order to establish power relationships between individuals and 
groups. 
Gee’s (2005) work on discourse further encompassed the specific identities that are 
constructed from language-in-use. Gee (2005) explained that discourses construct identities 
through “stretches of language that hang together so as to make sense to some community of 
people” (p. 115). Discourse can therefore be used to explain, relative to the social and cultural 
norms and experiences of a particular social or cultural group, why words have the meanings 
they do for its members (Gee, 2005). Discourses give meaning to members of cultural or 
social groups by shaping and informing their perceptions, cognitions, emotions, and 
motivations (Gee, 1990). How society moulds individuals into different social and cultural 
groups, and how one negotiates their membership within these groups can be made visible 
through the notion of discourse (Gee, 1990). Discourses can further be used to position 
individual and group identities within and according to the dominant culture (Gee, 1990). 
Thus, it is through discourses that people define themselves or are defined as different from 
others, or they integrate and identify a sense of who they are with a group (Gee, 2004).  
This study focused on the dominant discourses constructed about Muslim schools, as it 
is the media reportage around this particular type of non-mainstream religious school that sets 
the timeframe and research questions for this study. Section 2.6 described several studies 
(Thomas, 2003; Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003) that used a discourse approach to explore how 
media texts work to construct understandings and debates of issues of schooling. Some of 
these studies (Mazawi, 2009; Meer, 2009) specifically explored media representations of 
Muslim schooling. Where Fairclough (2001) defined language as having power when it is 
used by powerful people, this study takes the media as being in a position of power by being 
able to select and manipulate language that invites certain public perceptions of issues 
relating to non-mainstream religious schools. Language was described by Thomas (2005) as 
being socially produced and containing embedded discourses that construct power 
relationships and social positions between individuals and groups through dominant or 
alternative discourses. Similarly, Gee (1990) proposed that discourses can further be used to 
position individual and group identities within and according to the dominant culture. This 
study explored how the media has constructed dominant discourses regarding Muslim 
schools. Studies (Malazawi, 2009; Meer, 2009) reviewed in section 2.6 suggested that the 
dominant discourse constructed about Muslim schools in western education systems position 
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these schools and their students as the cultural “other”. Media representations of Muslim 
schools in Australia may position these schools as the “cultural other” in ways that may 
contrast with Christian schools, even those that are outside the traditional denominations 
(Catholic, Anglican and Lutheran).  
Through discourse individuals and groups may become positioned within social and 
cultural contexts, which may help to differentiate and identify a sense of who they are within a 
group (Thomas, 2005; Gee, 2004). The cultural “othering” of Muslim schools within dominant 
discourses constructed through media’s representations of these schools may give meaning 
to members within and outside of the Muslim community by shaping and informing their 
perceptions of themselves and others. Media representations may construct identities for the 
“other”, in this case the “religious other”, which as Hall (1997) argues may have 
consequences for “what meanings are produced and for how meaning is produced” (p, 8). 
Hall’s (1997) work on language, identity and cultural difference therefore has important 
considerations for the identities constructed regarding Muslim schools within media 
representations. 
2.7.2 Identities constructed for non-mainstream religious schools within media texts 
Where market-based initiatives have become a popular approach to education reform, the 
ways in which school identities are constructed and transmitted to prospective parents have 
become more important than ever (Gewirtz and Ball 2000; Ball, Maguire, and Braun 2012). 
The identities that are constructed by schools and communicated to parents, function at an 
intersection between the institutional policies, mission, and facilities of the school and 
evidence of interpersonal relationships within institutions (Clark, 1960, 1973). A school’s 
identity may be understood in the context of its history, vision, mission, values, religious 
affiliation and beliefs of a school as well as the relationships it fosters between its staff, 
students, parents and board members (Clark, 1960, 1973; Sullivan, 2003). It has been argued 
that in order to present a public image that will attract parents to their education offering, 
schools in competitive climates are increasing their efforts around marketing (Lubienski, 
2005). Within marketised education environments, schools have become ‘brands’ that draw 
on promotional strategies to differentiate themselves from other schools as well as attract the 
‘right’ kind of students (Lubienski, 2005). Through their promotional materials, schools employ 
language and symbols that promote the school as the right “fit” for certain families (DiMartino 
& Jessen, 2014; Jennings, 2010). Through promotional materials, schools are able to 
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construct their own identity and transmit their identity to their target audience (Blumenfeld, 
2006; Bryk, Lee, & Holland, 1993; Clark, 1960, 1973; Wardekker & Miedema, 2001). Although 
schools do have some degree of control in constructing and transmitting their identities 
through the language- in- use in their promotional materials, this study argued that they do so 
within limiting parameters.  
 
It is argued throughout this study that the media can play an integral part in the 
construction of school identities, which can have negative consequences for schools, 
particularly where media representations may undermine the identities that schools have 
worked hard to construct for themselves through careful branding. The consequences of the 
media’s construction of school identities was evident in a study conducted by Blackmore and 
Thorpe (2003) which explored inequalities that have emerged in the media’s representation of 
public and private schools. Within this study, media representation was found to be 
problematic for public school identities, particularly where the media were responsible for 
positioning private schools as a superior education offering (Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003). A 
study conducted by Meer (2009) argued that media representation has been deeply 
problematic for Muslim school identities, particularly where inequalities have been identified 
between media representations of Muslim schools and Christian schools on the basis of 
religious values. This new study focused on how the media has been able to construct 
identities for different religious schools in Australia, particularly non mainstream religious 
schools, and how cultural differences may influence these constructions. 
The relationship between language, identity and cultural difference has become the 
focus of social theorist Stuart Hall and was used for this study to explore and compare media 
representations of non-mainstream religious schools. According to Hall (1990), language, 
identity and cultural difference are closely connected and highly influential to each other. This 
study specifically used Hall’s (1997) concepts of representation and stereotyping, (which are 
often studied within the context of media texts) to provide a deeper understanding of the 
relationship between language, cultural identities and differences and how these concepts 
may influence public understandings of different varieties of non-mainstream religious 
schooling. 
Hall (1990; 2001) argued that cultural identities and differences were connected but 
different. According to Hall (1990), the concept of identity is associated with the way that we 
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understand ourselves and others. Identity refers to the sense of belonging that is provided by 
membership within a group and the shared experiences and behaviours that constitute 
belonging to a group. Hall (1997) argued that identities are circulated through many different 
practices and processes. For example, some definitions of cultural identity position individuals 
who share a geographic region as sharing the same national or ethnic identity. However, 
cultural identity can also be more broadly defined as groups of people who share similar 
values, attitudes and beliefs (Hall, 2001). Choices about religious identification are cultural 
identities that individuals actively construct about themselves to communicate a sense of 
belonging to a group. (Shotter & Gergen, 1989). Baumann (1999) and Hall (1990) argued that 
religious identity is equally significant to national or ethnic identity in the construction of 
cultural identities.  
As well as contributing to an understanding of one’s self, identity can also have an 
impact on the attitudes that individuals and groups have of others by constructing group 
identities based on difference (Hall, 2001). Cultural identities can function as sites of 
belonging for individuals and groups only because of their capacity to exclude others from 
social and cultural groups. Much of Hall’s (2001) work has focused on the construction of 
identity through the production, consumption and regulation of cultural difference. It is argued 
by Hall (1997) that cultural difference may be observed and maintained through practices of 
representation and stereotyping. 
Much of Hall’s (1997) work refers to identity as the practice of representation. Hall 
(1997) described representation as the use of language and images as signs which stand for 
or represent an object, person or event (Hall, 1997). Through representation, objects, people 
and events are correlated with language and images which we use to describe to other 
people our values, ideas and feelings regarding those objects, people or events. To represent 
something is to bring it forward in the mind and describe it to others (Hall, 1997). The practice 
of representation connects language to cultural identity and difference as without 
representation we could not interpret the world meaningfully or be able describe it to others 
(Hall, 1997). Through representation, meaning is able to be produced and circulated by 
members of a cultural group and also exchanged between members of different cultural 
groups. Representation allows us to make sense of people, objects and events and to 
express our thoughts about these things in ways that other people are able to understand.  
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According to Hall (1997), stereotyping is another practice that is central to the 
production and maintenance of cultural identity and difference. Stereotyping refers to a type of 
representation in which a group of people are believed to share few and often exaggerated 
characteristics, which can generate oppressed identities and perpetuate social inequalities 
(Hall, 1997). Stereotyping facilitates the grouping together of those who are viewed as 
“normal” into one group and sends into symbolic exile “others”- those who are in some way 
different or don’t “fit in” (Hall, 1997). Stereotyping occurs where there are inequalities of 
power. Stereotypes are usually developed by a dominant group and directed against a 
subordinate or excluded group (Hall, 1997). Stereotyping is part of the maintenance of cultural 
identity and difference as it establishes a social divide between the normal and the abnormal, 
the acceptable and the unacceptable, insiders and outsiders and us and them (Hall, 1997). 
Through the practice of stereotyping individuals and groups exclude those that are viewed as 
the “cultural other.” “Cultural others” may be viewed as those who are not entirely welcome or 
trustworthy (Zou, 2012). As a result, they may fall victim to negative emotions such as fear, 
hostility and aggression by the “normal” or dominant group (Zou, 2012). Stereotypes of the 
“cultural other” are largely controlled by groups that have greater social, cultural and political 
influence (Hall, 1997). This study proposed that the media have the social, cultural and 
political influence to construct identities for non-mainstream religious schools. 
 It is argued that the media can affect how social and political issues come to be widely 
understood by the public (Macnamara, 2005; Gauntlett, 2000). Several studies (Saraisky, 
2015; Happer, 2013) have highlighted the key role that the media play in political agenda 
setting by choosing which stories and issues are reported on, and then how those issues are 
covered. It has been argued that the media define public attitudes through the processes of 
framing and gatekeeping. Framing refers to the ways in which social and political issues are 
transmitted to the public by carefully organising words and images to describe and structure 
information (Goffman, 1974). Gatekeeping refers to individuals or institutions which regulate 
the flow of information (Lewin, 1974). Gatekeeping places certain people in positions of 
authority to comment on social issues (Baum & Potter, 2008). Through framing and 
gatekeeping, the media act as an important conduit in disseminating messages that can 
shape public opinion.  
Norton and Gieve (2010) argued that the media are often responsible for the production 
and maintenance of cultural difference through representations and stereotypes that reinforce 
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what is accepted as “normal” and what is considered “other”. The media is particularly 
influential in producing cultural identities and differences by establishing “the rules, norms and 
conventions by which social life is ordered and governed” (Norton & Gieve, 2010, p. 208). The 
media, can play a prominent role in the production of hegemony by defining communities and 
groups that are considered to be part of a dominant culture and by excluding those 
considered to be ‘‘other’’ (Norton & Gieve, 2010). It is argued that the role of the media in the 
process of shaping hegemonic values, attitudes and beliefs regarding the “cultural other” has 
become even more influential due to the ubiquity and saturation of the media (Norton & 
Gieve, 2010).  
To sum up this section, this dissertation examined how religious schools are 
represented within media texts and how these representations may invite the Australian public 
to develop certain perceptions of non-mainstream religious schools in Australia, specifically 
Muslim and “fundamentalist” Christian schooling. Hall’s (1990) work on identity and 
Fairclough’s (2001) work on discourse were used to explore the discursive formations, and 
regimes of representation and stereotypes on which the media draw when they construct 
identities for non-mainstream religious schools in Australia. These two concepts were used to 
explore how the media, as a dominant culture, may implicate the experience of Muslim 
schooling in Australia by highlighting cultural differences that exist regarding various types of 
non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia. 
2.8 Conclusion 
The literature reviewed in this chapter argued that several pertinent concepts have provided 
the context for the research questions guiding this study. These concepts are the 
marketisation of education and its emphasis on privatisation and increased school choice 
within education markets; multiculturalism, which has influenced the inclusion of racial and 
religious minority groups in the education market and pluralism, which has ensured that 
governments are not to interfere with the free exercise of religion in Australia and are to treat 
all religious groups equally. 
This study proposed two research questions: 
1. What discourses are evident in media reports about non-mainstream religious 
schooling in Australia? 
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2. How do these discourses play out in a particular time period in which one type of non-
mainstream religious school (Muslim schools) was under investigation for 
misappropriating funds? 
 
The concepts of marketisation, multiculturalism and pluralism are significant to this study as 
they provide an understanding of how non-mainstream religious schools have emerged in 
Australia. The marketisation of education has influenced high levels of privatisation within 
Australia’s education landscape, which has increased the amount of school options available 
to parents operating outside of the government school system (Bagley, Woods & Glatter, 
2005; English, 2005, 2009, Marginson, 2004). Multicultural policies highlighted the various 
inequalities that emerged from a marketised education environment and enabled religious 
minorities to establish their own schools in Australia (Tomlinson, 2005). Thus, the rise of new 
non-mainstream religious schools in Australia can be attributed to an enabling marketised and 
multicultural policy environment which has extended school options to religious minority 
groups once less actively targeted by the education market. The growth of the religious school 
sector is further attributed to the ambiguous separation of church and state in Australia, which 
has ensured the free exercise of religion (Gulson & Symes, 2007). This has enabled non-
mainstream religious schools to receive equal amounts of government funding (Stepan, 
2010). Marketisation, multiculturalism and pluralism have provided the conditions of possibility 
for new, non-mainstream religious schools to be established in Australia.  
The increasing prevalence of non-mainstream religious schools has made the question 
of whether religious schooling should be endorsed in secular societies such as Australia more 
complicated, amidst debates as to whether the government should continue to fund religious 
schooling (Bird, 2015; Halstead & McLaughlin, 2005; Pring, 2005). The public funding of 
religious schooling in Australia has recently entered political discourse due to the threatened 
closure of several Muslim schools which was extensively covered by the media (Shanahan, 
2015; Bagshaw, 2015). The recent spotlight on the funding of Muslim schools provides an 
opportunity to explore how the Australian public are engaging with the different varieties of 
non-mainstream religious schools that have emerged within Australia’s education landscape 
within a neo-liberal funding model which has at its heart an emphasis on increasing niche, 
religious providers of education. This study explored public perceptions that may exist 
regarding non-mainstream religious schools in Australia by examining representations of 
these schools within media texts. As this study was concerned with media texts, the 
theoretical language considered the concept of discourse (Fairclough, 1992; 2001; 2003). 
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Further, as this study sought to explore differences in the ways in which different religious 
schools are represented in the media, the notion of identity and cultural difference (Hall, 1990) 
was also considered.
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Chapter Three: Research methods 
3.1 Introduction 
The overarching aim of the study, as described in Section 1.1.1, was to compare 
representations of Muslim and “fundamentalist” Christian schools, as two categories of non-
mainstream religious schools, during a media event that followed the withdrawal of federal 
funding to several Muslim schools. The operational aim of the study was to conduct a study of 
texts from the media using critical discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1995; 2003). The purpose 
of this chapter is to present and defend this selection and its application to the investigation in 
this study. 
This study is qualitative in nature and the methodological approach taken in this study, aims 
to manage the translation of the theoretical language, expounded in Section 2.7, into the 
empirical data collected through the media texts. The methodological approach aimed to 
manage the translation of the theoretical concepts of discourse used by Fairclough (2001) 
and identity used by (Hall, 1990) expounded in Section 2.7, into the empirical data collected 
through the media texts. This chapter begins with a description of the research design and the 
specific data collection instruments (See Section 3.3 and 3.4). Then, I will discuss how Critical 
Discourse Analysis (CDA) was used as the methodology to analyse the data collected (See 
Section 3.5).  
3.2 Methodology 
This dissertation sought to examine how non-mainstream religious schools were portrayed in 
the media during a time in which several Muslim schools in Australia were investigated for 
financial mismanagement issues, resulting in the withdrawal of federal funding. Qualitative 
research tools were used to examine the discourses evident in the media articles that 
reported on non-mainstream religious schools during this time. This focus on discourse 
necessitates a qualitative approach for this study (Silverman, 2013). Qualitative research 
methods were used in this study to analyse the data collected from several media texts. 
Qualitative research investigates contemporary cases for the purpose of illumination and 
understanding unique phenomenon (Stake, 1978). A qualitative approach was used to 
address the research questions because this methodology allows for an in-depth examination 
of one or a few instances or aspects of the phenomenon under investigation (Creswell, 2012). 
A qualitative approach allowed for an in-depth exploration of media texts focusing on non- 
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mainstream religious schools in a time in which they were heavily featured in the Australian 
media and how these texts may have influenced public opinion regarding these schools and 
their position within Australia’s education market.  
 
3.3 Research design  
In order to examine the ways in which non-mainstream religious schools were represented in 
the media, a media analysis was performed on media articles focusing on these schools. The 
primary means of data collection was media documents. Media documents were accessed 
and analysed to ascertain how these schools were represented. Gathering and analysing 
textual data presented in media reports provided a greater insight into the language used 
within the media documents that may influence the public’s perception of these schools. In 
what follows, a description of the media analysis approach is outlined along with the 
advantages and limitations of the method. 
3.3.1 Media analysis 
Media analysis was used as a method for exploring representations of issues of schooling in 
several Australian studies (Thomas, 2003; Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003) cited in section 2.6. A 
study conducted by Thomas (2005) used media analysis to explore media representations of 
schooling following the release of an educational report focusing on quality assurance of 
teachers in Queensland, Australia. Thomas’ (2003) study also took a discourse approach to 
argue that the media played a major role in representing Queensland schools and teachers as 
being in crisis through a preferred discourse that positioned education and teachers in 
particularly negative ways. 
A study conducted by Blackmore and Thorpe (2003) used media analysis to explore 
how the media followed a period of educational change marked by moves to self-
management in schools in Victoria, Australia. Also taking a discourse approach, they argued 
that the media may be used to shape understandings of schooling and social class 
(Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003). Managing the reputations of schools in the media was found to 
be critical to schools, teachers, principals and parents in increasingly more competitive and 
marketised education systems (Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003). 
Several international studies (Mazawi, 2009; Meer, 2009) explored problematic media 
representations of Muslim schools. In Mazawi’s (2009) study, media analysis was used to 
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explore how representations of Muslim schooling operated in relation to dominant 
concepualisations of France as a secular political community. The discourses constructed in 
several media texts which reported on a proposal to open a Muslim school in France 
positioned Muslim identities as not belonging. A study by Meer (2009) used a discourse 
approach to explore media representations of Muslim schooling during a time when Muslim 
schools in Britain were subjected to unwarranted scrutiny in speeches made by several 
political leaders. Meer’s (2009) study argued that the media’s representations of Muslim 
schooling were deeply problematic in perpetuating intolerance towards Muslim schools’ 
identities. In line with studies that used this approach, a media analysis was adopted for this 
new study to explore representations of non-mainstream religious schooling within the 
Australian media. An analysis of the media’s diligent coverage of Muslim schools during this 
time compared with the media’s reportage of non-mainstream Christian schools was 
undertaken.  
Media analysis is a form of content analysis (Macnamara, 2005). Content analysis refers to a 
general set of techniques that are used for analysing collections of textual data for the 
purpose of describing what is said on a given subject in a given place at a given time (Corbin 
& Strauss, 2008). Content analysis involves not only a literal description of a text, but also the 
illumination of underlying patterns of meaning that are not immediately observable within a 
text (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Content analysis can allow for both quantitative and qualitative 
operations by researchers. his study employed a qualitative approach to content analysis. 
Like other analytical methods in qualitative research, a qualitative content analysis requires 
that data be examined in order to elicit meaning and gain understanding of an issue under 
investigation (Corbin & Strauss, 2008). Whilst recognising that texts are open to multiple 
different interpretations, a content analysis aims to determine the most likely interpretation of 
texts by audiences (Macnamara, 2005). In this study, a qualitative content analysis was used 
to examine the likely interpretations of media texts reporting on non-mainstream religious 
schools through the process of coding and identifying themes or patterns (Macnamara, 2005).  
 
Media analysis involves analysing what is said within the media on a given subject in a 
given place at a given time (Macnamara, 2005). Harold Lasswell (1927) developed media 
analysis as a method to study the effects of propaganda and mass media messages. His 
(Laswell, 1927) media effects theory acknowledged that the media played a key role in 
influencing public opinion about social and cultural issues. Lasswell (1927, p.12) described 
media analysis as the study of “who says what, through which channel, to whom, with what 
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effect.” His model argues information and messages that are presented in the media may 
contribute in significant ways to our beliefs and attitudes about the world. 
Media analysis has been a useful method for exploring how disadvantaged groups 
have become portrayed by wider society. Poole (2002) argued that media analysis can 
uncover the discursive constructions of marginalised social and cultural groups found within 
media texts, and the ways in which those groups are represented stereotypically. Section 
2.7.2 described stereotyping as a type of representation in which a group of people are 
believed to share few and often exaggerated characteristics, which can generate oppressed 
identities and perpetuate social inequalities (Hall, 2001). Media analysis provides a fruitful 
method to study the identities of both marginalised and dominant groups of people and how 
those groups are retained in power relationships of marginalisation and domination 
(Macnamara, 2005). Marginalised groups that have prominently featured in studies using 
media analysis are women (Brooks & Hebert, 2006; Gauntlett, 2003), asylum seekers 
(Klocker & Dunn, 2003), Indigenous people (Gardiner, 2003; Meadows, 2001; Brough, 1999) 
and religious groups (Macdonald, 2006; Hill, Hickman & McLendon, 2001). The media plays 
an important role in shaping public perceptions of marginalised groups by reaffirming the 
centrality of dominant discourses prevailing in society, and making them more available for 
members of the public to draw upon when forming attitudes about certain issues or groups 
(Blackman & Walkerdine, 2001). Section 2.7.1 proposed that the media are in a position of 
power to construct dominant discourses that may influence members of the Australian public 
when forming perceptions of non-mainstream religious schools. 
Media analysis as a method has both advantages and limitations. Firstly, an advantage 
of media analysis is that it can provide valuable historical insight into a social problem as it 
unfolds over time (Macnamara, 2005). Such insight can help researchers understand the root 
of a research problem. Media documents further contain data such as text and images that 
have been produced without a researcher’s intervention, which can enhance the validity of 
media analysis as a method for research (Macnamara, 2005). Another advantage of media 
analysis is its efficiency. Media analysis is less time consuming than other qualitative research 
methods such as interviews, which involves a laborious process of collecting interview data 
and then transcribing and coding it (Macnamara, 2005). Media analysis requires data location 
and selection which can be achieved much faster than data collection. Data location and 
selection is made simpler where many media documents are in the public domain and are 
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easily obtainable for researchers through subscription search services (Berger, 2013). 
Another advantage of media analysis as a method of research is that it is largely unaffected 
by many limitations that emerge during other methods of qualitative research. For example, a 
media analysis does not involve approaching and obtaining human participants which comes 
with a broad range of ethical considerations. These advantages made media analysis an 
attractive method for collecting data for this study.  
In terms of the limitations of the method, media analysis shares similar concerns 
related to reflexivity and generalisability inherent in most qualitative research methods. 
Reflexivity, which requires an awareness of the researcher’s contribution to the construction 
of meaning, can be an issue when dealing with qualitative data. A researcher’s own 
knowledge, values, beliefs and assumptions may affect how they read and interpret textual 
data within media texts (Macnamara, 2005). Different researchers may take different 
meanings from media texts and may see different themes as important within the same data, 
which can question the validity of the method. Media content analysis relies heavily upon 
researcher interpretation and thus can be viewed as too subjective as a form of research. 
Another limitation of media analysis is the generalisability of the method. When conducting 
media analyses there is an underlying assumption that audiences of media texts are simply 
passive consumers of the messages that are being distributed by the media (Shoemaker & 
Vos, 2009; Livingstone, 1998; Happer, 2013). During a media analysis there is no attempt 
made by researchers to examine how individual readers may interpret the text. Media 
analysis may therefore produce a distorted image of how media texts shape individuals’ 
attitudes, values and beliefs where it denies agency to individual readers of media texts 
(Happer, 2013). Remaining methodologically aware throughout the entire research process, 
can be an effective way to best manage limitations resulting from media analysis to collect 
data.  
A media analysis was undertaken for this study due to the convenience of the method. 
Flyvbjerg (2006) argued that, while a research method may be chosen because it is 
convenient for the researcher to gain access to data, this does not prevent it from contributing 
to theory making. A convenience approach to selecting the media articles for this study 
enabled the researcher to access only documents that were of high quality and valuable to 
the study. However, the researcher was aware that the discourses constructed within the 
media texts may not reflect the entire Australian population’s views regarding non-mainstream 
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religious schools. Rather, this study aims to develop an understanding of the potential of 
media texts to influence public opinion regarding this niche sector. The findings may or may 
not apply to all Australian citizens. However, it is important to realise this research, as it is 
qualitative rather than quantitative, aims to be broad in its scope, rather than especially deep. 
This dissertation is not seeking “total knowledge” (Ang, 1996, p.43), but instead aims to better 
understand perceptions of non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia. While considering 
and being aware of the limitations of media analysis as a method, it has been chosen as a 
method to collect data for this study due to its efficiency.  
3.4 Data collection 
The media texts sought for analysis in this study were collected from the media storage 
database Factiva, which provides media documents from 30,000 sources worldwide, such as 
print and online newspapers, journals and radio transcripts. The database included options to 
limit searches by region, which provided the opportunity to search within only Australian, 
national and local newspapers. The searches were limited to June 2015- June-2016. During 
this timeframe, allegations were raised about Muslim schools profiting from taxpayer funds, 
after failing to address concerns about how their public funding was being spent (Macdonald, 
2016). The Australian Government showed a willingness to withdraw funding from one 
particular school [school name redacted] which failed to address, or show willingness to 
reform, in line with the federal government’s concerns over their financial mismanagement. 
This school drew significant attention to Muslim schools across Australia on various media 
platforms including print news, television news and radio. Increased media attention towards 
Muslim schools provided an opportunity to explore and compare how different non-
mainstream religious schools are presented in the Australian media. The Factiva database 
was searched systematically using the search terms “Muslim school”, “[school name 
redacted]”, “Christian School” and “Christian College”. “Christian College” and “Christian 
School” were used as search terms to compare the reporting of Muslim and “fundamentalist” 
Christian schools that occurred during this 12-month period. The collection of media articles 
focusing on “fundamentalist” Christian schools required the use of the broader search terms 
“Christian school” and “Christian College” as “fundamentalist” Christian schools when used as 
its own search term didn’t retrieve any results from the Factiva database. “Christian school” 
and “Christian college” were also adopted as the search terms for the study because 
“fundamentalist” Christian schools have been found to rarely distinguish their denomination 
within their title. This finding is in contrast to more mainstream Christian schools such as 
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[school name redacted] Lutheran College and [school name redacted] Anglican College who 
make their denomination known by their title. Schools that teach in accordance with the 
values of a “fundamentalist” Christian denomination often identify broadly as a “Christian 
College”, making them less distinguishable. For these reasons “Christian school” and 
“Christian College” were necessary in order to retrieve media articles for analysis. Data was 
collected from eleven Australian newspapers including; The Australian (Australia wide), The 
Guardian Australia (Australia wide), The Courier Mail (Brisbane), The Sydney Morning Herald 
(Sydney), The Daily Telegraph (Sydney), The Sun Herald (Sydney), The Age (Melbourne), 
The Advertiser (Adelaide), The Canberra Times (Canberra), The West Australian (Perth), and 
The Hobart Mercury (Hobart).  
To summarise, a qualitative media analysis was used in this study to explore 
representations of non-mainstream religious schools as they were influenced by media texts. 
The data collected was textual in the form of media articles. The media texts that focused on 
Muslim schools were examined and compared to the media texts focusing on Christian 
schools in order to compare how the media’s representations of these two categories of non-
mainstream religious schools differed. In section 3.5, the framework for analysing how these 
schools differed in media representation is detailed. 
3.5 Data analysis 
A Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)was applied to the media texts to examine the media’s 
representations of different categories of non-mainstream religious schooling and the 
relationship between discourses, language and public opinion. A discourse approach to 
analysing how the media constructs discourses surrounding different types of religious 
schooling followed from previous studies (Thomas, 2005; Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003; 
Malazawi, 2009; Meer, 2009) and addressed the research questions (1) What discourses are 
evident in media reports about non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia? And (2) How 
do these discourses play out in a particular time period in which one type of non-mainstream 
religious school (Muslim schools) was under investigation for misappropriating funds?  
The analytic framework of CDA allowed the data gathered to be translated into the 
theoretical language. CDA acted as a translation device (Bernstein, 1990) that allowed for the 
‘reading’ of theoretical concepts within the data. The discourses found were conceptualised 
using theoretical approaches including Hall’s (1990; 1997) concepts of identity and 
Fairclough’s (1992; 2001) work on discourse. CDA is an established interdisciplinary 
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approach to texts in terms of their wider social and cultural context, and owes its prominence, 
in part, to one of its most influential practitioners, Norman Fairclough. This study employed 
Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) model of CDA and its ways of working with texts. In section 3.5.1, I 
present a general overview of CDA and a more detailed account of Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) 
model for critically analysing discourses within texts, as this provided the basis for the 
analytical framework that I used in this study to explore and compare representations of non-
mainstream religious schooling within media texts. 
3.5.1 Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) 
It is useful to begin by offering some of the early definitions of CDA and reviewing the 
common characteristics of the approach used by prominent CDA practitioners. Many 
researchers that use this methodology draw on the approaches of prominent CDA 
practitioners Fairclough (1992; 2001; 2003), van Dijk (1997), Wodak (1996) and van Leeuwen 
(2009). CDA stems from a critical theory of language which sees the use of language as a 
form of social practice (Fairclough 1992; 2003), and takes consideration of the social and 
cultural context of language use to be crucial (Wodak, 2001; Benke, 2000). According to van 
Dijk (1997) CDA examines how discourses are maintained and reproduced within specific 
social contexts. In a similar vein, Fairclough (2003, p.135) defined CDA as concerned with 
“relationships of causality and determination between (a) discursive practices, events and 
texts, and (b) wider social and cultural structures, relations and processes.” Chouliaraki and 
Fairclough (1999) further claimed that CDA of a communicative interaction sets out to show 
that the linguistic features of the interaction are systematically connected with what is going 
on socially. The assumption is that the language choices made in social interactions are not 
arbitrary; rather, they are a deliberate selection from a set of choices available in the particular 
context to construct the subject and position the reader.  
Critical Discourse Analysis focuses on how language mediates relationships of power 
in social interactions and within institutions (Bourdieu, 1977; Gee, 2004). Power is central to 
CDA as it is concerned with the language use of those in power, who are responsible for the 
maintenance of social inequalities. Fairclough (2003) argued that power, especially in the 
form of unequal power relations, is enacted through language. He described CDA as 
considering the ways that power controls the access to, and production and interpretation of, 
texts in a context (Fairclough, 1995; 2001). CDA is fundamentally interested in analysing 
social inequalities and relationships of power that are manifested in language. CDA has 
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emancipatory objectives, and is focused upon confronting the representations that 
marginalised groups experience within particular forms of social life. CDA was useful to this 
study exploring how the media constructed representations of religious minorities and the 
schools they operate within Australia. A CDA of media texts focusing on non-mainstream 
religious schooling in Australia revealed the way power relationships were embedded into 
discourses in media texts to stabilise inequities experienced by non-mainstream religious 
schools. This study specifically aimed to compare inequalities found within media 
representations of Muslim schools in Australia compared to “fundamentalist” Christian schools 
and how these inequalities reaffirm the centrality of dominant discourses which maintain these 
groups in positions of marginalisation and domination, respectively. 
3.5.2 Fairclough’s Critical Discourse Analysis 
Fairclough has been described as one of CDA’s “most influential practitioners,” 
(Widdowson, 2007, p. 90). His (cf. Fairclough, 1992; 2001; 2003) work provided the basis for 
the analytical framework that was used in this study to explore representations of non-
mainstream religious schooling through a Faircloughian critical discourse analysis of media 
texts focusing on Muslim and Christian schools. Fairclough’s (2001) approach to CDA allows 
researchers to explore how social relationships and social identities are manifest in texts and 
work ideologically to either sustain, challenge or change existing power relations between 
individuals and groups. CDA was used to ‘read’ the media texts in terms of two important 
aspects of the socially constructive effects of discourse on representations and perceptions of 
non-mainstream religious schooling: social identities and social relationships between people. 
The media texts collected for the study offered representations of different types of non-
mainstream religious schools and their students, which contributed to an analysis of what 
Fairclough (2001) calls the ‘social identities’ of the schools. A study of the social identities of 
these schools further helped to explore how stereotypes (Hall, 1997) created subject positions 
for these schools. The media texts were also analysed in terms of the ‘social relationships’ 
evident between the schools and their key stakeholders, including the government and the 
broader community which may have influenced public perceptions of these schools.  
 In Fairclough’s (cf. 1992; 2003) approach to CDA, there are three analytical focuses in 
analysing any communicative event. These three dimensions are: 
1. The object of analysis  
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2. The processes by means of which the object is produced and received by human 
subjects  
3. The socio-historical conditions which govern these processes 
 
Fairclough's (1992; 2003) analytic framework is therefore constituted by three levels of 
analysis: the text, the discursive practice, and the sociocultural practice. In other words, each 
discursive event has three dimensions: It is a spoken or written text, it is an instance of 
discourse practice involving the production, consumption and interpretation of text, and it is a 
part of social and cultural practices and structures which give context to the communicative 
event. Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) analytical framework includes analysis of texts, interactions, 
and social practices at the local, institutional, and societal level. This study used Fairclough’s 
(1992; 2003) three-part analytic model to analyse media texts focusing on non-mainstream 
religious schooling in Australia. The texts themselves, the discursive structures and the social-
historical context which give meaning to the texts were likely to influence public perceptions 
regarding non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia. 
1.The text 
In line with Fairclough’s three-part analytical model a thematic analysis was used to undertake 
a textual analysis of the media texts reporting on non-mainstream religious schools. Once the 
articles that were relevant to the study were collected, a thematic analysis of the articles was 
conducted. Thematic analysis involves a rigorous process of data familiarisation, coding, and 
theme development (Braun & Clarke, 2006). During this process, the researcher immerses 
themselves in the data by reading and re-reading the data critically and thinking about what 
the data means. Through careful reading and re-reading of the data the researcher begins to 
look for, patterns of meaning and issues of potential interest in the data (Braun & Clarke, 
2006). These patterns can come from direct quotes or common ideas present within the data 
(Braun & Clarke, 2006). The aim of this phase is to become familiar with the data set’s 
content and to begin to notice things that might be relevant to the research question.  
The second stage of thematic analysis involves generating initial codes and collating 
data relevant to each code (Braun & Clarke, 2006). Coding can be conducted inductively or 
deductively. An inductive approach to coding is a bottom-up approach in which codes are 
derived from what is in the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). In contrast, a deductive approach to 
data coding is a top-down approach, where the researcher brings to the data a series of 
concepts, ideas, or topics that they use to code and interpret the data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). 
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The researcher has these codes in mind and looks for quotes or concepts in the data that fit 
into these codes. The approach to coding used in this study was inductive coding.  
The third stage of a thematic analysis involves translating codes into potential themes. 
A theme “captures something important about the data in relation to the research question, 
and represents some level of patterned response or meaning within the data set” (Braun & 
Clarke, 2006, p. 82). Themes are constructed by the researcher rather than discovered and 
become the categories of analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006). The final stage of thematic 
analysis is to build a valid argument for why those themes reflect the data set. This is done by 
linking the themes constructed with relevant literature (Braun & Clarke, 2006).  
By focusing on meaning that is produced across a data set, thematic analysis allows 
the researcher to make sense of collective or shared meanings evident in textual data. 
Thematic analysis therefore provided a useful analytic method for exploring common 
representations and meanings that were constructed about non-mainstream religious 
schooling within media texts across the dataset. 
van Dijk’s (1998, 2001) semantic analysis was also applied to the media texts as part of the 
textual analysis examining the overall tone of the media reportage focusing on Muslim 
schools and “fundamentalist” Christian schools. van Dijk (1998, 2001) developed semantic 
analysis to explore how readers ‘assign’ meaning to texts through specific choices of words 
and whether these word choices influence a positive, neutral, or negative mood from the text. 
van Dijk (1998) argued the choice of one word rather than another may be used to signal the 
opinions, emotions, or social position of a speaker, by which he means the author of a news 
piece. According to van Dijk (1998, 2001) semantic analysis is particularly relevant in the 
study of racism in news reporting, where ideologies and other tacit beliefs play a vital role in 
influencing authors’ word choices. Semantic analysis was used in this study to explore how 
the representations of Muslim schools and Christian schools may have derived from 
ideologically based values and beliefs that were disseminated through specific linguistic 
choices employed within the media texts. 
 
2.The discursive process  
According to Fairclough (1992), discourses are constructed through the processes in 
which texts are produced (created and distributed) and consumed (received and interpreted). 
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Discourses are constructed through an interplay between the producers, speakers and writers 
of a text and the viewers, readers and listeners of the text. Discourses are constructed in 
media texts in ways that are likely to meet the communicative goals of their producers and the 
assumed interests of consumers. Thus, discursive analysis seeks an understanding of how 
discourses are constructed through relations of power between producers, subjects and 
consumers of texts (Chouliaraki & Fairclough 1999, p. 62). Discursive practices are important 
to the constitution of social identities and social relations where they may have ideological 
effects – that is, they can help to produce and reproduce power relations through the ways in 
which they represent and position individuals and groups according to ideas, beliefs or 
interests of a dominant group. (Fairclough and Wodak, 2005). A discursive analysis of media 
texts reporting of Muslim and Christian schools helped to determine whose interests were 
being served within the media’s representations of these schools. As the data collected for 
this study involved media articles focusing on non-mainstream religious schools, 
representations of these schools within media texts may have been influenced by the media 
organisations producing the texts and the assumed values, attitudes and beliefs of the 
audience consuming the texts. Analysing the power relationship between these actors 
provided a fruitful line of enquiry into media representations and public perceptions of non-
mainstream religious schooling.  
3.The socio-cultural practice 
Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) CDA attempts to move beyond a textual analysis and 
discursive analysis to an analysis of the social conditions that may influence a reader’s 
interpretation of a text. Cultural and social context are significant in the creation and 
maintenance of power relations, social identities and relationships in texts. According to 
Fairclough (1992), language use is both socially shaped and socially shaping. This 
relationship may not be simply deterministic but invokes a principle that the link between texts 
and society is mediated (Fairclough, 1992; 2003; Scollon, 2001). This study drew on 
contemporary socio-cultural events to analyse how discourses were constructed within media 
texts focusing on Muslim schools and Christian schools and how these socio-cultural events 
may influence perceptions of these schools.  
Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) framework for CDA informed the analysis for the present 
study by incorporating textual, discourse and social levels of analysis. Fairclough’s (1992; 
2003) CDA was used to ‘read’ the media texts reporting on Muslim schools and Christian 
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schools in terms of two aspects of the constructive effects of discourse; social identities and 
social relationships. These three dimensions were therefore used to analyse the social 
identities and relationships constructed for the schools within their media representation and 
how their representation may have invited certain public perceptions of non-mainstream 
religious schooling in Australia. 
3.5.3 Organising and coding the data 
An example has been provided to demonstrate how the analytical framework worked to 
translate the empirical data to theoretical description. Table 1 demonstrates how the data was 
coded according to the two areas of CDA identified by Fairclough (1992; 2003), social 
identities and social relationships between people. 
 
Table 1. Coding of media data according to Fairclough’s CDA 
Source Quote  Relationships Identities 
The Age “We don't know what's taught in 
the religious classes of Muslim 
schools,” 
 Presents a social identity of the 
school as being different to other 
schools  
 
Table 2 demonstrates where elementary coding was undertaken to interpret and understand 
the meanings implied by the data in order to develop themes. Further coding was then 
undertaken to relate the data back to the theory.  
Table 2. Coding of media data into themes and theoretical framework 
Quote  
“We don't know what's taught in the religious classes of Muslim schools,” 
Theme development 
Suggests that Muslims schools are different by; 
-suggesting to readers they should be cautious about what is being taught in Muslim schools 
-suggesting these schools are especially private about what they are teaching 
-suggesting these schools may be teaching the wrong thing 
 
Theoretical coding 
Cultural difference implicit in the statement.  
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3.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined the methodology, research design, methods and analytic 
techniques used in this research study to address the questions: (1) What discourses are 
evident in media reports about non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia? And (2) How 
do these discourses play out in a particular time period in which one type of non-mainstream 
religious school (Muslim schools) was under investigation for misappropriating funds? 
Through the methods of data collection and analysis described in sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 
the analysis aimed to provide answers to these questions. The research design involved a 
qualitative, media analysis of media texts focusing on Muslim schools and Christian schools 
during a 12-month period. A media analysis was used to collect data from media articles to 
compare media representations of these two categories of non-mainstream religious schools. 
Critical Discourse Analysis was then used to translate the empirical data to theoretical 
description according to the theoretical concepts of discourse (Fairclough, 1992; 2001; 2003), 
identity and cultural difference (Hall, 1990). CDA was used to explore the socially constitutive 
effects of discourse on constructing social relationships and social identities for these schools 
within the media texts. The following chapters, which discuss and analyse the findings of the 
study, will provide an insight into both the theory and practice of how media representations 
may have influenced the Australian public’s perceptions of non-mainstream religious schools 
during this period. 
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Chapter Four: Findings  
4.1 Introduction 
Chapter one of this dissertation set the context of this study by arguing that a defining change 
in schooling over the last two decades has been the diversification and growth of Australia’s 
non-mainstream religious school sector. The most significant enrolments have been found in 
Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” Christian schools (Buckingham, 2012). The second 
chapter of the dissertation contextualised the growth of these schools with conceptual and 
empirical research. It was argued that through the policy contexts of marketisation, 
multiculturalism and pluralism, non-mainstream religious schools, as a niche market, have 
been able to proliferate in western education systems by securing significant federal funding. 
Section 1.2 highlighted that non-mainstream religious schools have also experienced 
significant representation in the media. Several empirical studies (Thomas, 2003; Blackmore 
& Thorpe, 2003; Mazawi, 2009; Meer, 2009) outlined in section 2.6 argued that media 
representation has become increasingly important for school reputations. In line with these 
studies, understanding how schools that subscribe to a particular religious view were 
represented by various media outlets in Australia became the basis for this new study. The 
study explored media reports of non-mainstream religious schools and what these reports 
suggest about how these schools may be perceived. It was argued that exploring how these 
schools are represented in the media may provide an understanding of how the Australian 
public feels about these schools. Section 3.3 and 3.4 outlined the research methods adopted 
by this study to collect empirical data. In order to examine how non-mainstream religious 
schools are represented in the media, and may be perceived by the Australian public, a 
qualitative research design was adopted in the form of a media analysis was adopted. In what 
follows, I undertake the media analysis. 
One school category, Muslim schools, has received considerable media attention in the 
last 18 months. In June 2015, the Department of Education launched an investigation into six 
Australian Muslim schools after allegations of financial mismanagement were identified at 
Muslim schools run by the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils (AFIC). The Federal 
Government responded to these concerns by consulting financial advisory firm Deloitte to 
conduct an audit into the schools (Owen, 2015). The audit found that all six AFIC schools 
failed to live up to the basic standards required to continue to receive federal funding 
(Shanahan, 2015). The Australian Government showed a willingness to withdraw funding 
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from Muslim schools where financial accountability could not be addressed and reformed 
(Bagshaw, 2015). Muslim schools frequently featured in the media following the moment in 
which the Federal Government first announced a funding freeze to the six Muslim schools run 
by the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils.  
A 12-month period during which Muslim schools featured frequently within the media 
was allocated as the timeline for this study. It was noted how often issues regarding Muslim 
schools appeared in the media during this 12-month period. Although the media reported on 
several key events which occurred in the months of June 2015 when the audit was 
announced, February 2016 when the protests occurred, March 2016 when funding was 
reinstated to the Islamic schools of Melbourne, Brisbane, South Australia and Perth and April 
2016 when funding was finally reinstated for the Islamic Colleges in Canberra and Sydney, 
media stories about the schools featured consistently during the 12-month time frame. Stories 
were often repeated, making it seem as if the issues involving these schools were developing. 
However, these stories were often merely re-telling information about events that had already 
been presented in the media months before, keeping the issue alive as such. In addition, 
while the media were consistently reminding readers of the issues occurring within Muslim 
schools, there emerged mainly positive media reporting about events occurring within 
Christian schools with no follow up reporting of these events. Events occurring within 
Christian schools that garnered media attention centered predominately on the fundraising 
and community service initiatives of these schools or the introduction of  new teaching and 
learning facilities. 
The comparison of media reportage of Muslim schools and Christian schools offered a 
wider perspective on the representations of non-mainstream schools in Australia. The 
following chapter discusses the findings from the thematic and semantic analysis that was 
employed for this study as an entry point to the media texts. The chapter presents the results 
of a media analysis of 107 articles that reported on Muslim and Christian schools during this 
time. The findings outlined in this chapter are discussed in four separate sections. First, 
sections 4.2 and 4.3 outline characteristics of the sample of media articles chosen for analysis 
including the number of articles and the overall tone of the reporting identified through a 
semantic analysis. Section 4.4 describes the results of a thematic analysis of the media 
reportage of Muslim schools. The findings from a thematic analysis of the media reportage of 
Christian schools are discussed in section 4.5. To conclude this chapter, the media 
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representations which focused on Muslim schools and Christian schools are compared to 
examine how representations of two types of non-mainstream religious schooling differed.  
4.2 Sample of articles sought for the study  
The media articles that were analysed for the study were retrieved from the Factiva database. 
Media articles were selected on the basis that they contained key search terms that were 
entered into the Factiva database. A convenience approach was utilised to select the media 
articles relevant to the study. This approach enabled the researcher to access only 
documents that were high quality and valuable to the study (Ang, 1996). The use of 
convenience approaches to obtain data did not prevent this study from contributing to theory 
making (Flyvbjerg, 2006).  
The Factiva database provided the option to search only within major news outlets. 
Thus, the media articles selected for analysis were limited to the most popular Australian 
national and local newspapers. The media articles sampled for the study were collected from 
eleven Australian newspapers which included; The Australian (Australia wide), The Guardian 
Australia (Australia wide), The Courier Mail (Brisbane), the Sydney Morning Herald (Sydney), 
The Daily Telegraph (Sydney), the Sun Herald (Sydney), The Age (Melbourne), The 
Advertiser (Adelaide), The Canberra Times (Canberra), The West Australian (Perth), and The 
Hobart Mercury (Hobart). The data set included all types of articles (editorials, feature pieces, 
letters to the editor and news leaders) retrieved from these news outlets which made 
reference to the key search terms. The total sample collected for the study was 107 media 
articles. The table below outlines the sample of articles sought from each news outlet along 
with the circulation figures of each publication. Circulation figures have been sourced from the 
findings of a 2016 Roy Morgan study of Australian newspaper readership trends. These 
circulation figures provide an indication of the audience that the media outlets producing the 
articles sought for analysis in this study are reaching. 
Table 3: Sample of articles sought for study 
Newspapers Circulation (Monthly)  
 Number of Articles 
(Muslim) 
Number of Articles  
(Christian) 
The Australian (National) 955,000 34 2 
Weekend Australian (National) 254,891 2 0 
Sydney Morning Herald (SYD) 1,224,000 8 2 
The Daily Telegraph (SYD) 1,242,000 6 1 
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Table 3 demonstrates that between June 2015 and June 2016, 67 articles sought for 
the study reported on Muslim schools whereas only 40 articles reported on Christian schools. 
The table above also demonstrates that the most significant coverage of Muslim schools 
between June 2015 and June 2016 occurred in The Australian (one of Australia’s national 
papers), the Sydney Morning Herald (SYD) The Canberra Times (ACT) and The Daily 
Telegraph (SYD). The Australian, The Sydney Morning Herald & The Daily Telegraph are 
among the four highest nationally circulated newspapers, suggesting that the most significant 
reporting of Muslim schools could be found in the newspapers with the highest levels of 
readership in Australia. In contrast, as table 3 further demonstrates, The Australian, The 
Sydney Morning Herald and The Daily Telegraph were among newspapers that provided the 
least amount of coverage of Christian schools. This may be due to the fact that two of these 
newspapers (The Australian and The Daily Telegraph) are owned by NewsCorp which is a 
conservative, right aligned media outlet (McKnight, 2013). The fact that two of these papers 
(the Daily Telegraph and the Sydney Morning Herald) are also tabloid dailies, which 
characteristically tend to feature more sensationalistic reporting, may also explain why reports 
focusing on issues occurring within Muslim schools featured so heavily within these 
newspapers at the time. The media outlets to report most significantly on Christian schools 
were the Hobart Mercury (TAS) and the Canberra Times (ACT). These two newspapers have 
among the lowest readership of Australia’s major newspapers. The purely quantitative table 
may suggest the media reportage of Muslim schools received a significantly greater audience 
than the media reportage of Christian schools between June 2015 and June 2016. 
The Sun Herald (SYD) 640,000 1 0 
The Age (VIC) 1,081,000 3 1 
The Sunday Age (VIC) 477,000 1 1 
Courier Mail (QLD) 922,000 1 2 
The Mercury (TAS) 172,000 0 15 
The West Australian (WA) 402,000 0 3 
The Advertiser (SA) 695,000 1 3 
Canberra Times (ACT) 183,000 7 10 
The Guardian Australia (SYD) 168,369 3 0 
Totals 7,577,915  67 40 
Source. Roy Morgan, 2016   
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4.3 Tone of the media reporting towards non-mainstream religious schools 
The headlines of the media articles were analysed to identify the presence of a positive, 
negative or neutral tone in the reporting of Muslim and non-mainstream Christian schools. A 
definitive feature of news reporting is the use of the headline to express, in a highly concise 
form, the crux of the news event and to orient the reader to process the text in a pre-
determined direction (van Dijk, 2001). The influence of news headlines is a rich field of 
analysis. One prominent discourse analyst, Teun van Dijk, argued that headlines allow a 
journalist to deliver implicit types of information, for instance, evaluative propositions or 
beliefs. van Dijk (1998, 2001) developed semantic analysis to explore how readers ‘assign’ a 
meaning to the text in a headline. van Dijk (1998) argued the choice of one word rather than 
another may be used to signal the opinions, emotions, or social position of a speaker, by 
which he means the author of a news piece. The choice of the word may change the 
interpretation of the headline and the article by the reader.  
Van Dijks’s (1998) framework was initially applied to the headlines of the media 
articles, the results of which are demonstrated below. The framework was then also applied to 
explore the prominent themes that emerged within the media articles which are presented 
later on in this chapter. The tables below outline the results of a semantic analysis 
categorising the overall tone of media articles focusing on Muslim schools and Christian 
schools as positive, neutral, or negative by looking at the key semantic features used in the 
headlines of the media articles based on van Dijk’s (1998, 2001) schemata. 
Table 4: Tone of media reporting towards Muslim schools 
Positive Neutral Negative 
Schools use their values to avoid 
'Gen Y jihadists' 
Islamic schools to be audited 
over governance, curriculums 
Probe of hardline Muslim 
schools 
Muslims defend national anthem Six Islamic schools face freeze on funds 
Muslim school 'could face 
charges' 
Schools can help counter violent 
extremism 
Auditors’ fine comb on Islamic 
schools 
In towns and cities, two 
sides go to war 
Parents say Islamic school 
unfairly punished by loss of 
funding 
Muslim schools ‘forced to pay 
AFIC’ 
A fail for schools and those 
meant to vet them 
Islamic school reprieve, for now Islamic College faces cash curb 
Muslim schools ‘fail to 
comply’ 
Islamic school looks safe for 
another term 
Canberra's growing Islamic 
school stresses autonomous 
credentials 
Concerns spur audit of 
Islamic schools 
Three Islamic schools to keep 
federal funding after promising 
greater transparency 
Islamic school vows to halt 
pupil exodus 
Radicalised teens at state 
schools 
Three Islamic schools win Battle for hearts and minds Islamic School crisis 
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reprieve goes on for free deepens as legal action 
launched 
Islamic school wins stay on cuts 
Muslim school board steps 
down 
Six Islamic schools 
threatened with having 
their funding cut 
Islamic school wins reprieve from 
tribunal over funding threat 
Watchdog investigates claims 
Islamic charity funds went on 
personal travel and lawyers 
Shutdown feared for 
Islamic school 
Islamic schools funding reinstated Islamic schools at a crossroads 
Top Muslim ‘spent 
improperly’ 
  
School told to call in loans 
Australia school criticised 
for letting Muslim students 
walk out during national 
anthem 
 Islamic School to fight for funding 
Sun, song and aggro at a 
Sunday protest in Melton 
Muslim school ‘faces 
charges’ 
   
Fear of Islamic college 
closure 
   
Fail for those who vet 
schools 
   
Islam school’s failings 
leave kids up in air 
  
 
Islamic school ‘misused 
millions’ 
   
'Just disgraceful': lawyer 
raises concerns over 
school loans 
   
Muslim school rorts 
intolerable 
   
Crisis on Islamic school 
cuts 
   Islamic school in funds row 
   A very grim report card 
   
Feds cut Islamic School 
funding; $1m pulled after 
probe 
   
Islamic federation leader 
ousted 
  
 
Chaos undermines 
meeting 
  
 
Time to stop private 
schools leeching off the 
public purse 
    
Malek Fahd school 
accused of unexplained 
payments to Islamic body 
and staff 
    Ex-board linked to ‘crimes’ 
    
School says $8.5m bill 
breaks race law 
    
Islamic school funding 
suspended 
    
Muslim school to lose 
funding 
    
Muslims must join to beat 
terrorists 
  
Muslim school locks out 
chairman 
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Islamic school chairman to 
fight dismissal in court 
  
Funding cuts to two Islamic 
schools leave students in 
limbo 
  
Pupils quit defunded 
Muslim school 
  
Islamic schools on ‘last 
chance’ 
  
Islamic school again facing 
axe 
  
Muslim school locks out 
principal 
  
Cut leaves Islamic school 
on the brink 
  
Islamic college under 
funding cloud 
  
School board steps down 
after mass protest vote 
Total = 12 13 
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A semantic analysis of the media articles’ headlines revealed that forty-two articles 
could be regarded as negative in their position towards Muslim schools, thirteen media 
articles were identified as neutral and twelve media articles could be characterised from their 
headline as positive in their tone towards Muslim schools. Word choice used in the headlines 
that constructed Muslim schools negatively included the use of terms such as “concern”, 
“crisis”, “failing”, “threatened”, “intolerable”, “chaos”, “misused”, “disgraceful” “feared”, and 
“crime”. These key words described Muslim schools in an overtly critical manner by either 
linking them to criminal activity, to a crisis or to some type of threat. Thirteen articles analysed 
for the study had headlines that were considered neutral as they did not contain terminology 
that the researcher could confidently categorise as positive or negative in tone. Only twelve 
articles were confidently categorised as positive towards Muslim schools. Terminology that 
was identified as sympathetic towards Muslim schools was regarded as positive and included 
key words such as “reprieve”, “wins”, and “unfairly”. The table above demonstrates a 
dominance of negative terminology in the headlines of articles reporting on Muslim schools. 
Table 5: Tone of media reporting towards Christian schools 
Positive Neutral Negative 
Ashley’s act a sign of true courage Youngsters learn fire safety drill early 
Lyneham residents call for 
greater say; Oval row sparks 
proposal 
Mason’s allergy idea may save his 
life 
Brindabella operations to be put 
in spotlight 
High-flying pupils face prank 
fine 
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Table 5 demonstrates the results of a semantic analysis of the headlines reporting on 
Christian schools over the same 12-month time period, between June 2015 and June 2016. 
The table demonstrates that a significantly higher proportion of articles were categorised by 
the researcher as positive or neutral rather than negative in their tone towards Christian 
schools. Key terms used in the headlines of the media articles that portrayed Christian 
schools positively included the use of terms such as “make a real difference”, “mission to 
help”, “strong futures”, “benefit”, “right”, “healthy”, “success”, “perfect” and “good”. Only five 
articles were found to be negative. Terms such as “row”, “fine”, “sad” and “crisis” were used to 
portray Christian schools in situations of conflict or crisis and were regarded as negative in 
‘Leavers’ make a real difference Coffee club canteens 
Tactics leave residents 
'terribly sad'; College taken to 
task 
Christian school on a mission to 
help 
Chopper gate may close on 
students 
Funding crisis may shut 
school 
Financial lifeline for battling school Architect's court is a basket case ACT blocks school plan for pavilion 
Music hits the right note at St 
Peters 
Bringing Indigenous culture 
Program 
 Focus on leadership builds 
strong futures 
Junior school rediscovers walking 
and cycling reviving a forgotten 
skill   
Awards bring benefit for all Christian school education in Canberra   
'Flipped' education benefits 
students  Kids in the kitchen   
Private school realises its early 
learning goal Lawton to make most of selection   
School on mission for cyclone 
relief Getting real about science   
A perfect start for performing arts Student garden puts down roots   
Sisters program success Lanterns light the way to Dru Point   
Baxter brings buddy benefits School of endeavor   
Grandparents share the learning    
Small coin’s big help    
Breakfast club a healthy boost    
Good start for little learners    
Masters of their destiny   
A modern and stimulating 
preschool   
There's nothing bland or 
pedestrian about this school   
Brindabella booms amid shift 
from Catholic system   
Total =22 14 5 
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their tone towards the Christian schools on which they were reporting. In much the same 
terms as these words were used in relation to Muslim schools, they suggest problems, issues 
or difficulties faced by the schools. 
Analysis of the headlines of the media articles collected for the study revealed 
significant differences in the tone of the media articles focusing on the two types of non-
mainstream religious schooling being analysed in the study. Media articles focusing on 
Muslim schools were more likely to be negative (42 articles) or neutral (13 articles) in their 
reporting, whereas the reporting of Christian schools was more likely to be positive (22 
articles) or neutral (14 articles) in tone. Media representations of Muslim schools contained a 
markedly lower proportion of positive vocabulary. van Dijk (1998, 2001) described how word 
choice, particularly negative word choices influence readers’ perception of negativity in 
relation to a topic in a news article. As such, where there is a significantly lower proportion of 
media articles describing Christian schools in a negative manner, and a more significant 
proportion of articles focusing on positive aspects of these schools, it may be that the overall 
impression of Christian schools is positive. In contrast, the headlines reporting on Muslim 
schools rarely presented these schools as being actively engaged in positive events, and 
terminology portraying them as a benefit or of good character was rare. Thus, the headlines 
may influence a negative association between these schools among readers. The work above 
suggests it is important to analyse the role of negative and positive word associations in 
headlines on readers’ interpretations of different issues or events. Analysing the tone of the 
headlines of the media articles within the data set was a significant method for analysing how 
media representations may influence public perceptions of non-mainstream religious schools 
(van Dijk, 1999). Van Dijk’s (1999) framework will be used again later in this chapter to 
explore the themes found within the data set.  
4.4 Results of a thematic analysis 
Sections 4.5 and 4.6 report the findings of a thematic analysis of the media articles reporting 
on Muslim schools and Christian schools. This method of data analysis revealed several 
implicit and explicit themes in media articles describing Muslim and Christian schools. The 
identification of dominant themes was derived through the process of “careful reading and re-
reading of the data” in search of common ideas (Joffe, 2012 p. 258).  
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4.5 Themes evident in the reporting of Muslim schools 
A number of dominant themes were identified within the media’s reporting of Muslim schools 
between June 2015 and June 2016, which may have invited the Australian public to develop 
certain perceptions of these schools. Four prominent themes emerged from the media data 
reporting on Muslim schools during the 12-month time frame. In brief, these themes were 
“Muslim schools as a concern”, “Muslim schools as corrupt”, “Muslim schools as non-
compliant” and “Muslim schools as different”.  
The first of four dominant themes identified within the media reporting was “Muslim 
schools as a serious concern”, which was evidenced by reporting that frequently highlighted 
the severity of the issues unfolding within these schools. The theme of Muslim schools as a 
serious concern emerged through the frequent use of language such as “crisis”, “controversy”, 
“issue”, and “scandal” within the media reporting, which suggested that what was occurring 
within these schools was a significant issue.  
The second theme, “Muslim schools as corrupt” emerged through media reporting 
which emphasised these schools as being involved in various criminal activities. This theme 
emerged through the frequent use of language describing Muslim schools as “fraudulent” and 
“criminal”. The third theme of “Muslim schools as non-compliant” emerged through the 
media’s accusations of Muslim schools not acknowledging their wrongdoings. It was 
frequently suggested within the reporting that these schools were not complying with the 
Government’s investigation by denying accusations of financial mismanagement.  
Finally, a theme of “Muslim schools as different” emerged within the media reporting 
where Muslim schools were frequently positioned as fundamentally different from other 
schools based on the religious values and beliefs being taught within these schools. This 
theme emerged through the frequent use of language which described Muslim schools as 
“extreme”, “hardline”, “suspicious” and “Un-Australian”. These four themes were found to be 
central to the media’s representations of Muslim schooling during a 12-month period in which 
they received significant media attention and may have been the most salient messages 
influencing public perceptions of Muslim schools during this time 
4.5.1 Muslim schools as being a “serious concern”  
Between June 2015 and June 2016 media reporting on Muslim schools focused 
predominantly on financial mismanagement issues that were being investigated within several 
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schools across the country. During this investigation, Muslim schools were presented by the 
media as being a “serious concern” for both the government and the Australian public. The 
media reporting suggested that Muslim schools posed a serious concern through the frequent 
use of terms such as “outrageous”, “controversial”, “crisis”, and “scandal” within the reporting.  
The major reason Muslim schools were portrayed as concerning for the Australian 
public during this time was that these schools were repeatedly found to be illicitly spending a 
substantial amount of funding provided by the government, at the expense of the taxpayer. 
Thus, significant attention was given in the media reporting to the amount of public funding 
that Muslim schools receive in relation to other school types. The following quotes 
demonstrate this concern identified within the news articles: 
“AFIC schools generally receive the highest level of government assistance because of 
the number of students from lower socio-economic backgrounds,” (Shanahan, 2015). 
“The six schools, which receive up to $45 million a year from state and federal 
governments, receive some of the highest levels of taxpayer funding in the country,” 
(Bagshaw, 2015). 
(AFIC schools) “receive 80 per cent to 90 per cent of their funding from the public purse 
because most students are from disadvantaged and non-English speaking 
backgrounds,” (Shanahan 2016). 
“An average private school would receive one-quarter of that percentage in public 
funding,” (Hall & Bagshaw, 2015). 
These excerpts taken from the media articles suggested that Muslim schools are 
receiving significantly higher levels of funding than other schools in Australia and are heavily 
reliant on government assistance to provide their education offering. It was quoted that “AFIC 
schools generally receive the highest level of government assistance because of the number 
of students from lower socio-economic backgrounds,” which suggests that students from 
these schools may come from disadvantaged backgrounds and thus these schools rely 
largely on government funding rather than private fees to provide their education offering. 
Section 2.2.2 outlined that there is a formula in place which determines public funding towards 
non-government schools based on socio-economic status. By comparing the funding of 
Muslim schools and other schools these quotes suggested that Muslim schools are a burden 
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on the government where they require higher levels of financial assistance. Particularly, 
where it was quoted that other private schools “would receive one quarter of that percentage 
in public funding”, this may suggest that these schools are receiving special treatment from 
the government and therefore, should be held to higher standards regarding their financial 
accountability.  
Another concern that was presented throughout the media reporting on Muslim schools 
was the use of federal funding for purposes that were not relevant to the education of 
students within these institutions. Throughout the media reporting, Muslim schools were 
accused of funneling government funding back to their governing body the Australian 
Federation of Islamic Councils, as well as using their government funding for building projects, 
which went against the conditions of funding outlined in the Australian Education Act. The 
following excerpts demonstrate the ways in which the media presented these concerns: 
"Australians rightly expect that every taxpayer dollar committed to school education is 
genuinely expended on school education," (Bagshaw 2016). 
“Funding should be exclusively used for the education and welfare of students,” 
(Muslim schools fail to comply, 2015). 
“Taxpayers and parents would be expecting public funds to be used solely for the 
benefit of children’s education, rather than operating for profit and enriching certain 
individuals,” (Muslim schools fail to comply, 2015).  
“My [Senator Birmingham] focus is always that we, as the taxpayer, get maximum bang 
for our buck to improve education outcomes for Australian children. School governance 
should be of the highest standard and funding should be used for the benefits of 
students,” (Muslim schools fail to comply, 2015).  
The excerpts above suggested to the reader that Muslim schools were taking 
advantage of public funding by illicitly spending the public funding that they receive in areas 
other than the education of students. It was frequently reiterated that “funding should be 
exclusively used for education,” within the reporting, which implied that the exclusive use of 
funding for education purposes was not occurring within Muslim schools. The way in which 
these excerpts frequently drew attention to the misuse of taxpayer dollars may invite the 
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Australian public to feel some distrust towards these schools and the way in which they were 
spending taxpayer dollars.  
Comments from high profile political figures within the media reporting covering Muslim 
schools between June 2015 and June 2016 may further have contributed to concerns 
regarding these schools. When questioned by the media (Shanahan, 2015) about the 
investigation, Former education Minister Christopher Pyne, who initially ordered the 
investigation into Muslim schools, stated that he was 
“concerned about a number of allegations reported in the media in relation to 
curriculum, gender segregation, senior staff movements and financial 
transactions ... We want to be confident that schools operate in the best 
interests of their students. These audits will help to get to the bottom of these 
matters and provide resolution for all concerned” (Shanahan, 2015). 
Senator Simon Birmingham who assumed the role of Education Minister from Christopher 
Pyne in September 2015 was also regularly quoted in the media as the issue unfolded. 
Senator Birmingham described the issues occurring within Muslim schools as “serious 
governance deficiencies,” (Booth, 2015). Senator Birmingham further highlighted the severity 
of the investigation when he stated that his department had “significant concerns about the 
school authority’s ability to address the serious compliance matters,” (Booth, 2015).  
Another prominent figure who expressed concern regarding the issues being 
discovered within Muslim schools was judge of the Federal Court of Australia, The Hon 
Justice Steven Rares. Justice Rares was appointed judge in the appeal to reinstate funding to 
the schools. He expressed “concern that taxpayer funds for Australia’s largest Muslim school 
could be going down the drain if he allowed funding to recommence,” (Shanahan, 2016). 
Justice Rares said he “could not allow further taxpayer funds to be given to the school if it was 
not clear where the funds would be going” (Shanahan, 2016). In line with van Dijk (1998, 
2001), lexical choices such as “concern” “deficiencies” and “issues” that were employed in 
statements made by high profile political figures are likely to have perpetuated an idea that 
Muslim schools are a concern or issue in Australia. By frequently seeking statements from 
politicians from the conservatively aligned Liberal Party, who may be more likely to hold 
conservative views towards Muslim schooling, the media were able to influence a perception 
of these schools as problematic (Metherell, 2016). These statements were also reported in 
the Australian, which is a conservatively aligned national paper. The frequent use of 
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statements from conservative political figures in conservative news outlets may have further 
contributed to raising public concerns regarding the issues unfolding within Muslim schools. 
 Several media reports focused on the uncertain futures of Muslim schools across the 
country, which gave the public further reason to believe that Muslim schools were 
problematic. It was suggested early in the media’s reporting of the investigation into Muslim 
schools that these schools received the majority of their funding from government sources 
(Shanahan, 2015; Bagshaw, 2015). It was later suggested that the decision to withdraw 
funding from Muslim schools could ultimately result in their closure. The media reporting 
(McDougall, 2016; Shanahan & Khalik, 2016) became focused on the ramifications that could 
occur from the closure of these schools. It was suggested that the decision to withdraw 
federal funding from Muslim Schools might cause significant disruptions to students and their 
families attending these schools and other schools who would have to cater to the students 
attending Muslim schools should these schools close. The quotes below present how this 
concern was reported: 
“More than 2400 students from kindergarten to Year 12 will be affected if the school is 
shut down. [School name redacted] students may have to be offered places at other 
schools in the government, Catholic and independent education sectors,” (McDougall, 
2016). 
“The NSW government is scrabbling to come up with a plan to find schooling for up to 
2400 students in Sydney should [school name redacted] three campuses be forced to 
close,” (Fear of Islamic College Closure, 2016).  
“It will be chaos because more than 2000 kids will be affected by this,” (Fear 
of Islamic College Closure, 2016).  
“Parents who anticipated the closure of [school name redacted] have been 
enrolling their children at other Islamic schools in Sydney. [School name 
redacted] said it received hundreds of enrolment applications from [school 
name redacted] students but had accepted only 30,” (Shanahan & Khalik, 
2016). 
The above excerpts suggested that the closure of Muslim schools could cause further issues 
by putting a significant strain on other schools that may be required to take in students who, 
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as a result of the closure of Muslim schools, would need to find alternative school options. 
This strain was illustrated where it was quoted that “the NSW government is scrabbling to 
come up with a plan to find schooling for up to 2400 students,” and that this “will be chaos.” 
This reporting suggested that other schools may not have the resources to cope with such a 
huge injection of students that would be affected by the closure of Muslim schools, which may 
place significant pressure on the government to find solutions.  
Concerns were also expressed in the media reporting regarding the extent to which the 
families attending these school would be affected by their closure. The excerpts above 
suggested that a significant amount of students would be affected by the closure of Muslim 
schools. The reporting was often sympathetic to the families attending these schools by 
acknowledging that the closure of Muslim schools would cause a significant disruption to 
thousands of children’s schooling. Concerns were frequently expressed about the welfare of 
families should they be required to seek alternative schooling options and how they would 
cope with transitioning to other institutions.  
“Muslim families yesterday expressed concern for their children’s future after federal 
funding was withdrawn from the state’s largest Islamic school,” (Cowie & Hall, 2015). 
"It's a shock to us. It's a discontinuation of our preferred schooling for our kids and its 
punishment on us for something we haven't done, as parents, teachers and families," 
(Burgess, 2016). 
Father of two students at a school in Melbourne, Rizvi Aboobucker told The Age that he was 
“deeply worried about the future of the college.” He said he “believed his kids were getting a 
good Muslim education, and was dismayed that their schooling was now in jeopardy,” (Cowie 
& Hall, 2015). 
Shazia Khalid, who has a daughter in Year 10 and a son in Year 12 at a school in Sydney told 
The Daily Telegraph: “Every Muslim family wants their child to go to this school. It is a very 
good school and we should all try our hardest to keep it open” (McDougall, 2016). 
Parent Fazel Qayum, said he “drove his daughters, Sabah and Sana, in Years 11 and 4, two 
hours each way to an Islamic school because of its academic reputation” (Muslim School 
Board Steps Down, 2015).  
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The above excerpts highlight the ramifications that the potential closure of Muslim 
schools could have on the families who attend them. By highlighting the effects that the 
closure of Muslim schools could have not only on the schooling system but also on the 
welfare of the students and families who attend these schools, the media was able to further 
imply that what was occurring within Muslim schools was a significant issue. In line with van 
Dijk’s work (1998, 2001) it is important to note the first person reporting and use of interviews 
to highlight these issues. The use of interviews from parents provided a sympathetic and 
emotive perspective on the issue by demonstrating that these schools were valued by families 
attending them, who would be saddened should they be forced to close. 
The excerpts above taken from several media articles reporting on Muslim schools 
demonstrate that Muslim schools as “a serious concern” was a prominent theme to emerge 
within the media reporting between June 2015 and June 2016 when these schools were 
under investigation for financial mismanagement. During this time, these schools were 
presented as being a “serious concern” for both the Government and the Australian public 
due to the fact that they were exploiting significant government funding that came at a cost to 
the taxpayer. 
4.5.2 Muslim schools as “corrupt” 
It was frequently suggested within the media reporting that the Federal Government’s 
decision to withdraw funding from Muslim schools was the result of corruption that had been 
able to flourish within these schools (Brook, 2016; Shanahan, 2016). A theme of corruption 
emerged where Muslim schools were frequently described within the reporting as “criminal”, 
“plagued”, “improper”, and “unauthorised.” The following statements demonstrate the media’s 
representations of Muslim schools as corrupt, where it was explicitly suggested that corruption 
was occurring within these schools: 
“Over the past six years, hand-wringing bureaucrats, politicians and a media scared of 
the label “Islamophobic” have allowed the parasite of institutional corruption (AFIC) to 
slowly take over its host,” (Brook, 2016). 
“A cabal of cronies overseeing the finances of AFIC schools have enabled corruption to 
flourish at the expense of the children and parents in some of the poorest parts of 
Sydney hoping to give their kin a faith-based education,” (Shanahan, 2016). 
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It is important to note the lexical choices in the above examples. To illustrate the negative 
associations between Muslim schooling and the corruption implied by the articles, heavily 
pejorative nouns such as “cabal”, “cron[y]” and “parasite” emphasise the point. In line with van 
Dijk (1998, 2001), these words are intended to encourage negative emotions and influence 
the reader to arrive at a negative interpretation of these schools. Further, the corruption was 
suggestive of a disease where the first piece states that “the parasite of institutional corruption 
will “slowly take over its host”.  
The media’s representation of Muslim schools as corrupt was predicated on a few 
specific instances in which these schools and their key figures had demonstrated or been 
accused of corruption. Muslim schools across the country were frequently accused of 
corruption after several occurrences in which these schools were found to be misusing their 
recurrent government funding. It was reported in the media that one AFIC school, was 
spending their recurrent government funding to build new and renovate existing buildings and 
classrooms. It is important to note that recurrent funding is not to be used for this purpose, 
rather it is used to pay recurrent expenditure, such as teacher salaries. In addressing these 
accusations, Mr Kassem, the President of AFIC and board leader of the school, told the 
media he was not aware of the school using its recurrent funding for building projects. Mr 
Kassem stated that the school board  
"knows that we can only use the [Capital grant] funding for the building project. We 
know that we can't use the recurrent funding. If recurrent funding had been used by 
others on the board for the building project, he did not know about it," (Muslim school 
faces charges, 2015).  
However, the media suggested that the school board was aware that it was improperly 
spending its recurrent funding on building projects where emails between school board 
members discussing the spending of $3.4 million on building projects out of the school's 
recurrent government funding were exposed. The media published correspondence between 
the school board and the building company in which a board member wrote, 
“according to current figures available with me, the cost of remaining works would be 
$4.6m excluding this claim. I am unsure as to what funds/saving the school is expecting 
from 2015 in recurrent funds. It may not have the $5m required to finish the building,” 
(Muslim school faces charges, 2015).  
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The media reporting, quoted above, suggested that the school was aware that it was 
paying for the building works out of its recurrent funding. Where it was revealed that the 
school leaders were aware they were using the funding incorrectly, it was suggested that the 
schools were deliberately misappropriating funds.  
A theme of Muslim school as “corrupt” was also evident in the reporting where a letter 
was published by the media from the school’s accountant which warned the school that by 
using its recurrent funding on building projects it would be trading while insolvent and could 
face criminal and civil penalties. The letter stated, “As you would be aware, under section 83c 
of the NSW Education Act ... the school could be deemed to be operating for profit. A school 
declared as operating for profit will lead to funding being withdrawn,” (Muslim school faces 
charges, 2015). The media suggested that the school was aware that it was misusing its 
recurrent funding by spending it on building works. 
The reporting first suggested that the school denied misusing their government funds 
for building works. It was then reported that there was correspondence proving that the school 
was aware it was misusing its funding to pay for new buildings and classrooms. Thus, it was 
suggested that these schools were misusing their government funding on building projects 
and lied to the media about it. Through the excerpts above, the media suggested that the 
school was aware of the ways in which it was to use its recurrent funding, and continued to 
misuse it on building projects, despite having been warned that to do so the school would be 
operating unlawfully. The media reporting therefore suggested that misusing recurrent funding 
to pay for the building projects was a deliberate choice by the school board.  
The theme of corruption was also seen in media reporting suggesting all six Muslim 
schools were funneling money back to their governing body, the Australian Federation of 
Islamic Councils. The media reporting suggested that millions of dollars in taxpayer funds had 
been taken from the schools’ recurrent grants and special grants, which were to be spent on 
education, and given to the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils. The following excerpts 
outline the media reporting that addressed these accusations: 
“AFIC officials attempted to pull hundreds of thousands of dollars out of the schools,” 
(Shanahan, 2015). 
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“In 2011 it was revealed that [school name redacted] paid the AFIC $5.2 million in one 
year, equal to a third of the school's educational federal and state funding,” (Shanahan, 
2015). 
“The Deloitte audit— shows millions of dollars pumped out of the school to bolster the 
coffers of the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils,” (Islamic School misused 
millions, 2016).  
“The Deloitte report states that, despite claims the school had $1.7m worth of loans 
owing to AFIC, there was no evidence in documentation of why the money was loaned 
to AFIC. The report found “management and accountancy fees” worth $1.2m charged 
by AFIC to the school, but no -evidence documenting what the fees were -actually for,” 
(Islamic School misused millions, 2016).  
“Transfers to AFIC from the schools were supposedly to cover inflated rents, project 
management, accounting and other costs. According to the audit, no documentation 
was available to show that there was a need for the services or that the services were 
assessed to ensure that they reflect reasonable market value,’’ (Muslim School rorts 
intolerable, 2016).  
The excerpts above from the media reporting suggested that millions of dollars were 
being transferred by the schools to AFIC, under the guise of loans and management fees. 
The reporting also suggested that transactions between the governing body and the schools 
were being “covered up” where details of these transactions went undocumented. The 
statements above may have subjected these schools to scrutiny by implying that these 
schools acted unlawfully and attempted to cover it up. The lexical choices used in these 
statements may encourage negative emotions from the reader (van Dijk, 1998, 2001). Where 
the reporting described “millions of dollars pumped out of the schools to bolster the coffers at 
AFIC,” readers are encouraged to associate the operators of AFIC with negative qualities 
such as greed. The use of the term “supposedly” also evokes negative emotion by inviting the 
reader to be skeptical of the reasons provided by these schools, justifying the transactions to 
AFIC. 
The media reporting further suggested that corruption was occurring within these 
schools where it was reported that the schools were using their public funding to pay 
unusually high salaries to several AFIC board members. Media reporting suggested 
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“responsible persons of AFIC have inappropriately used funds for their own private benefits, 
including salaries, lawyers’ fees and overseas trips,” (Safi & Farrel, 2016). The schools were 
portrayed as corrupt where it was reported that “the school's management has failed to pay 
for basic services such as air-conditioning while allegedly taking out up to six-figure loans 
from public funding,” (Bagshaw, 2016).It was reported that a former business manager of the 
school, Agim Garana, “earned a salary of more than $500,000 since 2012, including annual 
leave loadings that were inconsistent with his salary, and payments that either predated his 
contract or were not included in any agreement” (Safi & Farrel, 2016).  
It was also reported that another key former AFIC figure, Amjad Mehboob, “was 
engaged in 2013 to provide capital management services to the school at a cost of more than 
$481,500. He also received payments that predated his contract,” (Safi & Farrel, 2016). 
According to the media reporting there was “inadequate information to identify what services 
were provided to the schools for these salaries,” (Safi & Farrel, 2016). The President of AFIC 
and principal of one school, Hafez Kassem, was accused of unauthorised spending of more 
than $100,000 of the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils’ funding on his own lawyers, 
as well as “rampantly spending its money” while on work trips (Edwards, 2015). The media 
obtained copies of reimbursement claims lodged by Mr Kassem including a trip to Indonesia 
for a halal conference in September 2015 where he was also paid $3500 income for the 
seven days that he was there (Edwards, 2015). Mr Kassem had also claimed a 
reimbursement of $798 spent on food in one day in Canberra in October 2015 (Edwards, 
2015).  
Through the reporting above, the media suggested that key figures from AFIC were 
using large sums of public funding that was intended for the schools to serve their own 
personal interests. The media suggested that it was deeply problematic that AFIC board 
members were benefiting from a large proportion of government money, which should have 
been spent on the education of students. The statements below demonstrate how the media 
responded to this issue: 
“Millions of dollars of taxpayer-provided funds have been extracted from the schools to 
bolster the coffers of the AFIC,” (Islamic School misused millions, 2016). 
(Members of AFIC) “are intent on empire building and making money,” (Brook, 2016). 
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“It is intolerable, that the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils — closely tied to 
schools in five states and the ACT — appears to have gouged taxpayer-provided funds 
from the schools, which collectively will receive about $50 million in taxpayer funding 
this year,” (Muslim School rorts intolerable, 2016). 
“It is a concern that AFIC may not have accurate written records of its operations and 
finances, and had not taken reasonable steps to ensure senior members were acting in 
AFICs best interests; not misusing their position; not managing its financial affairs 
irresponsibly,” (Safi & Farrel, 2016). 
Between June 2015 and June 2016 Muslim schools as corrupt was a prominent theme 
to emerge within the media reporting focusing on Muslim schools. The media reporting 
suggested that during this time these schools were acting both dishonestly and unlawfully by 
funneling public funds to their governing body and then trying to conceal it. The various ways 
in which Muslim schools were portrayed as corrupt by the media may have opened these 
schools up to significant public scrutiny during this time by inviting the Australian public to 
associate Muslim schools and their operators with negative qualities such as distrust, greed 
and fraud. Whilst it may have been justified to call these schools out where they were found to 
have misused their government funding, it often appeared, through the frequent use of 
negative word choices, that authors of the articles were attacking these schools rather than 
objectively reporting the facts. The use of emotive lexical choices (van Dijk, 1998, 2001) to 
describe Muslim schools may have had a strong impact on influencing negative perceptions 
of these schools among readers. 
4.5.3 Muslim schools as “non-compliant” 
Muslim schools as “non-compliant” was another prominent theme to emerge within the 
media’s representations of these schools. The term “non-compliant” emerged early in the 
media reporting after the schools were handed “non-compliance” notices from the government 
warning them that they were failing to meet the requirements of the Education Act. According 
to then Federal Education minister Simon Birmingham, “the school authority was not 
complying with fundamental governance, financial and accountability requirements of the ... 
education act, leaving the schools facing possible civil and criminal charges,” (Shanahan, 
2015). The term “non-compliant”, or words to that effect, then continued to appear throughout 
the reporting.  
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A theme of Muslim schools as “non-compliant” was evident throughout the media 
reporting where, despite evidence of financial mismanagement, operators of the schools 
continued to issue statements to the media denying any wrong-doing. AFIC vice-president 
Farouk Khan told the media that he “rejected all allegations of improper use of taxpayers' 
money,” (Edwards & Puddy, 2015). Another spokesman for AFIC, Amjad Ali Mehboob, said 
“all the claims of financial mismanagement and the other outrageous claims have no truth 
whatsoever,” (Owen, 2015).” Chairman of one of the schools, Mohammed Berjaoui, stressed 
that “the school served its educational purpose and funding was being used appropriately.” 
He “was confident the schools' financial operations were 100per cent fully compliant with both 
federal and local legislation,” (Macdonald, 2016). These excerpts suggested that rather than 
taking responsibility for the financial mismanagement occurring within these schools, for 
which there was significant evidence, figures of these schools were “non-compliant” by 
continuing to deny the accusations. 
Muslim schools were also portrayed as “non-compliant” in the media reporting where 
on several occasions they challenged the government’s decision to withdraw their funding. 
After it was discovered that millions of dollars in government funding had been funneled from 
the schools back to AFIC, an appeal was “launched by the NSW government asking the 
Supreme Court to force [school name redacted] to repay the $8.5 million it received in 
taxpayer funding between 2010 and 2011 plus legal costs and interest at 9 per cent,” (Hall & 
Bagshaw, 2015). The school challenged the order and “accused the state government of 
breaching racial discrimination laws,” (Hall & Bagshaw, 2015). The school further challenged 
the Federal Government’s decision to withdraw their funding where it was reported that they 
engaged financial advisory firm KPMG to undertake an internal review of the school to 
compare with Deloitte’s findings. However, the internal review only affirmed that the school 
“remained non-compliant with the requirements of the Australian Education Act 2013,” 
(Muslim School to Lose Funding, 2016). Despite this outcome, the lawyers representing 
[school name redacted] stated that the school “would appeal the federal government's 
decision” and “would make representations to the Administrative Appeals Tribunal and as a 
final resort, the Court system,” (Muslim School to lose funding, 2016).  
Muslim schools were also portrayed as “non-compliant” where it was suggested that 
several schools were not complying with the requirements of the government’s investigation. 
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After reinstating funding to the Islamic schools in Brisbane, Melbourne, Perth and South 
Australia Education minister Simon Birmingham stated,  
“each of the four authorities genuinely engaged independent support in 
preparing their response, identified and committed to implementing substantial 
changes to their operations, including ensuring appropriate independence. 
These substantial changes included pursuing changes to their constitution and 
commencing an implementation plan of self-identified improvements and 
changes stipulated by the Department” (Islamic Schools funding reinstated, 
2016).  
Regarding his decision to continue to withhold funding to the Islamic Schools in Sydney 
and Canberra, Senator Birmingham stated that  
“the approach of these four schools was in contrast to the initial responses of 
the school authorities responsible for [school name redacted] and [school name 
redacted], who did not acknowledge the issues, did not engage their own 
independent support, had limited engagement with the Department and did not 
put forward amendments to their constitution” (Islamic Schools funding 
reinstated, 2016).  
The excerpts from the media reportage above demonstrated that Muslim schools were 
frequently represented in the media reporting as being “non-compliant”. Representations of 
Muslim schools in the media denying accusations of financial mismanagement, and 
challenging the government’s decision to withdraw their funding on several occasions may 
have invited the Australian public to perceive these schools as non-compliant and recalcitrant.  
4.5.4 Muslim schools as “different” 
Several media articles suggested that there were fundamental differences between Muslim 
schools and other religious school types. Thus, Muslim schools as “different” became a 
prominent theme to emerge within the media reporting. Several articles perpetuated an idea 
that Muslim schools were “different” by suggesting that Muslim schools were a threat or did 
not belonging within Australian society. 
The idea that Muslim schools may be a threat was suggested in several media articles 
which made reference to Muslim schools in the context of increasing Islamic extremism. 
Several articles suggested that the values and lessons that were being taught to students 
attending Muslim schools may be encouraging radicalisation. In one article it was suggested 
that “The Melbourne and Perth schools have been accused of forcing hardline teaching upon 
students,” (Shanahan, 2015). It was suggested that “The Melbourne school allegedly 
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threatened to send home children who missed morning prayer and Koran recital, while the 
Perth school allegedly forced Year 1 girls to wear a headscarf,” (Shanahan, 2015). This 
reporting positioned Muslim schools as “different” where it was suggested that extreme 
religious values and beliefs may be enforced on students attending these schools.  
Muslim schools were also linked to religious extremism where reporting suggested that 
the students who attended Muslim schools needed to be carefully managed. It was suggested 
in one report that "As jihadists get younger, our attention must turn to what schools teach and 
how they manage at-risk students," (O’Brien, 2015). In another report a concern was 
presented that “we don't know what's taught in the religious classes of Muslim schools,” 
(Murphy, 2015). These excerpts from media articles suggested that students attending 
Muslim schools may be a risk because what they are being taught in these schools may be 
radical. 
One specific article focused on a program for Victorian schools to educate students 
about online radicalisation by Islamic extremists. The founder of the program Oscar Yildiz, 
who is a former teacher “developed a program to educate youth on cyber bulling and online 
radicalisation after he was regularly approached by students telling of attempts to radicalise 
them online,” (Baxendale, 2015). It was reported that the program has been held at a wide 
variety of schools in Melbourne and had been largely successful. However, in the article Mr 
Yildiz said he had been trying to deliver the program at Muslim schools but had been rejected 
by several schools. “There was initially a bit of suspicion and most of them, particularly the 
hard-line schools, were closed to this,” (Baxendale, 2015). It was suggested in this article that 
Muslim schools may be concerned about outside influences. This style of reporting may 
encourage the Australian public to be suspicious about what is occurring within these schools 
where language used within the reporting such as “forcing hardline teaching” and “were 
closed to this (outside influences)” may be conveyed to, and accepted by large segments of 
the public. In line with van Dijk (1998, 2001) the use of such language within the reporting 
may lead to moral panics regarding what lessons are being taught in Muslim schools and why 
they appear to reject contact with individuals and groups outside of their own community? 
Such questions may in turn inspire large scale fear towards Muslim schools (van Dijk, 1998, 
2001).  
Where several media articles linked Muslim schools to religious extremism, Muslim 
leaders and educators were quoted defending these schools and acknowledging them as 
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“playing an important role in the first line of defense against violent extremism,” (Murphy, 
2015). In several articles Muslim leaders were quoted defending their schools by arguing that 
Muslim schools “have not experienced the same problems as public schools with students 
being radicalised,” (O’Brien, 2015). Silma Ihram, a pioneer of Muslim education in Sydney, 
and the founder and former school principal of [school name redacted] was quoted in an 
article suggesting that Muslim schools were: 
"the best antidote to radicalisation. Where you have effective schools with role 
models and mentoring for the boys that are vulnerable it works. Often these 
kids are crying out for help. My experience is that the male teaching figures are 
huge influences on boys lives often playing a father role and filling a gap - they 
often keep in touch with their former students for many years after" (O’Brien, 
2015). 
However, in several articles, concern was expressed that the uncertain futures of 
Muslim schools could lead some students to radicalisation. To illustrate, one parent was 
quoted as saying "we have another extra concern as Muslim parents, that my kids should be 
put in the wrong hands or radicalised or get different ideas," (Cowie & Hall, 2015). Another 
media article suggested that the lack of good Muslim role models evidenced by the unethical 
behavior of the leading figures of Muslim schools could influence extremist ideas among 
students. It was suggested in a report that “unfortunately a lot young people don’t know where 
else to look for guidance,” (Brook, 2016). In several articles it was suggested that there was a 
possibility that Muslim schools could fuel religious extremism in Australia. Whilst the language 
used within these quotes was more positive given that it was coming from representatives of 
Muslim schools, it still linked these schools to extremism where it was suggested that 
students who attended these schools may be vulnerable to radicalisation. These articles did 
not express concerns about other religious schools, thus positioning Muslim schools as 
“different”. Thus this reporting reflects, in line with van Dijk (1998, 2001), a common and 
racialised trend in which minorities are seen as a problem or a threat, and are portrayed in 
association with violence, conflict, or other forms of deviance.  
Several media articles (Baxendale & Buckingham-Jones, 2016; Webb, 2015) focused 
on Muslim schools as not belonging in Australian society. This idea was particularly 
evidenced by articles that reported on the Reclaim Australia movement which emerged within 
the same time period in which Muslim schools were under investigation for financial 
mismanagement. Between June 2015 and June 2016 a series of rallies were held in 
Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane, Perth, Adelaide, Canberra, Hobart and Alice Springs protesting 
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against Islam. Reports on these rallies frequently drew attention to Muslim schools, 
particularly where quotes from members of the Reclaim Australia Movement were included in 
media articles protesting these institutions. One member of the Reclaim Australia movement 
was quoted by the media saying he had joined the Reclaim Australia protest because “he 
opposed an Islamic school being built in the area,” (Baxendale & Buckingham-Jones, 2016). 
He viewed these schools as discriminatory because they are specifically for Muslim students. 
He stated to the media, "My kids aren't Catholic, but they go to a Catholic school. They won't 
be allowed to go to this Muslim school" (Baxendale & Buckingham-Jones, 2016). Referring to 
a plan to establish an Islamic school in Victoria in a building previously flagged for a special 
needs school, another member of the movement gave a statement to the media suggesting 
Muslims were "taking over and building isolated Islamic enclaves," (Webb, 2015). "When 
[they] come to this country and say Islamic schools are more important than a special needs 
school, I say 'bloody no,” he said (Webb, 2015).  
The media reporting often suggested that Muslim schools did not belong in Australia by 
using comments from members of the Australian public who were opposed to these schools. 
Language used within the reporting such as “taking over” and “building isolated Islamic 
enclaves” may have encouraged negative emotions towards these schools by suggesting that 
these schools are not wanting to assimilate. It may also produce concerns of deviancy where 
it was suggested that these schools want to be left to their own devices. This reporting reflects 
what van Dijk (2001) notes as a situation in media reporting through which minorities are 
generally categorised as ‘them’, and opposed to ‘us’. The reporting focusing on the Reclaim 
Australia movement perpetuated an “us” versus “them” relationship between Muslims and the 
broader Australian public where it was suggested that these schools do not belong in 
Australia. 
Muslim schools were further portrayed as “different” where they were criticised for 
discouraging full participation within Australian society. In one article, it was reported that a 
Victorian public school had allowed Muslim students to leave an assembly for the singing of 
the national anthem during a religious period of mourning in which they were not allowed to 
be exposed to music. This decision led to significant public uproar where it was suggested 
that Muslims were not adopting Australian values or making an effort to assimilate themselves 
into Australian society. Significant attention was placed onto Muslim schools after this event 
as there emerged significant scrutiny questioning whether the national anthem was sung in 
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Muslim schools. “Muslim educators and community leaders vigorously defended the 
Australian national anthem yesterday, insisting that children in Islamic schools proudly sing 
Advance Australia Fair,” (McDougall, 2015). This reporting suggested that Muslim schools 
were “different” by questioning what was being taught in these schools and whether it aligned 
with Australian values.  
The idea that Muslim schools were different and did not belong in Australia was quite explicitly 
perpetuated in several articles which suggested that Muslim schools were not valid schooling 
options in Australia, nor were they deserving of government funding. It was suggested in one 
article that the Federal Government had been too quick to “shower [Muslim schools] with 
money and recognition,” (Muslims must join to beat terrorists, 2015).  
Letters to the editor, from the public, also featured this theme. A letter to the editor is a letter 
sent to a publication from its readers expressing support or opposition of the stance of a 
publication on a topic or issue. Letters are intended for publication and provide an opportunity 
for readers to comment on current issues being debated within the public sphere. Letters to 
the editor were included within the dataset of this study because they provided direct access 
to members of the public’s opinion regarding the issues unfolding within Muslim schools. 
Individual opinions of members of the public expressed through letters to the editor could then 
be used as sentiment to gauge how the Australian public feel about these schools. 
To illustrate, one such letter to the editor said, 
“With our government providing an excellent education system which achieves 
wonderful academic results throughout the country, taxpayers should not be 
expected to fund Islamic schools. Parents who particularly want their children to 
receive an Islamic education should perhaps undertake some fundraising 
activities to enable an Islamic school to operate in their area and not expect 
taxpayers to fund their children’s education” (Letters to the editor, 2016).  
In this letter it was further suggested that Government funding “[would] be better spent 
on, say hospitals, or our badly clogged up roads, which all Australians will benefit from,” 
(Letters, to the editor, 2016). Criticisms were made about Muslim schools that did not extend 
to Christian schools and were used to suggest that Muslim schools were less eligible and less 
deserving of public funding. This reporting suggested to the Australian public that Muslim 
schools are “different” based on religious grounds and should not receive benefits for wanting 
to provide a religious education offering that is different to what is considered acceptable. 
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The findings presented above of a thematic analysis of media articles reporting on 
Muslim schools between June 2015 and June 2016 revealed the largely negative ways in 
which the media portrayed Muslim schools in Australia during this time. The themes that were 
found to be most prominent within the media reporting were “Muslim schools as a concern”, 
“Muslim schools as corrupt”, “Muslim schools as non-compliant” and “Muslim schools as 
different”. Given that the the media reporting on Muslim schools featured largely negative 
representations of these schools between June 2015 and June 2016, it is possible that the 
media may have been highly influential in constructing and reinforcing negative perceptions of 
Muslim schools among the Australian public during this time. 
4.6 Themes evident in the reporting on Christian schools 
A thematic analysis was also undertaken of the media reporting focusing on Christian schools 
that emerged during the same time period. Two prominent themes that emerged from the 
media reporting focusing on Christian schools portrayed Christian schools as “giving back to 
the community” and Christian schools “as being high quality and innovative education 
institutions.” These dominant themes emerged within the media reporting between June 2015 
and June 2016, and may have contributed to the public’s perceptions of Christian schooling in 
Australia during this time. 
4.6.1 Christian Schools as “giving back to the community” 
Between June 2015 and June 2016, the media’s reporting of Christian schools suggested that 
the students attending these schools were valued members of society, through their actions 
which demonstrated that they could give back to the local and global community. Several 
media articles (Philips, 2015; Yin, 2015; Nancarrow, 2015) focused on acts of service that 
students from these schools had demonstrated. The following excerpts demonstrate how 
Christian schools across Australia, and the students who attended them, were portrayed as 
giving back to the community. 
A Christian college in Queensland featured in the media after a fifteen-year-old student 
from the college saved a stranger from drowning in a swimming hole. The story was reported 
in the media after the student was nominated for a Child of Courage medal in News Corp’s 
annual Pride of Australia awards for what the media described as her “selfless act,” (Philips, 
2015). In the media article, the student was described as “independent, strong, empathetic 
and quite insightful,” (Phillips, 2015). The mother of the student was also quoted in the media 
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suggesting that “she has got what it takes to be a valued member of the community,” (Philips, 
2015). The media article suggested that the selfless act of the student may be attributed to 
her Christian upbringing and education and demonstrated her ability to help others. In line 
with van Dijk (1998, 2001) the lexical choices employed in this article such as “selfless”, 
“empathetic”, and “valued”, may produce positive mental representations of the student and 
also the school. It may have further constructed an ideology related to Christian schools in 
which all students who attend these schools are viewed as valued members of society (van 
Dijk, 1998). 
Christian schools were positioned as producing valued members of society where a 
Christian college in Canberra was said to have been enthusiastic participants in an annual 
fire-safety education campaign through which “ACT firefighters toured kindergartens across 
Canberra to spread important messages about fire safety,” (Yin, 2015). The aim of the 
program was “to teach students in a safe and fun way so they understand the basics of what 
to do if there is a fire in their home," said ACT Fire & Rescue Deputy Chief Officer Conrad 
Barr (Yin, 2015). He went on to praise students at the college for their enthusiastic 
involvement in the program. A firefighter was quoted as stating "[they] really enjoy us coming 
out and they have a great time,” (Yin, 2015). Keith Roberts, head of the junior school 
acknowledged that "there are some definite life skills that children have to have [so] they know 
in an emergency how to respond [and] not panic," (Yin, 2015). The media suggested that 
through their enthusiastic participation in the program students from this school were learning 
skills required to become responsible members of society. 
Students at the same Christian college were again portrayed as valued citizens in the 
media after it was reported that the school had signed up to the ACT government’s Ride or 
Walk to School initiative which aimed “to increase walking, cycling and use of public transport 
among school students in the ACT,” (Thisleton, 2015). As part of the initiative, “participating 
schools receive bikes, helmets, maintenance support, personal safety sessions, road safety 
education, BMX skills development workshops and a range of other activities as part of the 
initiative,” (Thisleton, 2015). It was suggested that schools participating in the initiative would 
contribute to easing traffic congestion and reducing greenhouse gas emissions (ACT 
Government, 2016). Further, it was suggested that when riding or walking to school replaces 
car journeys, the extra physical activity could improve health outcomes (ACT Government, 
2016). The media suggested that by adopting this program, the school was promoting health 
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and wellbeing to their students as well as encouraging them to actively engage in efforts to 
take better care of the environment. 
In another example demonstrating the theme of giving back to the community, a 
Christian college in Western Australia featured in the media promoting its annual year 12 
immersion trip to several impoverished regions in Thailand. In an article, the media suggested 
that the students who volunteered to attend this trip were especially generous and dedicated 
to giving back to the community, as participating in the program would require students to 
sacrifice their chance to attend their Schoolies week. The media emphasised the sacrifices 
that students of this school will take to give back to the community through an excerpt that 
stated, 
“sacrifice is a major part of community service — and it’s a concept that a group 
of [school name redacted] students understand more than most. During a time 
when thousands of leavers gear up for parties across WA, about a dozen Year 
12 students get ready to board a plane each year to an impoverished region of 
the world” (Clarke, 2016).  
It was reported that during these trips students from the college were involved in 
“teaching English, donating clothing and organising games for orphans,” (Clarke, 2016). 
Chaplain of the school, Janie Rule, was quoted by the media saying the “annual Year 12 trip 
was a real eye-opener for most. To see people living in extreme poverty can be very 
confronting, so it has this profound effect on the students in helping them clarify their life 
direction,” (Clarke, 2016). “We’ve had some who weren’t sure of their career path but decided 
to enroll in medicine, for instance, to really make a change in the world,” (Clarke, 2016). “It’s 
something they never forget and gives them a real sense of doing some good for others,” 
(Clarke, 2016). It was suggested that students of this school were dedicated to giving back to 
the community and they were willing to sacrifice fun experiences in order to help the less 
fortunate and to make a change in the world. 
A Christian school in Tasmania featured in the media on several occasions for their 
community service initiatives. The school first appeared in the media to promote their 
fundraising efforts from an initiative established by the school to help people in need within 
the local community. An initiative was established at the school in which every Thursday 
during Term 3, a $3 hot lunch was provided at the school, with all the money made being 
donated to Kingborough Helping Hands, an organisation providing meals to those in need. It 
was reported in the media that through the initiative, “the school had exceeded their 
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fundraising target of $1000 by $50,” (Hartman, 2015). A spokesperson from the school said 
“projects like this are right at the heart of the school’s commitment to making a difference,” 
(2015). Through the initiative “students learn about helping those in the community who are 
less fortunate than themselves,” (Hartman, 2015).  
This Christian school was again featured in the media after another fundraising 
initiative raised more than $8000 to help a struggling Christian School in South Sudan. It was 
reported that by collecting 5c pieces the school had “helped in the construction of three 
classrooms and three toilets at the African school,” (Small coins, big help, 2015). It was also 
acknowledged in the report that “each week students are responsible for bringing along a 
mission donation to support a sponsor child in Uganda,” (Small coins, big help, 2015). Raising 
awareness of people less fortunate was described as “a fundamental part of [school name 
redacted] history,” (Small coins, big help, 2015). It was suggested through the media 
reporting, that this school and its students were dedicated to making a difference, not only in 
their local community, but also helping those in need on a global scale. 
Another Christian School in Tasmania appeared in the media in a report which 
acknowledged several students who were preparing to embark on “a humanitarian trip to Fiji 
to assist remote villages and schools suffering in the wake of Tropical Cyclone Winston,” 
(Luttrell, 2016). It was reported that eleven senior secondary students and two teachers from 
the school “hoped to do their bit to help the communities recover during the school’s eleventh 
annual trip to the country as part of a cross-cultural mission to assist struggling communities,” 
(Luttrell, 2016). Deputy principal of the school Margaret Bester said “the trip would focus on 
providing medical supplies to communities where such items were expensive or in short 
supply,” (Luttrell, 2016). “The students will also provide educational support through peer 
teaching of literacy and numeracy, first aid lessons and support to Christian communities and 
churches with what they need,” (Luttrell, 2016). 
The excerpts above demonstrate the largely positive ways in which Christian schools 
were portrayed as serving others within the media reporting. Christian schools were frequently 
portrayed as charitable and compassionate through media reporting which frequently focused 
on fundraising initiatives that had been established by these schools to assist not only their 
local communities but also global communities experiencing disadvantage. In line with van 
Dijk (1998, 2001), the media reporting focusing on Christian schools constructed a more 
positive representation of these schools through language-in-use that positioned these 
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schools according to sociocultural values of service and compassion. The community service 
goals of the schools may become ideological criteria that the Australian public draw upon in 
forming their perceptions of Christian schooling. 
4.6.2 Christian schools as “innovative and high quality education institutions” 
Christian schools were regularly featured in media reports that focused on the innovative 
curriculum or teaching facilities that were being offered to students attending these schools. 
Thus, Christian schools as innovative and high quality education institutions became a 
prominent theme that emerged within the media reporting 
A Christian college in the northern beaches of Sydney was portrayed as an innovative 
educational institution after being featured in the media promoting the opening of their new 
school café. According to the report, the school “introduced a cafe with baristas serving coffee 
as part of the heart of the school,” (Powley & Mayoh, 2015). One staff member was quoted as 
saying “[an] important part of the heart for the school is having a place people could come 
together and meet — and obviously coffee plays a big part of that” (Powley & Mayoh, 2015). 
The café is “readily available for senior students, teachers and visiting parents from as early 
as 7am until school finishes,” (Powley & Mayoh, 2015). The introduction of a café within the 
school was presented by the media as adding value to the school by signaling a high quality 
education environment. 
A Christian college in South Australia was featured in the media after partnering with 
Tabor College of Higher Education to encourage staff at the school to pursue further studies 
in teaching. According to the report, several teachers were undertaking their master’s degree 
through the program. The program was described as benefiting students as well as teachers 
by “keeping teachers at the forefront of innovative practice, career achievement and 
educational trends,” (Jenkin, 2016). It was further suggested by Principal Daryll Pollard that 
the program “provides the best professional reflection and it makes [teachers] aware of 
current trends in educational leadership, pedagogy and learning,” (Jenkin, 2016). A teacher at 
the school Danielle Cotterell was quoted as saying she believed that her “Master’s is 
encouraging the way I teach to be permanently different and continually improving,” (Jenkin, 
2016). The media suggested that this institution was offering a high quality education to 
students attending the school by providing higher quality teaching and learning.  
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The theme of Christian schools as high quality institutions was also evident where a 
Christian College in Canberra appeared in the media revealing plans to undertake 
anexpansion to cater for 131 new students arriving at the college. The principal of the school 
put the school's growing demand down to  
“its strong sense of community, which then fed into strong word-of- mouth 
recommendations. There is a strong anti-bullying ethos and the school had also 
forged quite a reputation for music and performing arts,” (Macdonald, 2016). 
To cater for a growing number of students, “six demountable classrooms were 
purchased by the school at the start of 2016, while a building program has been planned for 
later in the year, with the first phase being a new junior school building,” (Macdonald, 2016). 
The article also revealed the school’s plans to build a new sports hall to cater for physical 
education, sporting events, full school assemblies and special events. The school was 
presented in the media as being a sought after, high quality institution, which was evidenced 
by the growing demand for the school and new developments being undertaken by the school 
to improve its education offering. 
A Christian school in Victoria were portrayed as a high quality education environment 
when it emerged in the media advertising a variety of general excellence and music 
scholarships offered by the school for current and prospective students. Principal Meg 
Hansen was quoted in the media article suggesting that the school’s scholarship program 
"can be very helpful to families who may not otherwise be in a position to attend a school of 
their choice," (Bishop, 2015). “I would encourage any family seeking a school that offers an 
outstanding academic program and a huge range of sporting, cultural and extra-curricular 
activities to consider applying for a scholarship at [school name redacted]," she said (Bishop, 
2015). In the article the school was described as “rich in its diversity with a strong focus on 
our values of community, creativity, scholarship and courage," (Bishop, 2015). The school 
was portrayed as elite in the reporting where it was suggested that the school offered 
scholarships in a variety of areas in which the school had achieved excellence. The school 
was also portrayed as high quality where it was suggested that perhaps, based on cost, the 
school may not be accessible to some families unless their child was gifted with excellence in 
a particular area. 
Several Christian colleges in Canberra featured together in a media article promoting 
Christian Schools Australia and Christian education in Canberra. It was suggested in the 
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article that Christian schools “prepare students to live full, productive and purposeful lives, 
contributing to the wellbeing of their families, communities and as global citizens,” (Christian 
School Education in Canberra, 2016). The article went on to suggest that Christian schools  
“develop in their students a love of learning, a desire to achieve their best, a 
strong work ethic and a heart to serve their communities so they contribute 
with compassion and generosity. They aim to give students the best possible 
preparation for life, with strong moral character and resilience formed on the 
basis of sound beliefs and values” (Christian School Education in Canberra, 
2016).  
The article concluded by providing the details of the upcoming open days of the 
schools, which readers were encouraged to attend. Whilst this media article was likely a paid 
advertorial by the schools, it suggested to the public that there are certain qualities or benefits 
that are specific to a Christian education. In line with van Dijk (1998, 2001), this reporting may 
assist in the construction of positive associations with Christian schooling as the qualities 
listed in the article such as generosity and compassion are likely to produce positive 
connotations. This reporting used ideological language which positioned Christian schools as 
helping to produce high quality, valued and global citizens who could give back to society. 
Lexical choices such as “productive and purposeful”, “strong work ethic”, “strong moral 
character and “resilience formed on the basis of sound beliefs and values” present the 
media’s ideological position that Christian schools produce valued members of society. 
Innovation was also a strong element of the theme of Christian schools as high quality 
institutions. To illustrate, a Christian School in Tasmania was said to be providing an 
innovative education offering to students in a media article reporting on cooking classes that 
had recently been introduced at the school. This opportunity came about after two students, 
as part of a persuasive writing task, wrote letters arguing that the Year 5/6 class should have 
cooking lessons each week. “Each week a group of students from Grade 5/6 now takes part 
in a cooking class, learning how to read recipes, follow instructions, make accurate 
measurements and eat delicious meals,” (Levett, Verdouw, Rivendell & Hidding, 2015) It was 
suggested in the report that “cooking is an essential skill to have in life. The cooking classes 
are a wonderful opportunity for the students to learn some new and different skills about 
cooking,” (Levett, Verdouw, Rivendell & Hidding, 2015). The article further argued “cooking 
classes will help students to learn skills that will help them throughout their lives,” (Levett, 
Verdouw, Rivendell & Hidding, 2015). 
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The theme of Christian schools as innovative was evident where a Christian college in 
Victoria featured in the media when it announced a plan to embed an Indigenous curriculum, 
with the help of several Indigenous teachers and leaders. According to the report, the school 
had “been offering some Indigenous programs within the school for many years but next year 
will begin a more formalised and extensive program,” (Nancarrow, 2015). It was reported that 
embedding an Indigenous curriculum would involve “having Indigenous dolls in the under-2s 
room, older children learning Indigenous lullabies and hearing dreamtime stories,” 
(Nancarrow, 2015). The media suggested that the program could "change a generation and 
become a model for other schools around Australia,” (Nancarrow, 2015). The school “hoped 
as children moved through the school from preschool to year 12, the acceptance of 
Indigenous culture and the normalising of diversity would grow with the students,” 
(Nancarrow, 2015). The media suggested that this school was encouraging tolerance and 
should be viewed as an example to other schools across the country. 
 A Christian School in Tasmania received media attention when a new and innovative 
$3.1 million state-of-the-art Performing Arts Centre was opened at the school. A media article 
reported that “the new centre features a 300-seat auditorium enabling the school to hold 
major productions and performances on campus throughout the year. There is also a hi-tech 
music and drama teaching and performing facility, equipped with soundproof, acoustically 
controlled studios, recording equipment and PA systems,” (A perfect start for performing arts, 
2016). The new facility would allow “students to study music and drama using high-quality 
modern technology, but also provides the potential for the school to explore new learning 
streams to cater for those with an interest in audio and lighting techniques,” (A perfect start for 
performing arts, 2016). Readers were encouraged to come and view the new performing arts 
centre at the school’s upcoming open day. The media suggested that the new performing arts 
centre would provide innovative learning opportunities for students attending the school. 
The above excerpts, which were taken from several media articles, demonstrated a 
prominent theme in the media reporting through which Christian schools were frequently 
described as high quality education institutions. The media reporting of Christian schools 
frequently focused on the innovative programs offered by these schools, their high quality 
teaching facilities and their caring, Christian learning environment. The above excerpts taken 
from several media articles (Levett, Verdouw, Rivendell & Hidding, 2015; Bishop, 2015) 
reporting on Christian schools across Australia between June 2015 and June 2016 
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demonstrated the largely positive ways in which Christian schools were represented within the 
media during this time. These excerpts highlighted that the prominent themes found within the 
media reporting portrayed Christian schools as wanting to give back to the community and 
teach their students about community service as well as consistently improve their education 
offering to provide a high quality and innovative education experience to their students. Where 
the media reporting on Christian schools was largely positive towards these schools between 
June 2015 and June 2016, it may be suggested that the media may have been instrumental in 
reinforcing positive perceptions of Christian schools among the Australian public during this 
time. The positive representations of Christian schools in the media may be evidenced by the 
semantic structures within the media texts, specifically the use of positive lexical choices to 
describe these schools. In line with van Dijk (1998, 2001) these lexical choices emphasise the 
importance of ideologically based meanings within texts. It is suggested that the 
representations of Christian schools derive from the ideologically based values and beliefs 
that the media hold regarding these schools. 
4.7 Conclusion 
In this chapter the media’s representations of Muslim schools and Christian schools between 
June 2015 and June 2016 were analysed to explore how representations of two types of non-
mainstream religious schooling differed. The chapter presented the results of a thematic 
analysis of 107 articles that reported on Muslim and Christian schools during this time. The 
researcher examined media representations of Muslim and Christian schools between June 
2015 and June 2016, looking at the overall tenor of articles (positive or negative) and the key 
themes used to describe these schools. 
The analysis demonstrated that the tone of the media reporting of Muslim schools 
differed remarkably from media reports focusing on Christian Schools. A semantic analysis 
exploring the tone of headlines of media articles reporting on these two school categories 
between June 2015 and June 2016 revealed a largely negative portrayal of Muslim schools 
and a more positive portrayal of Christian schools during this time. The negative portrayal of 
Muslim schools during this time was further demonstrated by the findings of a thematic 
analysis of media articles in which prominent themes to emerge in the data where Muslim 
schools as “a serious concern”, Muslim schools “as corrupt”, Muslim schools “as non-
compliant” and Muslim schools as “different.” In contrast, Christian schools were portrayed 
more positively in the media reporting between June 2015 and June 2016, which was 
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evidenced by the findings of the thematic analysis which portrayed Christian schools as 
“giving back to the community” and “being high quality education institutions.” It may be 
suggested that where the reporting on Muslim schools was found to be largely negative 
during this period, this may have influenced negative public perceptions of these schools. In 
contrast, the positive reporting of Christian schools that emerged from the analysis may invite 
the Australian public to perceive these schools as more acceptable and successful than 
Muslim schools.  
The prominent themes found throughout the thematic analysis of the media reporting of 
these two types of non-mainstream religious schools may provide a lens to examine how the 
Australian public come to perceive these two categories of non-mainstream religious schools, 
and the media’s role in influencing these perceptions. It was acknowledged that the media’s 
reporting of Christian schools appeared to be predominately shaped by the school’s 
themselves, particularly where reporting was based on press releases that had been 
disseminated by the schools to the media in order to promote their education offering. 
Through press releases Christian schools were able to shape the media reporting in line with 
their interests. In contrast, the reporting of Muslim schools was largely shaped by the media 
institutions and the political figures who were given the authority to comment on the issues 
occurring within the schools, which may have resulted in a more negative portrayal of these 
schools. In line with the work of van Dijk (1998, 2001), it was suggested that the differing 
representations of Muslim school and Christian schools may have derived from ideologically 
based values and beliefs that the media already hold regarding these schools. The following 
chapter will explore how these ideologically based values and beliefs may have emerged. 
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Chapter Five: Critical Discourse Analysis of Media articles 
5.1 Introduction 
In sections 4.5 and 4.6 of this dissertation, the data were analysed using a thematic analysis. 
The data collected for this study involved media articles focusing on Muslim schools and 
Christian schools over a 12-month period within major Australian newspapers. A thematic 
analysis was undertaken to explore the media reporting that focused on Muslim schools 
during a 12-month period in which they featured heavily in the media regarding financial 
mismanagement issues, as well as any reporting focusing on Christian schools that occurred 
over the same period. Exploring how these schools are represented in media texts allowed 
the researcher to begin to answer the research questions of this study (1) what discourses are 
evident in media reports about non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia? (2) how do 
these discourses play out in a particular time period in which one specific type of non-
mainstream religious school (Muslim schools) were under investigation for misappropriating 
funds? In this chapter, the findings of the thematic analysis will be further explored using the 
analytical framework that was proposed in section 3.5.2 of this dissertation. The chapter 
combines the analytical framework outlined in 3.5.2 with the theoretical framework outlined in 
section 2.7. In section 2.7, it was argued that as this study is concerned with the media’s 
representations of non-mainstream religious schooling, the theoretical language will need to 
consider the concept of discourse. Further, as this study explores how school identities may 
be shaped by media representations, the notion of identity and representation will also need 
to be considered.  
Critical discourse analysis (CDA) developed by Fairclough (1992) provided the 
analytical framework to explore the media texts according to the theoretical frameworks of 
discourse and identity. Texts are ‘overdetermined’ by other social elements that CDA quickly 
finds itself addressing questions about social relations, social identities, institutions, and so 
forth (Fairclough, Jessop & Sayer, 2004). CDA explores how texts construct representations 
of the world through social relationships and social identities, as well as highlighting how texts 
are ideologically shaped by relations of power. (Fairclough 2001; Chouliaraki and Fairclough 
1999.) As CDA involves an analysis of the relationships between language, discourse and 
identities, this framework was able to translate the theoretical aims of the study into an 
instrument and method of analysis. This dissertation applied Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) CDA 
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to the representations found within the media’s reporting of non-mainstream religious 
schooling.  
According to Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) method of CDA, every instance of language use 
consists of three dimensions: first, it is a text; second, it is a discursive practice; third, it is a 
social practice. Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) analytical framework includes an analysis of texts at 
a local, institutional, and societal level. It pays attention to the societal context, the discursive 
structures and the grammatical resources that make up and construct meanings within text. 
This study will consider Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) three-part analytic model to analyse media 
texts focusing on non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia. It is suggested that the 
media texts themselves, the institutions that produce them and the social-historical context 
which give meaning to the texts are likely to influence public opinion regarding non-
mainstream religious schooling within Australia.  
CDA begins with the perception of a discourse-related problem in social life. The 
discourse-related problem identified in this study was the predominately negative 
representations of Muslim schools that emerged within the media reporting compared to more 
positive representations of Christian schools. The following chapter uses Fairclough’s (1992; 
2003) three dimensions of CDA outlined above to provide an investigation of the social 
relationships, social identities and power relationships evident within the media discourses 
surrounding Muslim schools that have worked to construct negative representations of these 
schools. These elements of CDA may help to explain how and why Muslim schools came to 
be represented negatively within the media.  
5.2 Textual analysis of media articles 
The first stage of Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) framework of CDA involves an analysis of the 
textual features of a discursive event. Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) method of textual analysis 
drew on several aspects of semantic analysis developed by discourse analyst, Teun van Dijk. 
van Dijk (2001) argued linguistic devices may be used to signal the opinions, emotions, or 
social position of a speaker of a text, which may influence how readers assign meaning to that 
text. Linguistic devices that may influence reader’s interpretations of a text include lexical 
choices made by authors including the types of verbs and adjectives involved in the discursive 
event and an analysis of the modality of a text (the degree of assertiveness in a text, for 
example whether a sentence is a statement, question, or declaration). Modality refers to the 
judgments, comments and attitudes in texts which may be analysed by searching for the use 
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of modal verbs (may, could, should, will and must), their negations (may not, couldn’t, 
shouldn‘t, will not, and must not) or through adverbs (probably, possibly and certainly) 
(Richardson, 2007, p. 241). An analysis of these textual features may provide an insight into 
the ways in which texts treat particular events, individuals and groups and thus construct 
particular social identities and social relations. In this study a basic textual analysis focusing 
on modality and lexication was applied to the media texts focusing on Muslim schools and 
Christian schools.  
A basic textual analysis of media articles focusing on Muslim and Christian schools 
demonstrated how different lexical choices and forms of modality were used to construct 
social identities and relationships for these schools. According to Fairclough (1992; 2003), the 
mass media use modality to present their interpretations of events or issues as if they were 
true facts. Objective modalities which are frequently employed within media texts reinforce the 
media’s authority to “speak the truth” about particular issues (Fairclough, 1992). Objective 
modality is particularly evident in headlines of media articles which aim to attract reader’s 
attention often through the use of a bold statement, a question, or a declaration. Objective 
modality was evident in the following headlines focusing on Muslim schools, “Muslim schools 
fail to comply”, “Muslim school faces charges”, “Islamic school misused millions”, “Muslim 
school rorts intolerable.” The use of objective modality could further be seen in the following 
statement made within media articles reporting on Muslim schools; “responsible persons of 
AFIC have inappropriately used funds for their own private benefits, including salaries, 
lawyers’ fees and overseas trips,” (Safi & Farrel, 2016). The use of objective language 
through statements such “AFIC have inappropriately used funds” presents the media’s claim 
as true, whereas if the article were to use language such as “may have inappropriately used 
funds” it would express a lower degree of certainty about the statement.  
Patterns of certainty/uncertainty that can be drawn from the use of objective modalities 
establish a hierarchy of power and authority within texts. Objective modality used within media 
texts focusing on Muslim schools may have consequences for the discursive construction of 
both social relations and identities of these schools as it allowed the media to present their 
interpretations of the issues occurring within these schools as truth. The use of authoritative 
language may influence an assimilationist model of literacy, where readers are expected to 
agree with the media’s position on the issue, rather than a critical model, which requires 
readers to both engage with and question these positions (Fairclough, 1992). The objective 
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use of language which featured in several media texts negatively representing Muslim 
schooling may invite the Australian public to interpret what the media says about these 
schools as categorically true. The use of objective modality, which was particularly evident in 
the media reporting where serious accusations were made about Muslim schools, may have 
assisted in perpetuating public perceptions of these schools as problematic. 
Another area of textual analysis that is emphasised by Fairclough (1992) and van Dijk 
(1998; 2001) and useful to this study is lexication. According to Fairclough (1992) language is 
not neutral. Rather, he argues language is manipulative, reflecting ideologies, values and 
motivations through particular word choices. Texts symbolically employ language to maintain 
social identities and power relationships (Popp, 2006). Thus, how the sample of media texts 
articulated social identities and social relationships about Muslim and Christian schooling 
through lexical choices became a focus of the study. 
An analysis of the verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs found within the media articles 
sought for this study found that different lexical choices were employed to represent Muslim 
schools and Christian schools. The analysis of lexical choices made within media reports 
focusing on Muslim schools depicted these schools as largely negative and deviant through 
the use of language such as “outrageous”, “controversial”, “troubled”, “criminal”, “plagued”, 
“improper”, “unauthorised, “parasite”, “gouged”, “leeching”, “inappropriate”, “intolerable”, “non-
compliant” and “radicalised”. These linguistic choices aimed to ideologically position Muslim 
schools in a negative light and as something to be concerned about, fearful of and intolerant 
towards. In contrast, the lexical choices found within the reporting of Christian Schools 
depicted these schools far more positively through use of lexical choices such as “hero”, 
“selfless”, “empathetic”, “valued”, “skilled”, “model”, “innovative”, “benefit”, “achieve”, “serve”, 
“excellence”, “successful” and “positive”. The lexical choices found within the media articles 
focusing on Christian schools consciously or unconsciously positioned these schools in a 
positive light, as more successful and acceptable. The significant contrast in lexical choices 
within the text’s reporting of Muslim schools and Christian schools may have played a part in 
constructing negative and positive perceptions of these schools respectively.  
An analysis of the textual processes within media articles helped to explore how the 
media have constructed different representations of two types of non-mainstream religious 
schooling. Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) textual analysis demonstrated how the use of certain 
word choices within media texts may have helped to construct negative perceptions of Muslim 
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schooling. Further, the use of objective modality may have reinforced the media as being in a 
position of authority to construct social identities for these schools and thus may have 
influenced the Australian public to interpret the media’s negative representations of Muslim 
schools as truth.  
5.3 Discourse analysis of media articles 
The second dimension of CDA outlined in Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) framework is discursive 
analysis, which involves an exploration of the processes which may assist in the construction 
of social identities and social relations, particularly power relations within texts. According to 
Fairclough (1992), discourses are constructed through the processes in which texts are 
produced (created and distributed) and consumed (received and interpreted). Discourses are 
constructed through an interplay between the producers, speakers and writers of a text and 
the viewers, readers and listeners of the text. A discursive analysis was undertaken to explore 
the media texts focusing on Muslim and Christian schools according to the institutions which 
framed them and the role that these institutions may have played in furthering the interests of 
the schools.  
This study suggested that the political alignment of media organisations reporting on 
non-mainstream religious schools may have played an influential role in the representations of 
these schools within media texts. As described in section 4.2, the highest proportion of 
articles focusing on Muslim schooling during the timeframe allocated for this study could be 
found within Australia’s national paper, The Australian and the paper from the largest city, 
Sydney, The Daily Telegraph. These news outlets are both owned by politically conservative 
media (McKnight, 2013; Rosen, 2011) organisation Newscorp which is owned by conservative 
media mogul Rupert Murdoch. It was suggested that articles produced by these media outlets 
may construct a more conservative discourse on certain political and social issues. It may 
also be conservative members of the Australian public are more likely to read and subscribe 
to the newspapers produced by these conservative media outlets. Thus, the highest 
proportion of the media articles analysed for this study were dominated by conservative media 
outlets that may have had an interest in appealing to a more conservative Australian 
audience.  
It may be that members of the Australian public who subscribe to these media outlets 
may already hold a more conservative stance towards Muslim schools in Australia and may 
read these newspapers in order to have their stance on these schools reaffirmed. The 
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conservative discourses about Muslim schools that were produced by conservative media 
outlets and interpreted by conservative Australians is constitutive both in the sense that it may 
have helped to sustain and reproduce hegemonic ideas about Muslim schools as something 
the Australian population should be concerned about. Both the production and consumption of 
media texts may have helped to construct a conservative discourse about Muslim schooling in 
Australia. 
Based on the institutional positions of the media outlets, conservative discourses 
regarding Muslim schooling became evident within the reporting where Muslim schools were 
largely presented as something to be concerned about. It is suggested in this study that 
media institutions aligning with conservative ideologies may have concerns about the 
increasing prevalence of non-mainstream religious schools, particularly those that depart from 
the Christian tradition, which for decades was the established institution responsible for 
schooling in Australia before secular, public schooling and non-mainstream religious 
schooling emerged (Buckingham, 2010). Conservatism has been defined as a political 
doctrine that is based on the ideals of tradition and social stability, stressing established 
institutions, and preferring gradual development to abrupt change (Mastin, 2008). In line with 
this doctrine, media institutions may use conservative discourses to position religious schools 
that depart from the Christian tradition as problematic or different. Conservative discourses 
constructed about Muslim schools by conservative media outlets may emphasise the social 
identities of these schools and their relationship with the government and the Australian public 
as being largely problematic. Through conservative discourses the media reporting may have 
helped to construct a social identity for Christian schools as being more acceptable than 
Muslim schools.  
It is further suggested in this study that representations of Christian schooling as a 
more acceptable, non-mainstream religious schooling option within the media may be 
influenced by Christian conservatism, which continues to influence public debate on social 
and cultural issues in Australia. Whilst, secular liberalism has become the dominant political 
system in Australia, paradoxically, political discourse is often still dominated by conservative 
Christian political factions and figures (Maddox, 2005). Right-wing, Christian groups have 
been able to exert much more influence on Australian political discourse than they do in 
society at large (Maddox, 2005). Groups such as the Australian Christian Lobby have become 
one of the loudest voices in Australian politics (Maddox, 2005). Further, conservative 
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Christian members of parliament such as Cory Bernardi, George Christensen and Tony 
Abbott have become vastly over-represented in media reporting due to their conservative 
views (Metherell, 2016). In his first speech to the senate in 2006, Cory Bernadi spoke of the 
“sacred” nature of heterosexual marriage and the sanctity of life, praised his stay-at-home 
mother, and promised, “I shall be guided by my conscience, my family, my country and my 
God” (Seccombe, 2015). Conservative Christian discourses have become manifested within 
Australian media where conservative Christian organisations and politicians have been able 
to use their positions of influence to push their agendas on the social issues with which they 
disagree (Harris, 2016).  
Maddox (2005) argued that Christian conservatism has come to subtly underpin 
socially conservative politics in Australia by disseminating their message under the guise of 
family values. According to Maddox (2005), conservative Christian messages are “carefully 
couched in terms acceptable to secular Australia to attract the support not only of religious 
believers but a wider non-religious public.” The media played a prominent role in defining 
Christian schools as part of a dominant culture based on their representations of these 
schools as subscribing to family values. This was particularly evident where the media 
reporting of Christian schools was largely focused on the community service initiatives of 
these schools. In emphasising the positive contribution that Christian values make to 
Australian society, the idea that Christian schools are morally acceptable schooling options in 
Australia may have been perpetuated by the media reporting.  
Assessing who was given a voice of authority within the media texts reporting on non-
mainstream religious schools further determined how representations and perceptions of 
these two types of schools emerged through discursive processes. Regardless of the political 
affiliation of news outlets, within the reporting of Muslim schools it was largely conservative, 
high profile political figures such as Senators Christopher Pyne and Simon Birmingham who 
were given the authority to speak about the issues occurring within these schools. Their 
authority was evidenced by the amount of quotes attributed to them within media articles. This 
quoting may be largely due to the fact that Australia is currently governed by a politically 
conservative government and as such, commentary was likely to be dominated by 
conservative, political figures (Metherell, 2016). In contrast, commentary about Christian 
schooling within media reports largely came from sources within these schools such as 
principals, teachers and members of the school community through press releases and 
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advertorials. Unequal power relations were evident in the reporting where those commenting 
on Christian schools may have been determined to act in the interests of the schools by 
positively promoting them in the media, whereas those commenting on Muslim schools may 
have been motivated by their concerns about these schools. The authoritative voices 
speaking about Muslim schools and Christian schools may have further contributed to the 
construction of Muslim schools as negative and Christian schools as positive within the 
reporting.  
A discursive analysis revealed the ways in which conservative discourses may have 
helped to produce and reproduce power relations between Muslim schools and the 
community and Christian schools and the community within the media texts sought for 
analysis. Conservative discourses may have helped to influence representations of Christian 
schools as a more acceptable and successful form of non-mainstream religious schooling 
within the media reporting. Representations of these two types of non-mainstream religious 
schools may have emerged according to the conservative ideals of the producers of these 
texts and the assumed values and interests of the consumers of these texts. (Fairclough and 
Wodak, 2005). It is suggested that the media texts focusing on non-mainstream religious 
schools were produced (created and distributed) and consumed (received and interpreted) 
according to the institutional interests of media organisations, the public figures given 
authority to speak about these schools and the attitudes, values and beliefs of consumers of 
these texts. Negative representations of Muslim schools were largely created by those in 
positions of power (the media and prominent political figures), and thus, in line with Thomas 
(2005), Muslim schools as negative became the accepted way of looking at and speaking 
about these schools. The relationship between the producers and receivers of media articles 
focusing on these two types of non-mainstream religious schools may have assisted in the 
construction of social identities and social relations, particularly power relations between 
these schools by constructing and reinforcing conservative discourses which positioned 
Muslim schools negatively and Christian schools positively within the media reporting. 
5.4 Socio-cultural analysis of media articles 
The third level of analysis outlined in Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) model of CDA includes an 
analysis of the broader socio-cultural conditions which may contribute to the interpretations of 
media texts. According to Fairclough (1992), cultural and social context are significant in the 
creation and maintenance of power relations, social identities and relationships in texts. Thus, 
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this study drew on contemporary socio-cultural events to analyse how discourses may be 
constructed within media texts focusing on Muslim schools and Christian schools.  
It was suggested in this study that the significant contrast in the media representations 
of Muslim and Christian schools may be the result of racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses 
which have assisted in positioning Muslim schools as fundamentally different to other non-
mainstream religious schools in Australian society. The term racialisation refers to the 
processes of ascribing racial or ethnic identities to social practices, individuals and groups 
(Dick & Wirtz, 2011). Racialisation is often the result of an interaction of a group with a 
dominant group, resulting in the identification of the 'other' (Dick & Wirtz, 2011). Racialisation 
has become naturalised in everyday practices including within media representations and 
political and public debate. The term “Islamophobia” refers to a rejection of Islam, Muslim 
groups and Muslim individuals based on prejudice and stereotypes (Cheng, 2015). Within the 
media articles sought for this study Muslim schools were portrayed as different in ways that 
Christian schools were not. Muslim schools were frequently “othered” in the media reporting 
where they were described as threatening or as not belonging in Australia. The idea that 
Muslim schools may be a threat was perpetuated in several media articles which made 
reference to Muslim schools in the context of increasing Islamic extremism (Shanahan, 2015; 
Murphy, 2015; O’Brien, 2015). Muslim schools were portrayed as not belonging in several 
articles arguing that Muslim schools were not valid schooling options in Australia, nor were 
they deserving of government funding (McDougal, 2015). It may be suggested that the 
constructions of Muslim schooling as different to Christian schooling within the media 
reporting may have been influenced by racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses. A socio-
cultural analysis revealed how broader geopolitical trends may have influenced the media’s 
representations of Muslim schools according to these discourses. 
Racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses which may have influenced the media’s 
representations of Muslim schooling may be attributed to discourses of terrorism that have 
dominated public debate within a society that sees itself as vulnerable to and under the threat 
of increasing Islamic extremism. Several significant global events have occurred within the 
last decade that have implied a new and globally dominant racialisation axis – Islam versus 
the West (Dunn & Klocker, 2007). Dunn and Klocker (2007) argued the idea of Islam versus 
the West is discernible through coverage of the on-going war on terrorism which continues to 
dominate the media and manipulate everyday western anxieties. The terrorist attacks of 
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September 11th have been pinned as the moment in which racialised and “Islamophobic” 
discourse regarding Islam and Muslims markedly came to prominence (Dunn & Klocker, 
2007; Amiri, et al., 2015).  
The media’s diligent coverage of the events of the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks 
and its ongoing ramifications have solidified representations of Islam as an enemy of the west 
within public debate and media reporting (Allen 2001). The implications of these 
representations include the construction of Muslims as a terrorist threat through stereotypical 
misrepresentations of followers of the Islamic faith as radical and extremist. Stereotypical 
misrepresentations linking Islam to terrorism have become hegemonic within public and 
political discourse (Yusof & Hassan, 2013). Subsequent terrorist attacks since September 11, 
which have been attributed to Islamic extremist groups such as the Islamic State have further 
increased sensationalist media reporting positioning Islam as a significant threat to the west 
(Yusof & Hassan, 2013; Begum and Hanna, 2014; Ahmed & Matthes, 2016). The 
contemporary context of the global War on Terror and Islamic extremism may have local 
effects on media representations of Muslim schooling in Australia. Representations of 
Muslims as radical and extremist through racialised and “Islamaphobic” discourses which link 
Islam to terrorism may have influenced negative constructions of Muslim schooling within the 
Australian media.  
Australia’s strong position on border security, which has occupied significant space 
within public and media discourse, has provided another mechanism for constructing Muslim 
identities in Australia (Klocker & Dunn, 2007; O’Brien, 2015). Muslim identities in Australia 
may be corralled by racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses resulting from the increasing 
number of refugees (a high proportion of which are Muslim) that are currently seeking asylum 
in Australia as a result of ongoing violence in the middle east. The Syrian civil war has created 
profound effects far beyond the country's borders as many citizens have fled their home 
countries and sought asylum from terror-related violence within Europe, the United Kingdom 
and Australia (Dearden, 2015). Anti-asylum seeker sentiment from government and media 
sources has come to dramatically inflect public debates about citizenship and belonging in 
Australia, particularly during a time in which the west is engaged in a war on terrorism 
(Klocker & Dunn, 2007; Murphy, 2015; Clarke, 2015). Asylum seekers that are Muslim have 
been particularly positioned as not belonging but as also posing a potential security threat to 
Australia in an era of increasing terrorism (Fernando, 2016; Clarke, 2015). In 2016, in the 
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wake of the Nice terror attacks, media personality Sonia Kruger called for Australian borders 
to be closed to Muslim immigrants saying “for the safety of our citizens, I think it is important” 
(Fernando, 2016). One Nation senator Pauline Hanson has heralded her political comeback 
by calling for a Muslim immigration ban warning that Australia is at risk of being "swamped by 
Muslims who bear a culture and ideology that is incompatible with our own," (Norman, 2016). 
Asylum seekers in Australia have borne the brunt of government-reinforced hostility and 
problematic media treatment which has particularly positioned Muslim asylum seekers as 
holding beliefs that are incompatible and threatening to Australian society (Dunn & Klocker, 
2007).  
The negative representations of Muslim schools identified through a comparison of the 
media’s reporting of Muslim and Christian schools in Australia may be understood by 
contextualising the negative representations that emerged regarding Muslim schools 
according to the social and cultural contexts among which these texts have been produced 
and may be interpreted. It was suggested that the negative representations of Muslim schools 
in the media may be resulting from contemporary social and political concerns regarding 
global Islamic terrorism and debates regarding Australia’s border security. These events have 
thrust the Islamic faith into the national spotlight and may contribute to the construction of 
racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses which have positioned Muslim identities in western 
societies such as Australia as fundamentally problematic. Contemporary anti-Muslim 
sentiment in Australia has been reproduced through these discourses that includes well- 
rehearsed stereotypes of Muslims as a threat, inferior and as “the cultural other”. When 
constructing media representations, producers and consumers of the media texts sought for 
analysis may draw their perceptions of Muslim schools from these racialised and 
“Islamophobic” discourses. Thus, these discourses may have influenced the media’s negative 
construction of Muslim schools and may have invited the Australian public to develop a 
negative public perception of these schools.  
5.5 Conclusion 
This chapter undertook a critical discourse analysis in order to further explore the research 
questions guiding this study (1) What discourses are evident in media reports about non-
mainstream religious schooling in Australia? And (2) How do these discourses play out in a 
particular time period in which one type of non-mainstream religious school (Muslim schools) 
was under investigation for misappropriating funds? A discourse-related problem was 
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identified by the researcher after the findings of a thematic analysis revealed the 
predominately negative ways in which Muslim schools were represented within a sample of 
media texts compared to Christian schools. Thus, a CDA of media texts focusing on Muslim 
schools was undertaken in order to explore why and how Muslim schools have come to be 
negatively portrayed within media texts. A CDA of the media texts explored relationships of 
causality between discursive practices, texts, and wider social and cultural structures in order 
to investigate how the negative representations of Muslim schools within media texts may 
have been ideologically shaped by relations of power, social identities and social 
relationships. Thus, a CDA provided a practical framework to analyse how these texts 
constructed an identity for Muslim schools that may influence a certain perception of these 
schools among the Australian public.  
The media articles focusing on Muslim schools were analysed according to the three 
dimensions outlined in Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) framework of CDA. Fairclough's (1992; 
2003) analytic framework is constituted by three levels of analysis: the text, the discursive 
practice, and the sociocultural practice. Each discursive event has three dimensions: It is a 
spoken or written text, it is an instance of discourse practice involving the production, 
consumption and interpretation of text, and it is reflective of wider social and cultural 
structures which give meaning and context to the communicative event. These dimensions of 
Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) CDA allowed for an investigation into the role of media texts in 
constructing social identities and social relationships, particularly power relationships for 
Muslim schools (Clark & Gieve, 2006, p. 54).  
The textual analysis of media articles revealed that the lexical choices and modality 
employed within the media texts reporting on Muslim schools may have invited negative 
perceptions of these schools. Negative lexical choices were frequently made by producers of 
these texts to describe these schools. The textual features of the media articles may have 
assisted in constructing problematic social identities and relations for these schools where 
they were frequently described using language that positioned them as threatening, criminal 
and untrustworthy. 
A discursive analysis enabled an exploration of the power relationships embedded 
within the media representations of Muslim schools, specifically the relationship between the 
producers, subjects and consumers of the media articles and whose interests were being 
served through the production and consumption process. A discursive analysis of the media 
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articles suggested that conservative discourses constructed about Muslim schools from media 
outlets and political figures may have helped to construct these schools as problematic. 
Conservative discourses may have helped to produce and reproduce power relations within 
the media texts sought for analysis where representations of Muslim schools may have been 
constructed according to the interests of the media institutions producing media articles 
focusing on these schools (Gee, 2005). Conservative media outlets and conservative political 
figures dominated the social identities and relationships constructed about Muslim schools 
(Metherell, 2016; McKnight, 2013). The social identities and relationships of these schools 
were portrayed as untrustworthy and fraudulent which may have reflected the concerns of the 
government and media outlets disseminating messages about these schools to the Australian 
public. A discursive analysis of the media texts demonstrated that negative representations of 
Muslim schools may have emerged from the reporting where it was in the interests of the 
media outlets, the government and the Australian public to position them this way.  
It was further argued that negative representations of Muslim schooling within the 
media articles may reflect wider social and cultural contexts which have constructed a 
negative image of Islam and Muslims in Australia. It was suggested that racialised and 
“Islamophobic” discourses have corralled the social identities of Muslims in western societies 
such as Australia and their relationships with the media, the Government and the broader 
Australian public. The construction of Muslim schools as a threatening and not-belonging 
within the media reporting may be the result of these discourses. Stereotypes of Muslims as a 
terrorist threat, as different and as not belonging have emerged within western societies such 
as Australia due to growing awareness of Islamic extremism resulting from the global war on 
terrorism. Through the practice of representation and stereotyping, negative portrayals of 
Muslim schools as a threat were perpetuated by the media, particularly where Muslim schools 
were linked to Islamic extremism. Concerns regarding Islamic extremism may be further 
perpetuated by the media’s hostility towards the increasing number of asylum seekers looking 
for settlement in Australia. Racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses may have helped to 
construct negative representations of Muslim schools by positioning these schools within a 
broader social context which suggests that Muslim identities are threatening to Australian 
society. 
Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) three dimensions of CDA were used to contextualise the 
results of a thematic analysis which found that Muslim schools were represented significantly 
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more negative in the media reporting than Christian schools during a 12-month timeframe. 
Analysing these three dimensions of CDA revealed the ways in which the language, 
discursive processes and socio-cultural context surrounding the media texts may have acted 
as sites of ideological working to circulate negative representations of Muslim 
schools.Through an analysis of Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) three dimensions of CDA it may be 
suggested that the social identities of Muslim schools constructed within media articles are a 
product of dominant discourses constructed about Muslim schools that appeared largely 
unchallenged within the reporting. Institutions such as the media have demonstrated that they 
have significant power to influence the ways in which Muslim schools are represented and 
portrayed. Where the textual, discursive and socio-cultural elements of texts have encouraged 
a high proportion of the Australian public to view Muslim schools as different, as a threat or as 
not belonging, demonstrates the concept of hegemony. A CDA of the media texts focusing on 
non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia revealed the way that social identities, social 
relationships and power relationships are embedded into discourses in media texts to stabilise 
inequities experienced by Muslim schools. Through a CDA it is evident that there are biases 
within the media’s representations of Muslim schools in Australia compared to non-
mainstream Christian schools and these inequalities reaffirm the centrality of dominant 
discourses prevailing in media articles that maintain Muslim schools in a position of 
marginalisation.
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Chapter Six: Discussion and conclusion 
6.1 Introduction 
This dissertation has argued that a defining change in schooling over the last two decades 
has been the diversification of Australia’s non-mainstream religious school sector (Maddox, 
2011; Buckingham 2010; Bird, 2015). Education policies have created an environment in 
which the public funding of non-government schools has increased and parental choice of 
schools within this sector has been encouraged (English; 2009; Marginson, 2004; Angus, 
2003; Bagley, 2006). This situation has led to the proliferation of various non-mainstream 
religious schools in Australia which are receiving significant government funding and are 
becoming a popular choice for many parents (Maddox, 2011; Buckingham, 2010; Gulson & 
Symes, 2007). Non-mainstream religious schools, as a niche market, have experienced a 
growth unlike any other market. The most substantive increases in enrolments in this sector 
have been in Islamic schools and new classifications of "fundamentalist" Christian 
denominations (Buckingham, 2010).  
The proportion of Australian children attending Islamic schools and schools aligned 
with Christian “fundamentalist” churches has increased significantly over the past decade, 
despite a trend of declining religiosity among Australians (Battersby, 2015). The funding of the 
religious school sector in Australia has also persisted despite religion becoming markedly less 
relevant to an increasing number of Australians (Battersby, 2015). Australia’s funding 
structures have encouraged the establishment of the new non-mainstream religious school 
sector and parents to see these schools as viable schooling options. The fact that the non-
mainstream religious school sector continues to grow in spite of a declining religious 
population presented an interesting opportunity for this study. It was questioned whether the 
ways in which Muslim schools and “fundamentalist” Christian schools have been presented in 
the media may have some influence on the way in which these schools are perceived by the 
Australian public, which may influence parent’s attitudes towards these schools. Two research 
questions were set for the study. Initially, what discourses are evident in media reports about 
non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia? Secondly, how do these discourses play out 
in a particular time period in which one specific type of non-mainstream religious school 
(Muslim schools) were under investigation for misappropriating funds? Thus, this study set out 
to explore how the Australian public may be invited to perceive these schools based on 
representations of these schools in the media. 
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As this thesis has found, Muslim schools have received considerably more media 
attention than “fundamentalist” Christian schools in recent years, despite some sections of the 
Australian public holding significant concerns about “fundamentalist” Christian schools and 
what they are teaching (Halstead & McLaughlin, 2005; Pring, 2005; Hamilton-Smith & 
Wiggins, 2016). Non-mainstream Christian schools have not received such significant or 
critical media attention despite appearing in the media lobbying for the right to teach theories 
which do not reflect the views of a large proportion of Australian’s nor meet science 
requirements outlined in the Australian curriculum (Hamilton-Smith & Wiggins, 2016; Brown, 
2010; Zwaans, 2010). The teaching of ID and YEC in some fundamentalist Christian schools 
has received little attention in the media nor have these schools ever been threatened with 
funding cuts. Muslim schools however, featured heavily in the media between June 2015 and 
June 2016 after several Muslim schools across the country had their funding withdrawn 
(Macdonald, 2016; Shanahan, 2015; Bagshaw; 2015). The defunding of Muslim schools came 
after an audit was ordered by the then Education Minister, Christopher Pyne to investigate 
ongoing governance and financial mismanagement issues at six schools run by the nation’s 
peak Muslim body the Australian Federation of Islamic Councils (Chang, 2016).  
Prior to these audits, allegations were raised about the schools profiting from taxpayer 
funds, after failing to address concerns about how its public funding was being spent 
(Macdonald, 2016). These allegations were presented as concerning where it was revealed 
that taxpayers contribute up to seventy percent of Islamic schools’ running costs because of 
the socio-economic status of the families they attract (Bagshaw, 2015; Shanahan, 2015). 
Muslim schools became a significant media story as it was the first time that a school had 
been in a situation where its federal funding had been so publicly threatened. Media articles 
covering the issues involving Muslim schools were reproduced by the media over the 12- 
month period. It was suggested that the frequent, repetitive media coverage that Muslim 
schools received during this 12-month period may impact on the Australian public’s 
perception of these schools. It was suggested that exploring how different categories of non-
mainstream religious schools are represented in the media could become a proxy for 
understanding how the Australian public feels about these schools.  
The aim of this study was to explore and compare media coverage devoted to Muslim 
schools and “fundamentalist” Christian Schools, during an event that caused Muslim schools 
significant media publicity. In so doing, it set two specific research questions. First, what 
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discourses are evident in media reports about non-mainstream religious schooling in 
Australia? Secondly, how do these discourses play out in a particular time period in which one 
specific type of non-mainstream religious school (Muslim schools) were under investigation 
for misappropriating funds? These questions were significant as initial research suggested 
that issues involving Christian schools were not being so extensively covered by the media, 
particularly when compared to Muslim schools. This suggested that there is more media and 
public scrutiny of Muslim schools than there is of Christian “fundamentalist” schools. This 
study provided an opportunity to answer the research questions by exploring and comparing 
differences in the media’s representations of these two types of non-mainstream religious 
schools. 
As this study was concerned with how the media represented non-mainstream religious 
schools, an exploration and discussion of the context that has enabled the funding of non-
mainstream religious schools was undertaken. It was argued that several pertinent policy 
areas have influenced the public funding of non-mainstream religious schools; these policy 
contexts include a) the marketisation of education and its emphasis on privatisation which has 
enabled public funding to all non-government schools in what is now described as an 
education market; b) multiculturalism, which has influenced the inclusion of religious minority 
groups in this education market and c) pluralism, which has ensured that governments 
provide equal financial support to all religious schools regardless of their religious affiliation.  
The concept of a marketised education environment was first used in Australia as a 
justification for the extension of public funding to private schools, including diverse varieties of 
faith schools (Marginson, 2006). Non-mainstream religious schools became legitimised 
through their ability to draw significant funding from the Federal Government through 
marketised conditions that have encouraged privatisation, choice and competition (Bagley, 
2006; Bagley, Woods & Glatter, 2005). The increasing number of non-mainstream religious 
schools in Australia and their growing enrolments could not be adequately explained without 
exploring multicultural education policies, which have encouraged religious minorities to 
establish and operate their own schools in Australia. The marketisation of education when 
combined with multicultural education policies has extended schooling options to religious 
minority groups once less actively targeted by the education market (Tomlinson, 2005). The 
ambiguous constitutional, and thus legal, basis for the separation of religion and state in 
Australia, whilst provoking controversy, has further provided opportunities for the 
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establishment and funding of the non-mainstream religious school sector (Phillips, 2014; Bird, 
2015; Stevenson, 2012). Pluralism has enabled the proliferation of non-mainstream religious 
schools with increasing financial support, despite growing debates as to whether the public 
should be required to fund private, religious schooling (Bird, 2015; Caro, 2015; Stephens, 
2011). Marketisation, multiculturalism and pluralism were pertinent policies framing this study 
as they provided an understanding of how non-mainstream religious schools, which formed 
the basis of this study, have emerged in Australia. 
 While the policies of marketisation, multiculturalism and pluralism have created the 
conditions of possibility which have established and funded non-mainstream religious schools, 
the recent threat of defunding of Muslim schools suggests that the future funding of this type 
of non-mainstream religious school may be in jeopardy. It was argued that the media 
representations of Muslim schools may influence public concerns as to whether these schools 
should continue to receive public funding. Further work needed to be undertaken to analyse 
representations of Muslim schools in the media, during a time in which their funding was 
being questioned. The recent spotlight on the funding of Muslim schools provided an 
opportunity to explore how the Australian public are engaging with different varieties of non-
mainstream religious schools that have emerged within a neo-liberal funding model which has 
at its heart an emphasis on increasing non-mainstream religious providers of education in 
Australia.  
A qualitative research design was adopted for this study in the form of a media 
analysis. It was argued that the media may play an important role in shaping the public’s 
perception of Muslim and “fundamentalist” Christian schools by constructing dominant 
discourses that are available for members of the public to draw upon when forming attitudes 
about these schools (Blackman & Walkerdine, 2001; Gauntlett, 2000; Brooks, et al.2006; 
Happer & Philo, 2013). The primary means of data collection for this study was media articles. 
The study examined representations of Muslim schooling and Christian schooling using a 
thematic analysis of a sample of 107 media articles occurring within the same period. A 
thematic analysis identified a number of dominant themes within the media’s representations 
of these schools.  
Four prominent themes emerged from the media data reporting on Muslim schools. 
These themes were “Muslim schools as a concern”, “Muslim schools as corrupt”, “Muslim 
schools as non-compliant” and “Muslim schools as different”. These schools were presented 
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as being a “serious concern” for both the Government and the Australian public due to the fact 
that they were exploiting significant government funding that came at a cost to the taxpayer. 
The media reports suggested that during this time these schools were acting “corruptly” by 
funneling public funds to their governing body and then trying to conceal it. Representations of 
Muslim schools in the media denying accusations of financial mismanagement, for which 
there was significant evidence, and for challenging the government’s decision to withdraw 
their funding on several occasions may have encouraged the Australian public to perceive 
these schools as “non-compliant”. Several articles perpetuated an idea that Muslim schools 
were “different” by suggesting that Muslim schools posed a threat of Islamic extremism, and 
that these schools did not belong in Australia. During the media’s diligent reportage of the 
controversies unfolding within these schools, the media took opportunities to position Muslim 
schools as untrustworthy, fraudulent, different and even threatening. Given how media 
reporting on Muslim schools featured largely negative descriptions of these schools, it may be 
that negative perceptions of Muslim schools emerged during this time.  
In contrast, Christian schools were portrayed in a significantly more positive manner in 
the media reporting during this same period. Themes to emerge within the reporting of non-
mainstream Christian schools portrayed Christian schools as “giving back to the community” 
and as “being high quality and innovative education institutions”. For example, media articles 
that focused on Christian schools during this time focused on the academic or extra-curricular 
achievements of students, the introduction of impressive new facilities at these schools and 
the involvement of their students in community service projects at the local, national and 
international level. Reportage of this nature was likely to have derived from press releases 
that had been distributed by the schools to the media which served to position these schools 
in a positive light. The differences in the tone of the reporting of these schools was significant. 
Given that this study focused on a period in which Muslim schools were facing a threat of 
defunding, the negative representations of these schools projected a view that these schools 
should not continue to receive financial support. By the positive reporting of Christian schools 
that emerged from the analysis, the media invited the Australian public to perceive these 
schools as more acceptable and successful than Muslim schools and thus, more deserving of 
government support. The significant contrast in reporting surrounding these schools may have 
influenced very conflicted public attitudes towards the funding of different categories of 
schools within the non-mainstream religious school sector. 
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6.2 Reflections on the theoretical and analytical framework 
 In line with the research questions; (1) what discourses are evident in media reports about 
non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia? (2) how do these discourses play out in a 
particular time period in which one specific type of non-mainstream religious school (Muslim 
schools) were under investigation for misappropriating funds? the theoretical framework for 
this study sought to conceptualise why different representations emerged in the media 
reporting for different categories of non- mainstream religious schools. It sought to theorise 
how and why Muslim schools came to be represented so negatively by the media while 
Christian schools were portrayed as more acceptable. Discourse and identity provided the 
theoretical frameworks to explain differences in representations of Muslim and Christian 
schools identified through the analysis of media articles. 
 Through an analysis of discourse, which encompasses language used in a social 
context as well as the specific identities that are associated with language-in-use, it was 
suggested that the language used by the media constructed racialised and “Islamophobic” 
discourses regarding Muslim schools. The language used within the media reporting 
suggested that the controversies being uncovered within Muslim schools were specific to 
Muslim schools where they were frequently represented as untrustworthy, threatening and 
different to other schools. Racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses were evident where 
Muslim schools were presented as different and more problematic than Christian schools. It 
was also suggested that by frequently positioning these schools as different and problematic 
the media were in a position of power to manipulate language in order to construct dominant 
discourses about these schools. The conservative, racialised and “Islamophobic” discourses 
constructed by the media to position Muslim schools meant that Muslim schools as a concern 
or problem became the accepted way of looking at (or speaking about) the subject (Thomas, 
2005). The theoretical framework of discourse provided an explanation of how Muslim schools 
have been positioned according to dominant representations of these schools as problematic. 
The concepts of representation and stereotyping, provided a deeper understanding of 
the relationship between the language used within the media articles and the identities that 
were constructed for these different categories of non-mainstream religious schooling. 
Through representation, identities of Muslim schools as problematic and Christian schools as 
successful were able to be disseminated and circulated by the media to the Australian public. 
These representations may influence the construction and interpretation of the identities of 
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these schools by producing what Hall (1990; 2001) terms ‘shared meanings’ which establish 
and reinforce the notion of cultural difference between these two different categories of non-
mainstream religious schools. Stereotyping was influential in maintaining the different 
identities constructed for Muslim and Christian schools as it contributed to the identities of 
Christian schools as normal and acceptable and Muslim schools as abnormal and 
unacceptable. Through the practice of stereotyping (Hall, 1997), the media had the cultural, 
social and political influence to construct Muslim schools as the “cultural other” by reducing 
them to a few simple characteristics- as threatening, untrustworthy and different. Through 
these stereotypes Muslim schools may have fallen victim to negative attitudes from the 
Australian public. Identity was an essential tool that differentiated these two types of non-
mainstream religious schools within the media reporting. Through representations and 
stereotypes, the media reinforced ideas that Christian schools were to be viewed and 
accepted as “normal” and Muslim schools were to be considered as suspicious and “other.” 
The use of Fairclough’s (1992; 2003) framework of CDA as the analytical framework for 
the study made apparent the relationships between the representations of Muslim and 
Christian schools in the media and the textual, discursive and societal conditions that may 
have influenced these representations. Through an exploration of these dimensions of CDA, it 
was revealed that different lexical and modal choices employed in the media’s reporting of 
Muslim schools may have helped to construct negative representations in the media articles. 
Media representations of Muslim schools were also likely to be constructed according to the 
interests of the institutions producing media articles focusing on these schools (Gee, 2004). It 
was suggested that Muslim schools were portrayed negatively where it was in the interests of 
the media outlets who had the institutional power to influence the social identities of these 
schools to do so. In contrast, representations of Christian schools were derived from carefully 
constructed images that these school had distributed to the media through press releases. 
Representations of Muslim schools as different within the media reporting may be further 
attributed to a socio-historical context which has perpetuated beliefs and attitudes that Muslim 
identities, including Muslim schools do not belong in Australia. CDA proved to be a useful 
analytical framework to explore how and why different representations emerged within the 
media reporting focusing on Muslim and Christian schools. 
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6.3 Implications of the study 
The findings of this study may have implications for Muslim schools, particularly where they 
revealed biases in the ways in which different categories of religious schools have become 
represented by the Australian media. The findings of this study revealed that the media’s 
representations of Muslim schools during a 12-month period differed remarkably to other 
categories of non-mainstream religious schools such as “fundamentalist” Christian schools. 
Whilst it has been argued (Brown, 2010; Hamilton-Smith & Wiggins, 2016) that 
“fundamentalist” Christian schools are endorsing values and beliefs that are increasingly 
becoming rejected by the majority of Australians, media reportage has only presented Muslim 
schools as being a concern to the Government and to the Australian Public. Despite holding 
controversial views on certain issues, “fundamentalist” Christian schools were presented as a 
more acceptable form of non-mainstream religious schooling within the 12-month timeframe 
allocated for this study.  
Another implication found through this study was where the Government showed a strong 
willingness to withdraw funding from Muslim schools, but not from other categories of religious 
schools. It was suggested within the media reporting that Muslim schools were not deserving 
of continued federal funding (Letters, to the editor, 2016). On the other hand, it was not 
suggested that other categories of religious schools should have their funding withdrawn. 
Biases in perceptions of religious schools that are eligible to receive public funding may 
contribute to discriminatory attitudes towards certain types of religious schools in Australia on 
the basis of religious values and identities.  
The Governments strong willingness to withdraw funding from Muslim schools and 
the media’s support for this decision may have broader implications for social and cultural 
inequalities, where it undermines the political contexts of marketisation, multiculturalism and 
pluralism, which have enabled the increased participation of religious minority groups within 
Australia’s education market. The concept of a marketised education environment was first 
used in Australia in the 1980s and 1990s as justification for the privatisation of the the 
education sector– at which point it was framed as a citizenship right for parents (Marginson, 
2004). A strength of a marketised education landscape is that it provides more options for 
parents to select a school that aligns with their values, preferences and resources. 
Marketisation has enabled Muslim schools as an education option to emerge in Australia in 
order to cater to the needs and aspirations of Muslim families wishing to educate their children 
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in line with the teachings of Islam. The withdrawal of government funding to Muslim schools 
may have implications on the free choice of schooling, by removing a schooling option that is 
becoming increasingly popular among Muslim families in Australia. Should the funding of 
Muslim schools be withdrawn and the funding of Christian schools persist, it is likely to have 
broader effects on inequalities experienced by different social and cultural groups in 
Australia’s marketised education environment, particularly where it would take away the rights 
of a religious group to educate children in schools that teach according to their specific faith 
doctrine. 
The threatened withdrawal of funding from Muslim schools presents further 
implications where it undermines the levelling effects of multiculturalism which involved a 
growing recognition of the equal rights of religious groups in Australia. Multicultural education 
policies have been instrumental in recognising disadvantages within Australia’s marketised 
education environment and have been especially significant for religious minorities accessing 
education products that align with their specific faith (Jakubowicz, 2007). A withdrawal of 
funding from Muslim schools would undermine the evolving nature of multiculturalism in 
Australia, which has placed an emphasis on the religious minority parent as a consumer 
whose choices operate in a market for schooling and whose discerning decisions are based 
on a specific religious identity, needs and rights as a customer. 
 
The ambiguous constitutional juncture of church and state separation in Australia has 
allowed the proliferation of various religious schools in Australia with equal amounts of 
government financial support (Stepan, 2010). Where Muslim schools have had their funding 
threatened but other religious schools haven’t, this undermines the conditions of pluralism, 
which maintain that all religious groups in Australia are to be treated equally. A withdrawal of 
funding from Muslim schools but not to other religious schools is unconstitutional where the 
Government may be seen to be favouring certain religious groups. 
 
Where this study has revealed differences in the ways in which different categories of 
non-mainstream religious schools have become represented by the media, particularly related 
to their eligibility to receive public funding, this may undermine the effects of marketisation, 
multiculturalism and pluralism through which niche, religious providers of education have 
emerged in Australia with increasing government support (Marginson, 2004; Tomlinson, 
2005). Perceived differences in the eligibility of different religious schools to obtain public 
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funding may have broader effects on the participation of different social and cultural groups 
within Australian society, particularly the education market. 
Another implication of this study was identified where there were differences in whose 
interests were served within the media reportage of Muslim schools and Christian schools. 
There were notable differences in the degree of control over the media that Muslim and 
Christian schools were able to assert during this 12-month timeframe. It was found that the 
media representations of Christian schools were largely influenced by carefully constructed 
promotional materials, such as press releases and advertorials, that had been distributed by 
Christian schools to media outlets. Christian schools were able to present an identity to the 
media and the Australian public that would attract parents to their education offering. In 
contrast, the reporting of Muslim schools, demonstrates the negative consequences of the 
media’s ability to undermine the identities that schools construct for themselves. Where 
Muslim schools were not given the same opportunity to construct and transmit their identity to 
the media, the media was able to construct an identity for these schools that positioned them 
as problematic. It has been argued throughout this study that managing the media is 
increasingly important for schools within marketised education environments to transmit a 
certain brand to their target audience (Blackmore & Thorpe, 2003; Thomas, 2003; Meer, 
2009). The findings of this study demonstrate that certain religious schools have been given 
more control over their representation within the media, which has been found to implicate the 
identities that have been constructed for Muslim schools. 
6.4 Limitations of the study 
It has been argued throughout this study the media can play a role not only in disseminating 
information regarding political and social issues to the masses; it also plays a prominent role 
in shaping public opinion regarding these issues (van Dijk, 2001; Baum & Potter, 2008; 
Blackman & Walkerdine, 2001; Happer & Philo, 2013). It was widely acknowledged that the 
media can affect how social and political issues come to be widely understood by the public 
(Gauntlett, 2000). However, a limitation of this study is that it assumes that the audience of 
the media texts are passive consumers of the information within these media texts.  The study 
does not provide a conclusive link between media representations and public perceptions of 
non-mainstream religious schools. It assumes that upon being exposed to the media’s 
negative representations of Muslim schools, consumers will adopt negative perceptions of 
these schools. This cause and effect assumption denies agency to a large proportion of 
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consumers of these texts who are able to critically engage with them and develop their own 
interpretations of the issues being presented (Gauntlett, 2000). Thus, this study only seeks to 
explore the most likely interpretations of the messages being distributed by the media 
regarding non-mainstream religious schools should consumers of these texts accept the word 
of the media as truth.  
As discussed in section 3.3.1 the findings of this study cannot be generalised beyond 
the context in which the research was undertaken. The representations of non-mainstream 
religious schools outlined in Chapter Four of this dissertation reflect media reporting during a 
12-month period in which Muslim schools happened to receive predominately negative media 
attention. Due to the controversial nature of the events unfolding within these schools, it was 
likely that the representations of these schools was going to be negative. It is acknowledged 
that at different times Christian schools are likely to have also received negative 
representation within the media. It was highlighted in sections 1.2.2 and 2.5 that Christian 
schools have received significant scrutiny over the teaching of YEC and ongoing 
investigations into instances of child sex abuse by priests within Catholic and other schools 
(Antenero, 2016). This study does not assume total knowledge regarding the representations 
of non-mainstream religious schools. It aims only to provide a snapshot of the nature of 
reporting that occurred during a specific timeframe in which Muslim schools were under 
significant media scrutiny. This time frame provided rich data as there was a wealth of media 
articles focusing on Muslim schools. Thus, the time frame provided enough data to explore 
and compare the media’s representations of Muslim schools and Christian schools as two 
categories of non-mainstream religious schooling. 
Whilst acknowledging these limitations, this study contributes significantly to the under- 
researched area of representations of non-mainstream religious schooling in Australia, which 
may help to explain why this sector has experienced exponential growth over the last decade. 
It also probes how media reporting impacts on public perceptions of these schools. In so 
doing, it opens up this area of educational provision for further debate and scrutiny.  
6.5 Recommendations for further study 
As acknowledged in the limitations section of this dissertation, the findings of this 
study do not provide a conclusive link between media representation and public perceptions 
of different varieties of non-mainstream religious schools in Australia. A follow- up study to 
obtain more measurable data into how media representations influence perceptions of Muslim 
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schools compared to Christian schools should be conducted. Engaging with members of the 
Australian public through focus group interviews would allow for richer data to indicate 
whether media reportage did influence a perception shift towards Muslim schools or Christian 
schools. Participants could be exposed to media articles and asked how the media reporting 
makes them feel about the schools and whether they believe the media has affected their 
perceptions. This method would allow for more conclusive data regarding perceptions of 
different non-mainstream religious schools in Australia as well as provide an opportunity to 
critically examine the power of the media as a dominant culture that is able to influence public 
understandings of social and cultural issues. 
 
Further studies of the long term ramifications of the media’s negative representations of 
Muslim schools should be conducted. There may be long-term ramifications stemming from 
the media’s negative representations of Muslim schools that cannot yet be gauged. As the 
issues being uncovered within Muslim schools that became the catalyst for this study are 
relatively current, the ramifications of the media’s coverage of these issues should be later 
explored. The media’s negative constructions of Muslim schools could have long-term effects 
on the continued success of these schools, particularly where the government has 
demonstrated a strong willingness to withdraw funding from these schools. Parents may 
become apprehensive about sending their children to these schools and may look for what 
they may consider to be more stable and viable schooling options. While these schools have 
demonstrated consistent growth in enrolments over the last decade, these issues may affect 
the long-term success of Muslim schools. A follow-up study could explore whether trends in 
enrolments at Muslim schools have been affected by the issues discussed in this study.  
The study could also be extended by including interviews with parents who have 
chosen to send their children to non-mainstream religious schools. It was suggested that 
media representations of these schools may have an impact on the public’s perceptions of 
these schools, which may ultimately influence parents’ decision making when choosing these 
schools. Interviewing parents could provide an opportunity to explore whether representations 
of these schools in the media affect parent’s perceptions of these schools. It may help to 
explore more specifically the reasons that these schools are experiencing significant growth 
by obtaining richer data regarding parent’s specific reasons for choosing these schools. 
Interviews could help to determine parent’s satisfaction with these schools which may be used 
to make assumptions as to whether media representations of these schools will have any 
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effect on their long term success. A study exploring parent’s satisfaction with these schools, 
particularly Muslim schools during a time in which they are receiving media scrutiny would 
provide an interesting perspective to this study, and may further help to justify why these 
schools should continue to receive government support.  
This study could further be extended by employing a comparison between 
representations of Muslim schools and Christian schools and another non-mainstream 
religious school category, for example Jewish schools. A larger study could explore and 
compare the perceived differences in media representations between more categories of non-
mainstream religious schools. It would be interesting to explore whether Jewish schools have 
faced similar scrutiny within media reporting that Muslim schools have faced. Exploring media 
representations of more categories of non-mainstream religious schools may help to 
determine the extent to which cultural difference plays an influential role in constructing 
representations of certain categories of non-mainstream religious schools that the media may 
determine as “other”. 
6.6 Researcher reflections 
In the context of an increasingly popular non-mainstream religious school sector that is 
receiving significant government funding, this study explored representations of non-
mainstream religious schools in the media as important in inviting public perceptions of these 
schools. Throughout this dissertation, the future success of one particular type of non-
mainstream religious school was brought into question, where negative representations of 
Muslim schools sparked debate regarding the allocation of public funding. Muslim schools 
were found to have experienced significantly more negative representation in the media than 
“fundamentalist” Christian schools, which may suggest that there are different standards 
applied to the media’s treatment of different categories of non-mainstream religious schooling. 
The negative representations that the media constructed regarding Muslim schools could 
influence negative perceptions of these schools among the Australian public which could 
result in serious implications for the funding futures and future success of these schools.
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